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GRAND HAVEN

PUCE TEN CENTS

(Special)-Pro-

bate Court Judge Frederick T.
Miles Wednesday released a report on teenage traffic violations
processed so far this year in Ottawa
county. Avery D. Baker, county
Juvenile agent and currently serving as acting traffic safety director for the county as well, serves
as traffic referee of Juvenile Court
under the direction of Judge Miles.
The report follows:
Number of hearings from January through July, 1955—156; number of juveniles,145. 142 of which
were boys and the other three girls.
Classification of violations:
Speeding, 56; no operator'slicense.
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19; disregardingstop sign, 18;
unnecessary noise, 16; reckless
driving. 12; failure to have car
under control, 9; violationof restriction,7; improperturn or pass,
7; failure to yield right-of-way.
4; careless driving, 4; defective
brakes, 3; driving on suspended
license, 3; improperspeed, 2; per-
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BIRTHDAY PRESENT

An urgent appeal was sounded
in Holland today for clothes, canned goods and any other items for
victims of the disastrous flood in
Connecticut.
Bill LaBarge is heading the drive
and he has good reason to work
for "such a just cause.”
LaBarge is a salesman and minor stockholder in the Hitchcock
Chair Co. of Riverton, Conn. He
received word this morning, first
contact h^ has been able to make
since the flood, that the factory
building is still standing but the
warehouse was washed away.
Damage at a minimum was calculated to be $100,000.
He was informedthat the town
of about 600 population is in “bad
shape." Residents are without food
and lost most of their clothing
plus furniture during the raging
flood.

His sons and

who still farms four acres and keeps two
other cows at 146 West 40th St., will be 83
Friday Finding the heifer has a lot of spunk
are Streur's grandchildren, William John, 8,
and Mary, 4, children of Mr. and Mrs. Richard

Streur,

daughters didn't know what to give William
Streur for his 83rd birthday sp they presented
him with a year-old heifer Monday night. That
was the only thing he really wanted, anyway.
They made things real fancy, though, by tying
a red ribbon on the heifer's hfcod and tail-

LaBarge was told the president
of his company along with some
other men evacuatedto the roof
of the factory and roped down
when rescuers arrived. The president, Jack Kenney, was the last
man down the rope and the rope
broke. He was dumped into the

mitting unlicensed person to drive.
2; beer in car, 2; miscellaneous,
Spencer and Margaret Doody and (extreme
HARVEST QUEEN
Ann Sisson (back row
which includes bell on car, no opStreurleft and right in back) Kathy Thompson and
with bouquet) was named Harvest Queen of
erator’s license on person, defec(Sentinelphoto)
Jean
Sisson.
To
Ann's
left
is
Janet
Hoyt,
the
the Fennville-Pullman area in a contest Wedtive lights, etc .,7, or a total of 171.
swirling Farmington River and
Disposition of the cases: pro1954 queen while little Susie Klicman held the
nesday night. She will compete in the Allegan
barely rescued later.
bation,
88;
cited
to
Secretary
of
pillow for the crownCounty contest early next month at the Allegan
The factory is located on the
Hudsonville Fair Sets
StatCj 21; warned and dismissed,
(Sentinelphoto)
Fair Members of Ann's court are (front) Jane
banks of the river.
13; license suspended, 12; waived
Western Horse Show
LaBarge has the full cooperation
to other counties, 9; license reof the Ottawa County Red Cross
voked, 5; restricteduse of vehicle,
HUDSON VILLE (Special) - An
headquarters and the Armory has
4; miscellaneous, 4, total, 156.
all-westernhorse show will be predonated spacemencollecting items.
Source of referrals : Holland city,
sented at the HudsonvilleComLaBarge said persons wishing to
66; Grand Haven city, 32; sheriffs
munity Fair Friday night at 7.
donate ANYTHING should bring it
A
hit-and-run
driver
was
caught
department,24; state police, 21;
ALLEGAN (Special)—Rep. Clnnr , All Ottawa County riders who
Zeeland city, 17; Spring Lake town- Hoffman said today there’s no wish to enter can do so right up within 15 minutes after an accident to the Armory anytime Friday.
In
Because of the urgency of the
Sunday night as 12th St. residents
ship, 4; Fruitport, 2; Grandville
reason why Western Michigan to show lime. Twelve events are
situation,he hopes to have the
and Muskegon,one each; total, 168.
,
planned,
with
ribbons
and
cash gave Holland police a couple of
(IRAND HAVEN (Special)-Nine
items crated and on the way to
Commenting on the report Judge S*10U*<^ n0’
federal money to for the winners. Also scheduled are valuable clues.
FENNVILLE (Special) - Sevenpersons, including three from HolRiverton by at least Monday.
Bill Funckus,19, of 9 North RivMiles ad Baker point out some | pay for damage by Lake Mich- pony events.
teen-year-oldAnn (Ginger) Sisson
land, were injured in a two-car
LaBarge talked with the area
er
Ave.,
hit a car parked in front
was selected as 1955 Harvest Queen Grand Rapids Man Bound interestingfacts. Only three girls , igan erosion.
Chairman of the horse show Is
collision at 4:10 Wednesday on
again early this afternoon and was
of
the
Kenneth
De
Pree
home
at
were referred,not necessarily “If the AtlanticCoast stales are Nick Van Relcom, a member of the
of the Fennville-Pullman area Wed120th Ave. about a mile south of
Over in Automobile Case
informedthe greatest need is for
proving them better drivers, but*innesday night.
Southwest Michigan Riding Club. It 74 West 12th St. shortly after 9
M-50 in Robinsontownship.
entitled to 80 million dollars in
sheets, pillow cases, soap and
p.m.
dicating
tht
boys
under
17
are
the
She won over a field of 13 girls
is the second annual show at the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)The cars, both traveling north,
federalrelief aid. so is the eastern
Neighbors who heard and saw the blankets. The Red Cross supply
in the second annual contest spon- Vernon Hikade, 34. Grand Rapids, ones who are usually behind the
fair.
were driven by Mrs. Arelyne J.
shore of Lake Michigan and other
crash hurried to the scene when of such items has been exhausted
sored by the Fennville-Pullman waived examination before Jus- wheel. Although there were less
De Boer, 29, of 1104 Widdicomb,
areas around the Great Lakes that
Funckus pulled away. A hubcap In Riverton.
than 10 percent repeaters,25 pertice FrederickJ. Workman MonGrand Rapids, and Howard K. Lions Club.
have suffered millions of dollars
LaBarge has the full support of
from his ear was found and one
With
the
crown,
she
won
the day afternoon on a charge of un- cent had licenses suspended,reWeener, 26, route 2, Holland.
worth of lake erosion damage,"
Hans Suzenaar,' who is head of the
woman
identified
the
color
and
right to compete in the Allegan lawfully drivin away an automo- voked or were cited to the reInjured were Noreen Weener, 25,
he said.
disaster relief arm of the county
make of the auto.
County queen contest at the Alle- bile, without intent to steal. He is presentative of the Secretaryof
bruises and neck injury ; Larry
He wired top Presidential aides
The police were called from the Civil Defense organization.
gan
Fair early next month. She attempting to furnish $1,000 bond State’s office when their driving
Weener, 3, neck injury, and Harin Washington Tuesday inviting
So if you have any items that
De Pree home and were soon on
will aiso reign on a parade float for his appearancein Ottawa Cir- record warranted.
lan Weener, also 3, bruises and
President Eisenhower to “take a
the scene. Information was radio- would help the hapless victims,
from
the Fennville-Pullman area cuit Court Sept. 12.
shaken up, all riding in the Weener
look” at the lakeshore.Eisenhower
ed to the station and patrol can. just bring them to the Armory
with her court.
Hikade was picked up Saturday
car; Mrs. De Boer, broken ribs
was flying over the devasted EastTen minutes later, Patrolman Friday.
Members of her court are Kathy afternoon by the Muskegon sherGRAND
HAVEN
Special )-Rayand bruises; Mrs. Frank Visser,
ern flood areas Tuesday afternoon.
Marinus Smeenge caught Funckes
Thompson, cousin Jean Sisson, iff’s officers in Muskegon after
Units
52, broken nbs and bruises; Diane
He pointed to the Macatawa area mond W. Wolbers, 18, route 3, at First and Central, 14 block*
Jane Spencer and MargaretDoody.
Robert J. Major, of Grand Rapids,
L. De Boer. 8, bump on forehead
where
many residents have had ! Hudsonville (North Blendon), and a away.
A petite, 5 foot 5 inch brunette, owner of the car, reported to the
and bruises; Linda S. De Boer, 7,
part of their cottages fall into the ' 16-year-oldminor of route 2, ZeeOw ner o fthe parked car is WarAnn will be a senior at Fennville Spring Lake Village officersthat
of
several teeth knocked out; Thomas
lake because of erosion.
High School this fall. She is the his car had been ’driven away.
land, were taken into custody by ner Cook. 22, of 121 West 17th St.
De Boer. 3, lacerations,and Patsy
He and his wife had parked the
Ottawa County -will receive
rnn^ tttjuatice, he fftargdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. EdJjisson
city police at 5:45 a.m. Tuesday
Major met Hikade in a bar In
J. De Boer, six months, facial
car on 12th St. to ride In another
of Fennville,route 17'
2a,.57 and Allegan County $135.-1
bllafter
officer*
found
a
stolen
20Grand
Rapids,
told
him
he
was
bruises,all riding in the De Boer
lions of dol'ars reclaiming land out
car with friends. Damage to
Crowning the queen after her going to Muskegon and Hikade de- 501.22 as their slices of the $31
car.
West and won't give us any help horse-power outboar Mercury mo- Cook’s car was estimated at $125.
selection by three judges was Janet
444,347.29net second quarter reto- in the trunk of Wolbers’ car.
cided to ride along.
All were taken to Municipal HospSeveral cases were processed in
Funckes was ticketed for leavHoyt, the 1954 queen. Presenting Major stopped at the gas station ceipts of the state motor vehicle in preventing our land from being The motor was allegedly taken
ital and released after treatment.
washed
away
by
(he
lake.
ing the scone of an accident and Municipal Court last week.
the crown to Miss Hoyt was Iktle
highway
fund.
of his father-in-lawat Lake Ave.
State police said the De Boer
Benjamin G. Cooper, Jr„ 18, of
Hoffman said that the Army from the Voshel Boat Livery near failureto have a driver’slicense.
Susie Klicman.
Net receiptsof the motor vehicle
the large swing bridge
on US-31.
and Savidge Sts., just outside the
car hit the rear of the Weener
1126 Ardmore, wu found guilty of
Corps
of
Engineers
has
made
sevL
.
Damage
to
his
car
was
estimated
Before the queen contest at the Spring Lake villagelimits and de- highway fund were $28,720,727.20,
car when Mrs. De Boer appare/ily
two separate counts of speeding
eral surveys of Lake Michigan i Tlu‘ 0VU1c1r'Nordrl Voshp|- sawLthc at $150.
became too absorbed in an oncom- Fennville baseball field, a concert cided to run in the house, which is an increase of $2,723 620.01 for the erosion. "They’ve had nil the in- youths take the motor from a boat
at a non-jury trial before Municipal
He
told
police
he
was
reaching
in
was presented by the Fennville behind the filling station, to visit second quarter this year, comparat the livery, and notified officers
ing tractor with wagon driven by
formation for more than 10 years.
,
his glove compartment for his bill- Judge Corneliusvander Meulen
High School band, under the di- a few mnutes with his mother- ed to the same period in 1954.
M. Wolf, Jr., route 2, Grand
Thursday afternoon and was senand we still don’t get action," he i aho stoWe(i ,hc car bcfore 11 was fold when his car swerved.
rection of John Klicman.
in-law and sister-in-law. When he • State gasoline and weight taxes,
| driven from
the premises. The
Haven. Mrs. De Boer was charged
tenced to pay total fines /tod costs
Master of ceremonies was Rich- relumed the car and Hikade were the diesel fuel tax and a small
with failure to stop in an assured
“Why shouldn’t Lake Michigan 1 l,0-vsarr hein« ‘1'ifstioned by city
of $89.40 or serve 10-day jail sentard Barron, president of the Fenngone. As the offense occurred in amount of miscellaneous fees are erosion be included in the Pres, l^'ce about several thefts in that
clear distance ahead.
ences on each count. Cooper said
ville-PullmanLions Club.
the township, the report was turn- deposited in the fund. After dehe would appeal.
Judges were Mrs. John Ranson eo over to the sheriff'sdepart- ductions for non-highwayuses and ident’s program for emergency ' v,rim,>' (,llrmK ,hp weekendflood relief aid?“he asked.
Stn,e Pohco lU(' investigatingthe
Max Elenbaas, 18, of 190 West
of Saugatuck and Jack Kole and ment.
collectionscosts, the rest of the
“Now that the President has been disappearanceof two Chris-Craft
20th St., who pleaded guilty WedBruce Van Voorst of The Sentinel.
money is divided with 44 percent aroused by the situation in the East tx’al-s ,akon sometime between 7:30
nesday to a charge of being ingoing to the state highway departInto
toxicated in a public place, was
he shoflld also see what flood wat- l, ,n • Monday and Tuesday
ment for expenditure on state high.sentenced Friday to serve 30 days
Holland Pistol Teams
ers have done to Michigan.This fl0m ,ho I)an Rarf,en Ik)al LlV0,;V
St.
ways in both rural and urban ia a government relief job if there
across "ie river from the
SAUGATUCK (Speciali- Hank in the county jail. Sheriff’s officers
in
areas; 37 percent goes to the coun- ever was one.” he demanded. Voshel h\ei>.
Entered in State Shoot
Dorn and Bill Holt will meet in made the arrest.
ties and 19 percent to cities and
Complaint was received from the
Paying fines were Bill Buis, Jr.,
18-hole championship match for
incorporated villages.
boat owners who are vacationing the annual Saugatuck Country route 4, defective muffler,$5; StanDOUGLAS (Special)—The heavy Holland Police Department will
70 Band Members Will
in the area. Taken were a 19-foot
undertow that banned swimming send three two-man teams to the
Club golf crown sometime on or ley Beckman, route 6, right of
double cockpit boat with 95 horseat Holland State Park was too 18th Annual MichiganPolice Shoot
way, $12; Earl E. Kasper. Grand
before Labor Day.
Make
Trip
to
Chicago
power engine valued at $1,500 and
much for a man and his 12-year- at Jackson's famed 60 target range, Cash and pledges totalling
The
pair
survived early round Rapids, stop sign, $5; John Henry
at
$204,385 was reported Sunday night
old daughter here Monday after- Sept. 22.
Seventy mem hoi’s fit the 100- owned by Bernard Pipes of Grand competition and moved inlo the Ter Avest, route 1, stop sign, $5;
Entered in class “D" for depart- by workers ir. the St. Francis de
noon.
Rapids, and a 22-foot runabout finals Monday.
Donald Van Gelderen, route 2.
piece Holland High School Band
with 200 horsepower engine and
Mark Atwood, 46, of Milwaukee, ments with less than 21 men, the Sales building fund campaign.Rewill leave by bus at 1 p.m. Friday
Larry Sandahl and Truman I/ce, speeding, $15; August Overway, of
convertible top, valued at $1,200
who spends his summers on Doug- local contingent will be representfinalists in the first flight, will 1684 West 16th St., right of way,
for a two-day visit in Chicago. The
verend Father John M. Westdorp,
and owned by Curtis Hardie, also meet in a similar playoff.
las lake shore, walked into the ed by officers getting highest scores
$12; Juan Ybara, of 85 Spruce,
trip is a reward for attendance at
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-€ity the weekly Thursday evening re- of Grand Rapids.
rough water in front of his cottage in local shooting prior to the state Pastor, expressed his gratitude at
Holt, brother of last y e a r’ s bell on car, $3.
with his daughter Nancy about match.
tiie results and assured the men police are investigatingtwo more hearsals held throughout the sum-,
Paying $1 parking fines were
champ Bob Holt, moved into the
The state meet is sponsored by
reports of pilfering with boats.
3:30.
that God would reward their sacrimer.
finals with a semi-finalwin over Gertrude Kolean, of 35 South RivEarly Wednesday afternoon WenHe was in about waist-highwhen the Michigan State Police, the
M. K. Disbrow and a second round er; Herman Kortering,of 343 West
The hand will appear as a feature;
fice of time and means. “Although
dell Miller of Grand Rapids reboth were caught by the undertow. Michigan Association of Chiefs of
victory over Tom Sasamoto,4-3. 22nd St.; James Spoor, of 347 East
band
in the Mardi (y;is at River-!
Nancy screamed so Atwood at- Police and the Michigan Sheriff’s we have far surpassed our mini- ported his white sailboathad been vow park, the uarM'| largest
Dorn stopped John Barron and Sixth; Louis Dykema, of 150 West
mum goal of $150,000,”he said, damaged to the extent of $500. Ten
tempted to push her toward shore. Association. Chief Van Hoff is a
20th St.; Fred McKervey, of 432
Verne
Hohl, 2-1.
amusement
park, in Gh* ago Fri-j
But the undertow took him member of the planning commit- our plans call for the expiditure lifejackets,t w o mattresses, 400 day night The group will spend1 In
Other championshipfirst round Central Ave.; John Barnes, of 20
of
of at least the amount subscribed feet of chain were taken, as well
tee.
down and when he fought his way
results include: Dorn def. Bru£e South River; Marvin F. Gifford,
and much more will be needed to as two anchors. When the culprits the night at the Wabash Ave. YMback up his strength was gone.
i GRAND HAVEN (Spec i all- Fogerty. 2-up: Hohl def. Dr. E. J Gladwin; Julius Hulst, Jr., of 337
complete our building program.” left the boat the” opened the sea
Meanwhile, Mrs. Atwood had Deciderio Castaneda
Saturday
morning,
a
lour
of
the|siate
p0ijce fcc| they are on the Nieusma. 1-up in 10: Barron def. East Fifth St.; Bill Schrotenboer,
Father Westdorp announced that cock sending water up over the
helped Nancy. Then she went out
Planetarium
and
Shedd
Aquarium
I rieht track to solvim* tho theft
Hoersmn. 4-3: Holt def. H.E route 2, Zeeland; Marlin Bakker,
plans for the new buildingsare in deck before the damage was disagain and assistedher husband to Succumbs at Age 57
of 116 West 28th St.; C. Hemple,
Sa^m°t0
the blueprintstage and that build- covered. The owner had last seen will add an educational touch to a Vfoot Chris-Craf, boa,
the beach where artificial respiraDeciderio Castaneda,57. of 321
of 142 West 32nd St.; Bill Venthe
trip.
Saturday
afternoon.
,he|af
$1,500
which
was
taken
3-- and Jim l nwm def. Sasation revived him.
W. 15lh St. died Tuesday morning ing construction would be under the boat about two weeks ago. young musicians will bo free to , ,1,0 Dan Barden boat livery Mon- ' m'’,0’.12:u1pJ
huizen, 26th and Elmdale. James
„
Witnesses, however, report they
He was taken to Douglas Hos- at his home following a short ill- way this fall.
see
the
downtown
Chicago. They 'day
Sandahl
defeated Ed Gamb/. 2- Vredevcld, of 1949 Lakewood, paid
The evening report followed a saw the boat in good shape two
pital for observation and was in ness. He had a heart condition.
$2 costs for parking near a hyw II return heme about 11 p in. Sat-| Top suspects are a '’7-yeai-old llp and IjCe st°PPed Hill Hensley,
He was born Nov. 15, 1897 in “Kick-Off” dinner held earlier in nights ago, which leads officers to urday.
‘jood conditionTuesday.
2-up to gain entrance into the first drant.
man
currently
wanted
on
a
nonAtwood said he lost two nephews La Feria, Tex., and came to Hol- the afternoon in the school hall. believe the pilferingwas done in
James Crozier.Band and Orchescharge and a ^year^ld I fli?ht fina,sJ
One-hundredand 35 menl compris- the last few days.
through drowning several years land about four years ago. He was
Vocationali J"sefc0,;d
Sandahl
ing
the
solicitation corps, received
Wrenches
and
other
tools valued tra BoostersClub president, and escapee from
Mrs. Maggie Boer Dies
ago in Douglas..
employed by H. J. Heinz Co. and
final instructionsfrom campaign at $25 are missing from a fishing Mrs. Crozicr will accompany the School at Lansing. *The two were had def(‘a,pdGeor8e Gallas. Hup,
"I guess I figured I knew how to was the son of the late Mr. and
group
as
chaperones, along with seen at the livery Monday and the Gamby had taken Drew Miles, 1- At Convalescent
director,Michael J. O'Dowd. He tug owned by the Stillson Co. A
handle the lake even when it was Mrs. Deciderio Castaneda.
director Art Hills and assistant 1946 car they were using was found up. Lee stopped Ev Bckken, 1-up
urged workers to complete their clock also is missing.
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Helen;
rough,” he said. “Well, I didn’t.”
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. MagBert Brandt.
abandoned Tuesday at the North and Hensley won over Bill Schurone son, Russell, and two daugh- calls within the day and predicted Miller reports that the oil and
gie Boer, 79, of route 2, Zeeland,
Final rehearsal for the trip will Shore Marina. It is believed one man, 2-up.
they
would
meet
with
unusual
sucgas
were
mixed
with
mud
from
the
ters, Nilda and Lupe, all of HolFirst roOnd results were: San- died Thursday evening at Parksuspect drove the car to the north
bottom of Grand River, as a result be Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Birthday Party Given
land; two sisters, Mrs. Joseph cess.
shore
and
was
picked up on the dahl def. Paul Jones, 1-up; Gallas view Convalescent Home. She had
. John F. Donnelly, general chair- of the sea cock being opened.
Castaneda and Mrs. Martina Cadef. Ed Marquardt. 3-2; Gamby been a resident there for two years.
For Denise Ter Vree
dock there.
Spaces Still Available
brera, both of Holland, and three man of the campaign,presided at
def. Walt Kimball, 2-up; Lee def.
Surviving are the husband,AlThe boat which has a 95 hp.
the dinner. He said that no soliciJim Christensen, 1-up; Bill Schur- bert; three sons, Dennis M. of
Denise Ter Vree was guest of brothers,Joseph and John, of Hol- tation of business firms or of non- Miscellaneous Shower
For
Biology
Field Trip
motor
is
the
property
of
Bernard
land, and Feipe, of Texas.
man def. Dave Mulder, 5-up and Kansas City, Mo., Harold F. of
honor at a party Wednesday afterPipes of Grand Rapids. The Coast
parishionerswould be made. Don- Fetes Miss A.
Dr. Harriette V. Bartoo announc- Guard reported having a boat of Hensley def. Len Hemwall, 2-up. Owosso and Elmer J. of Plynoon in celebration of her fifth
nelly introducedthe followingguest
Bob Holt, last year’s champ, Is mouth; two daughters, Mrs. Lewis
Miss Aleatha Serne was guest of es that a few registrations may
birthday anniversary.The party Starts Work
that description go out into the
speakers : the Rev. H. A. Wierman,
honor at a miscellaneous shower still be accepted for the biology Lake Michigan Monday with ^wo in military service and unable to Verberg of Grand Rapids and
was given by Mrs. Don Achterhof, GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mrs.
St. AugustineSeminary, Holland;
defend the crown.
last Friday evening at the home of field trip which leaves Kalamazoo
-34 West 11th St. Mrs. Mary Ter Annafred Palmer, formerly emRachel Boer, at home; eight grandoccupants.
the Rev. David Drinan, Grand RapMrs. Laverne Seme, 235 West 25th next Saturday from Western MichVice assisted the hostess.
children;three brothers,Sietse and
ployed in the Ottawa Probate office ids; the Rev. A. J. LeRoux, pastor
A 22-foot Chris-Craft runabout
John Baron of Holland and Henry
Games were played and refresh- for several years, started work in of St.. Mary’s parish, Spring Lake; St. Miss Serne is the September igan College.
Rapids also taken the same night Mr* and Mrs, Veldhais
bride-elect of Preston Turkstra.
ments were served. A pink and tl*’ office of the county drain comStudents will spend a week tour- owned by Curtis Hardey of Grand
Baron of Zeeland; a sister, Mrs.
the Rev. Edward Jaworowicz, paswhite color scheme was featured. missioner this morning. She is fillGames were played and dupli- ing Indiana observing significant Rapids also taken the same night Honored on Anniversary Bertha Helder of Holland, and a
tor of Blessed Sacrament parish,
Gifts were presented to the guest ing the position left vacant by the
cate prizes awarded. Gifts were aspects of the flora of that area, was found run up on shore in
sister-in-law, Mrs. Jennie Baron of
Allegan; the Rev. William Hoogof honor and each guest received de&th of Miss Mae Szopinskiof
presentedto the guest of honor and joining other field trips to ob- Spring Lake Tuesday night.
The 15th wedding anniversary of HoUand.
terp, pastor of St. Peter’s parish,
favors.
and a two-course lunch was served serve natural phenomena.They
Mr., and Mrs. Giles H. Veldhuis
Robinson township, who died re Douglas. <Invited were Patty, Kathy and cently.
by the hostess, assisted by Mrs. will also stop in the Limberlost
was celebrated at their home MonFishermen Fined
Jane Buurma, Nancy, Dean and
Albert Seme and Mrs. Robert country of Gene Stratton Porter ExaminationSet
day evening.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -La- During the evening,refreshments GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Two
Sheryl Achterhof, Kenneth HoutSeme. A pink and white motif was and the home of James Whitcomb
Another Store Entered
Verne Van Dyke, 26, of 620 Monroe were served and a gift was pre- persons paid fines in JusticeFredman, D. J. Oosterbaan, K&thy and Fisherman Fined
Riley.
4 An estimated $165 was taken used.
erick J. Workman’s court in Spring
Steve Nies and Carol and Phyllis GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
from the Dairy Milk Depot and Invited guests were the Mes- Students desiring to earn a sec- St., Grand Haven, demanded ex- sented to the honored couple.
Schuck.
Herbert F. Crisman,22, Comstock Spudnut shop at Montello Park dames William Kruithoff, Albert ond hour of credit may spend the amination on a non-support charge,
Those present were Mr. and Lake on charges of fishing withPark, paid $5 fine and $7.80 costs sometime Wednesday night, ac- Kruithoff,Henry Kruithoff,James following week under Dr. Bartoo’s when -arraigned before Municipal Mrs. Henry Van Oss, Arthur, Bes- out non-resident licenses. Amos
in Justice Frederick J. Workman's cording to sheriff’s deputies.Entry Sebright. Dick De Ridder, Henry guidanceon the campus of Mich- Judge Jacob Ponstein Tuesday af- sie. Lois and Shirley;Gordon Wal- Cox, 40, Gary, Ind„ was arrested
False Alarm .
court Wednesday on a charge of was gained through a door open- De Ridder, Gerard De Ridder, Ber- igan State University and travel ternoon. Date for examination was ters; Louis Holtegeerts; Mr. and by ConservationOfficer Harold
Holland firemen respondedto a fishing in Spring Lake Sunday, ing' on a new construction area. nard Rowan, Harold Nienhuis, throughout Central Michigan to ob- set for Aug. 31 at 10 a.m. and Mrs. John Van Oss, Lavern, Judy, Bowditch Sunday on Grand river
false alarm at noon today at 16th Aug. 21, without a resident fishing It was the second breaking and Donald Rice, Jennie Rice, Hessel serve plant life. On the.MSU cam- bond of $500 was not furnished.Van Nancy and Carol; Mr. and Mrs. and Paul J. Pebbles, 41, GreenSt. and Van Raalte Ave. They re- license. The arrest Was by Con- entering in two days. Tht Schuiling Turkstra, Harold Ramaker, Harris pus meetingsof the American In- Dyke allegedlyfailed to support his Howard Van Oss; Mr. and Mrs. wood, Miss., was arrested Tues.
turned to headquarters almost servation Officer Harold W. Bow- North Side Service station was Scholten, John Seme and Miss Mar- stitute of Biological Sciences will wife, Shirley, and their four-year- Jerold Hulst, Larry and Linda; day while fishingin Spring lake.
immediately.
ditch.
Mr. and Mrs. Veldhuis and Lloyd. I Each paid $5 fine and $7.80 costs.
entered Tuesday night.
old child sinc<f‘July1, 1955,
cia Seme, all of Holland.
be in progress.
'
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Becomes Bride

of

Holland

Man

Ottawa County

Old Zoning Case

Vriesland

Prefab Carport
Available Here

Transfers
Roy W. Droge & wf. to Peter
J. Vander Plaats & wf. Lot 40
Steele’s Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Isaac Kouw & wf. to Stonehouse

Local Court

In

Six Cases Involving

Corp. Lot 121 Lugers Add. Twp.

Drinking Are Also
Processed

in

Court

A

zoning case which has b?en
on the books for 10 months was
settled in Municipal Court Thursday afternoon when Mrs. Alice E.
Gaylord, of 84 East 18th St., changed her previous plea of not guilty
to nolo contendere on a charge of
having more families than allowed by ordinance living in a house
she owns at 18 East 12th St.
Building InspectorLaveme Serne
signed a complaintagainst Mrs.
Gaylord last Nov. 15, charging her
with having seven families living
in quaters designed lor four.

MunicipalJudge Cornelius vander Meulen assessed fine of 5100
and costs of 56.90 and then suspended the fine on condition Mrs.
Gaylord reduce the number of
families to four by Oct. 1. The
case had been postponedseveral
times due to Mrs. Gaylord's absence from the city and to legal
technicalities. City Attorney James
E. Townsend represented the city
in the case

Holland.
Ralph J. Wolthuis & wf. to Raymond Naber & wf. Lot 10 Pine
Tree Sub. Twp. Holland.
William Kaslander& wf. to Cornelius Wittingen & wf. Pt Lot 12
Huizenga's Sub. Twp. Holland.
Marvin Arnold Vanden Bosch &
wf. to John Workman & wf. Pt.

Vows Exchanged at Overisel Church

Mr. and Mr*. John H. Van Zoeren of Holland were recent Monday
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrit De Vree.

Real Estate
Finally Settled

25, 1955

Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage
prefabricatedcarport-patio were recent guests of Mrs. D. G
shelter featuring a system of WVer Hage of Zeeland.
shaped aluminum sectionsis being
Mrs. George Bursma and chilintroduced by Maerose Glass Co. of
dren of Grand Rapids spent a few

A

Holland.

The new

style louvers are designed for passage of air and diffused light and solve the ventilation problem of the outdoor chef
who likes to broil steaks in the
shade.
At the same time the louvers
form a drainage system that will
channel off 11 inches of water an
hour, and protect the family car
from hot summer sun.

days with Mrs. Clara Freriks.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden were Wednesdayevening
callers on Mrs. John H. Van Welt
in Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were

Friday evening guests of Mrs, Jennie De Witt at the John P. ,De Witt
home in Forest Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk
of Vriesland, Mrs. A. Warton, and
EVI, NWK 26-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
daughter Jeneen of Zeeland were
Frank Alex Gale & wf. to FredIt takes only one amateur recent Sunday guests of Mr. and
erick F. Fischer & wf. Lot 14
handyman to build the 10 by 20 Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk and famiJenison Heights Sub. Twp. Georgefoot canopy being marketed under
ly of Lansing.
town.
Miss Susie Roersma of Grand
Esther Ruth Pollock to Max G. the name "Kawport”. But with
two men the job takes less than a Rapids was a guest of Mrs. Clara
Metzler & wf. Pt. Lot 209 City of
half a day's work.
Freriks for several days.
Grand Haven.
The carport is supported by two
Syrene Boss of Galewood was a
City of Grand Haven to Highland Park Assn. Lots 10,15,34,38, inch pipes on the side away from ncent supper guest of Mr. and
44.82,91,92.93.115
Highland Park the house. Digging holes two or Mrs. Henry Boss. ,
three feet deep for the pipes is the
Mrs. John Elzinga of Grand
Add Grand Haven.

Maude Mergenerto City of Grand first step.
Outside fascia is set one inch
Pt. Lot 1 Blk 5 Akeley's
lower than the fascia anchored to
Add. Grand Haven.
the house to provide a drainage
Albert E Johnson & wf. to Erslope away from the house. Corner
win W. Johnson & wf. Pt. N*.j SE14
clips are then bolted to the 20SEU 31-5-15 City of Holland.

Haven

Russel B. Bouman & wf. to Petei
C. Cramer & wf. Lot 132 Waverly
Heights Sub. Twp. Holland.
Russel A. Michmershuizen& wf.
et al to Ottawa Savings & Loan
Assn. Lot 16 Legion Park Sub. Twp
Holland.
Joseph B Alverson & wf. to Marvin Alverson & wf. Lots 21.22,33,
34 Blk 6 Howard's Second Add.
Twp. Holland.

foot channel iron supports.

Rapids and Leon Van Zoeren of
Chicago were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. Van Zoeren.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk
and family of Lansing were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Vander Kolk
The Rev. Enos E. Heeren of

One channel is secured to Vhe
house with screws into the wall Valley Springs, S. D., was guest
studding. Special pipe flanges are preacher in the Vriesland Reformattached to the other 20-foot chan- ed Church Sunday, Aug. 14. Bobby
nel and the pipe supports are De Feyter of Zeeland sang at the
threaded into the flanges. This evening service.

Howard Rowe, 22, of 310 West
16th St., pleaded guilty Wednesday
to a drunk and disorderly charge
assembly is then placed in the post
Mission boxes were passed in the
and was placed on probation for
holes and held upright while the Sunday school on Aug. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Busscher
six months. Conditions are that he
Mrs. Robert Doryl Burrows
end channels are bolted to the 20(Joel'sphoto)
The
King
s
Daughters
met
in
the
pay fine and costs of 519.70, obMiss Geraline Page of Lexington, quet of white phalaenopsis orchids
Wedding vows were exchanged ron of honor. She carried a boufoot channel.
church basement Monday, at 8 p.m.
serve
an
11
p.m.
curfew,
refrain
Ky., and Robert Daryl Burrows with touches of blue delphinium.
Now the four sided framework The program was in charge of Nel- by Miss Hermina Becksvoortand quet of Talisman roses, white snapRuth Nora Love to Henry M.
from drinking and pay 53 a month
' Holland were married Satur- The bride was given in marriage
of channels is ready for the
Stehouwer
&
wf.
Pt.
N
frl
Vi
SW
va Ter Haar and Heldred De Witt. Russell Busscher at a double ring dragons, baby breath and white
oversight fees.
day Aug. 6. at the College of the by her father.
louvers thaUform the canopy. The Co-hostesseswere Sheryl Wyn- candlelightceremony Thursday. rhubrum lilies. Gowns of pink and
frl *4 4-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
Bible in Lexingeon.The Rev. Mrs. Lynwood Schrader of Nic- Kenneth Marlink, 23, of 454 West Willard DeJonge & wf. to John pre-drilledlouvers are easily garden and Bonnie Van Dam.
Aug. 11, in Overisel Reformed aqua net- over taffeta were worn
Franklin Owen, pastor of Calvery holasville, Ky., sister of the bride, 21st St., who pleaded guilty to a
Franzburg Lot 86 Essenburg Sub. spaced Finally, the posts are
A special meeting was held Mon- Church. The Rev. Lambertus Oos- by the bridesmaids, respectively,
Baptsi Church, offciated at the af- was matron of honor. Bridesmaids drunk and disorderlycharge WedTheir bouquets included white and
plumbed and leveled before con- day evening at 8 p.m. of all moth- tendorp read the rites.
No. 3 Twp. Holland.
were Mrs. Thomas E. Masters of nesday was sentenced to serve 15
ternoon rites.
Decorations Included palms, pink snapdragons, carnations,gladFloyd
Angel
&
wf. to Adrian M. crete is poured into the post holes ers who have childrenin^he school.
The bride is the daughter of R. Nicholasvilleand Miss Agnes Jack- days and pay fine and costs of
Laban & wf. Lot 104 Chippewa for a solid footing.
Miss Shirley Heyboer and John ferns, bouquets and candelabra ioli and delphinium. Carrying a
Hays Page of Lexington and Mrs. son of Lexington. They wore waltz- 519.70.If fine and costs are not
basket of rose petals and rose
Resort. Twp. Park.
Veltma
were united in marriagein with white bows marking the
Eugene P. Koch of Indianapolis,length gowns of white organdy over paid, he will serve an additional
buds, the flower girl wore a pink
pews.
Richard
Van
Doorne
to George
the VrieslandReformed Church
Ind. The groom is the son of Mr. pale blue taffeta. Flowered band- 15 days.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. nylon dress.
Van
Doorne
&
wf.
Lot
52
Ferry
Tuesday
evening
at 8 p.m. The puband Mrs. Don Burrows of Holland. eaux held their face veils and they
and Mrs. George Becksvoortof The bride's mother was attired in
Albert C. Trevan, 37, route 2, Heights Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
lic was invited to witness the cereThe sanctuary was decorated carried sprays of blue delphinium Gobles, pleaded guilty to a drunk
route l and the groom is the son a navy dress with white accessories
John G. Koster & wf. to Winton
mony.
with ferns, palms, baskets of white and babies-breath.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bus- and the groom's mother wore a
driving charge and was sentenced D. Clinard & wf. Lot 24 Ranch
Dr.
G.
H.
Mennenga
of
Western
Richard Leppink of Grand Rapids to pay 5104.70 and serve five days,
gladioli ,and blue delphiniumand
blue print dress with white accesHouse Acres Sub. Twp. Spring
Seminary in Holland will be guest scher, route 5.
tapers in wrought-ironcandelabra. served as best man and Thomas or an additional 30 days if fine
Attending the couple were Mrs. sories.Both had yellow rose corLake.
preacher
in
the
local
church
SunThe altar was flanked by candel- E. Masters of Nicholasville and and costs are not paid. He was
Harvey Le Poire and Mrs. Alvin sages.
Howie Bosch of Fords threw a day, Aug. 21.
Russell C. Dewald to Jacob J.
abra. A program of wedding music Richard Wolfred of Pittsburghwere arrested by city police Aug. 13 at
Hoekenga
&
wf.
Pt. Lot 5 Villa ohe-hitterat the Moose Thursday- jerry Dunning is still in a criti- Dykhus, sisters of the bride, matAssisting at (he reception for 80
ushers.
was presented by Mrs. Frances
12th and Lincoln, and was ar- Park Add. Spring Lake Twp.
night in City league softball play cal condition in the Big Rapids ron of honor and bridesmaid,res- guests in the church basementwere
A reception was held at the Col- raigned Aug. 15.
McKinley of Berea, organist, and
pectively, Miss Eileen Busscher
Bert Bruursema & wf. to Bessel and the automen scored a 6-0 win hospital.
the Misses Gerrie Nykerk, Carolyn
lege of the Bible ReceptionHall.
Marvin Nicholas, vocalist
sister of the groom, bridesmaid;
Richard
Burden. 31, Kalamazoo, Vande Bunte & wf. Lot 15 Assess- at Van Tongeren Field.
The
Ladies’
Missionary
and
Aid
Nykerk, Albertha Meiste, Helena
A gown of white organdy over The newlyweds will be at home
who was with Trevan, pleaded or's Plat No. 1 Holland.
Bareman's Service won by for- Society met Thursday,Aug. 11 at Laveme Busscher, the grooms bro- and Cathlene Kline and Helena
siU- taffeta was chosen by the bride, at 921 South 13th St., Wood River.
guilty to a drunk and disorderly Frieda Borgman to Stanley M. feit from Vandenberg Buick in the 2 p.m. in the church basement. ther, best man and Harvey Le Meiste who served the guests; Mr.
The fitted bodice of embroidered 111., where the groom is employed
Poire and Alvin Dykhuis, ushers.
charge and was sentenced to pay Roznick Pt. NW'4 SWI4 1-7-16 Twp. second game.
and Mrs. John Wiggers who were
The president,Mrs. J. G. J. Van
organdy featureda dropped should- as a chemist by Shell Oil Co. Mrs.
Sherry Le Poire wasflower girl master and mistressof ceremonies.
519.70 or serve five days in jail. Grand Haven.
Jason
De
Vries.
Moose
mainstay,
Zoeren presided. A dutch psalm
er yoke and cap sleeves. Panels Burrows was graduated in May
Arthur Aukeman & wf. to Dick was the spoiler. He singled in the verse was sung, Mrs. Carl Scherm- and Larry LePoire, ring bearer. Miss Hermeen Becksvoort and MelCharles Gene Honon, 18, of 234
of embroideredorgandy highlight- from the College of Educationat
Wedding music was played by vir Hassevort who were in charge
Post
& wf. Lot 10 Peasley's Sub. fourth inning for the only hit.
er read scripture,Mrs. Van Zoered the bouffant skirt, which ur- University of Kentucky.Mr. Bur- West 13th St., pleaded guilty to a
Mrs. Wallice Folkert. Soloist, Mr.
A Ford error in the first inning pn 0ffere(j prayer, minutes of the
of serving punch and the gift room,
minated in a sweep train. A cap rows, a Hope College graduate, charge of beer in possession and Village of Hudsonville.
Richard Fricke & wf. to James and walks by Bosch in the second prevjous meeting were read by Folkert,sang "Because" and "The and Lina Busscher and Georgian*
of pleated organdy edged with received his masters of science de- no operator’s license and was asWedding Prayer.”
Becksvoort who were in charge of
pearls held her fingertip veil of gree from the University of Ken- sessed total fine and costs of 564.70 Browning & wf. Nli SE!4 SE>4 and seventh gave the Moose other ^arje ver Hage. Roll was called
The bride, given in marriage by the guest book.
Sec. 29 & pt. SWF* 28-8-14Twp.
t0 which the following responded,
or serve 30 days.
double illusion.She carried a bou- tucky.
her
father,
wore
a
gown
of
ChanThe winners teed off on Matt the Mesdames : J. G. J. Van Zoeren,
Gerald Siegel, 26, Muskegon, Polkton.
The bride wore a white and aqua
Corey Poest & wf. to Vernon Numikoski in the third inning for Henry Roelofs, D. C. Ver Hage, tilly lace and tulle over satin with dress with white accessories and
pleaded guilty to a drunk driving
a fitted bodice,high neckline,lace
charge and was sentenced to serve Poest & wf Lot 15 Idlewood Beach four runs. Doc Overbeek'shome John’ De Jojige, Henry Wabeke,
orchid corsage pn their honeymoon
run driving in three of the tallies Carl Schermer, Martin P. Wyn- collar, pointed sleeves and a skirt to Canada. They will reside at
five days and pay 5104.70. Alter- Plat. Twp. Park.
y
tulle over satin featuring lace
native to the fine is 30 additional John Franzburg to John Voss & was the big blast. Junior Hop aided garden. and Marie Ver Hage. Ofroute 5.
banding in a V-effect, and
days. Siege! was arrested by city wf. Lot 86 Essenburg Sub. No. 3 the cause with a double in the low Me" was sung, and the closThe bride was graduated from
chapel-lengthtrain. A tiara of seed
same frame.
police Aug. 13 and arraigned Aug. Twp. Holland.
ing prayer by Mrs. Schermer. The
pearls and iridescentsequins held Holland High School and Allegan
Two more runs came in the sixth. next meeting will be held in Sep15.
the fingertipveil of English illu- County Normal and will teach in
Any elm trees in your yard?
Warren Plaggemars, safe on an tember.
Newcomers Have
sion. She carried a white Bible Glendale. The groom, a graduate
If there are, keep a sharp eye
error, and Bob Hop. who doubled,
Heldred De Witt and Mildred De
with orchids and satin streamers of Holland High School, is a junior
on them.
both scored on Bosch’s single.
Luncheon at Castle
Witt sang at the C. E. meeting
a) Western Michigan College, KalaThe Dutch elm disease hasn’t
Bosch and Junior Hop led the in Forest Grove Sunday afternoon. A yellow floor-length gown of net
Girl
over
taffeta was worn by the mat- mazoo.
hit Holland yet, but some cases
Eighty-four women attended the winners with two hits each. Others
Mrs. Fred Beekman and children
have been reported in Grand
August luncheon of the Newcomers gettingone hit were Silven Dissel- of Holland were Sunday guests at
entire United States to be awarded
Rapids, and the park department
Club Wednesday afternoon at koen, Plaggemars. Wayne Hop, Bob the John De Jonge and Gil Van
an annual scholarship from the
is on the alert for any signs here.
Castle Park.
Hop and Overbeek.
Noord homes.
Mrs. Raymond McCarty receiv- Alfred Sloan Foundation. The
The -city manager’s office has
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of ZeeMrs.
Louis
Brunner,
president
ALLEGAN (Special) - The FBI GRAND HAVEN (Special) complete information on the elm
land were Sunday guests of Mr ed word Sunday of the death of scholarship is an 5810 award for
Thursday joined in the search for Another Holland resident has con- conducteda business meeting and
tuition, board and room at Albion
tree threat.Sanitationor elm tree
and
Mrs. John Beyer and family her mother, Mrs. Harry Hoard, 75,
introduced the following prospecthe gang responsiblefor the break- tracted polio, making a total of
cleanup is advocated as the best
Sunday
guests at the Simon Bro- at her home in Kalamazoo. Death College. Coxford gradauted from
tive
members:
Mrs.
Robert
Hall,
ing and entering early Wednesday 15 cases in Ottawa county so far
precautionary measure to keep the
ersma home were Mr. and Mrs was due to a heart attack. Funeral Fennvillehigh school last June and
Mrs. Edgar Gallmeir, Mrs. Robert
morning of two Hopkins business this year.
nasty beetle from getting a footBert Drooger and Timmy, Mrs. Ly- services were held Wednesday af- plans to enter Albion College.
Pisarkiewzci,
Mrs.
James
Taylor
places— includingthe Hopkins State
Latest victim is Marilyn Van
hold in Holland’s shade trees.
da De Vries, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ternoon at Schoolcraft,her former
and Mrs. Robert Crecelieus.Eight In
Bank.
Dyke, 16-year-olddaughter of Mr.
De Vries and family, Mr. and Mrs home.
guests were present.
To that end. park department A slim girl and two or more
and Mrs. Robert Van Dyke, of 285
Tro, Blackwood, of 976 Wau- Floyd j0usma of Holland. Mr. and
The Pearl homecoming to be
personnel are busy removing all "strong men" are being sought for
Mrs.
Brunner
announced
that
East 13th St She became ill Aug.
konda. Benton Harbor, paid fine i ^rs> jiob Raisinen and family of held Aug. 28 will have an added
dead wood from elm trees in parks the two breaking and enterings.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Clancy
will
9, entered Holland Hospital Aug.
and costs of S109.80 in Justice C. Qrand Rapids.
and on curbs, and burning same.
feature to the many who come
Nothing was taken from the bank, 16 and was transferred the same edit the Newcomer News for the
C. Wood's court Thursday on a
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt from away, the dedication of the
The department is a s k i n g all but at Punches' Market a 400coming
year.
day to Butterworth Hospital.Late
charge of- reckless driving causing and family were Saturday evening new pews in the Methodist church.
home owners who have elm trees pound, safe, containing more than
Cards were playea and prizes a property damage accident. The
Thursday her case was diagnosed
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit The Rev. Willis Hunting will have
in their yards to do the same, 5825 was taken.
as polio. Her condition is listed won by Mrs. Henry Smith f o r aLigcd offenseoccurred in Holland Beyer and family of Drenthe.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and particularlycheck their wood
charge of the ceremony at 11:15
According to Sheriff Walter Run- as fair.
bridge, Mrs. A. C. Putnam for can- townshipand dates back to July
Ben Kroodsma, Sr., and Mrs a.m. Special music will be pro- Plans have been drawn for a new
piles for any elm firewood. This kel, entrance to the bank was gainasta
and
Mrs.
Sydney
Johnson
for
Her mother currentlyis a patient
12.
Bessie De Vree of Grand Rapids vided. The public is invited.Din- 750-foot bridge across Grand River
elmwood should be burned as ed by knockingout an 8 by 14in Holland Hospital. The family pinochle.
John J. Green, route 1. Bear were Sunday guests of Mr. and ner will follow at the town hall to be located just west of the
should any old elm stumps.
inch pane of glass. A member of has 10 children,five of whom are
The next Newcomer event will be
present swing bridge on US-31.
The beetle responsiblefor Dutch the gang is believedto have crawl- married.The father is employed a barbecue at Camp K i w a n i s Lake, was given a suspendedfine Mrs. Dick Kroodsma and family. at 1 p.m
of 511.30 provided he leave town.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brower of
The- new bridge and cloverleafinelm disease breeds only in dead ed through this opening and then by Five Star Lumber Co.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Jones
of
Sept. 10.
He was arrested by sheriff's of- Drenthe were Sunday evening Ann Arbor were weekend guests of terchanges on the Ferrysburg side
elmwood. Then the hatched beetle forced open the window from the
ficers for operating a motor ve- guests in Vriesland.
feeds on the leaves of the healthy inside. The "slim girl" theory is
her brother and family, Mr. and are part of the US-31 relocation,
hicle without an operator'slicense.
designedby the State Highway
Andrew
D“
Vree
of
Zeeland
was
Clarence
Vander
Wall
trees, leaving a fungus growlh. based on the fact that a girl’s
Mrs. Lynn Chappell.
Jack Bell. Holland, waived ex- a recent caller on Mr. and Mrs
department.
Sprayinghas been advocated, but handkerchief was found in the bank Elderly
A
new
road
has
been
built
for
Succumbs at Age of 58
amination on a charge of larceny Gerrit De Vree.
Bridge plans call for four spans
is not totally effective.
beneath the broken window.
winter use for the residents of on each side of the 210-foot bascule
of 512C from the building of WilMrs. and Mrs. George Van ZoerAs yet, there is no cause for At the market a back door was
Woodland
Shores
sub-division
on
ZEELAND (Special) — Garence liam Garbrecht. Unable to provide en of Zeeland were Sunday even
span. A four-foot median strip will
panic in Holland, but the public forced open In addition to the
Hutchins Lake. Land for the roadVander wall, 58, of Forest Grove 5250 bond, he was taken to the
separate two 40-foot roadways
ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G
should be alert to the threat and safe, a cash register, electric fan. Critically
bed was donated by Harold Dick(Hudsonville.route 2) died at his
county jail.
which will have a five-foot sideJ Van Zoeren.
act now.
large butcher knife, deep fat fryer
inson. One third of the cost of
home Thursday evening following
walk on each side.
Donald
De
Vlieg^.
Grand
RapMrs.
Martin
P.
Wyngarden
and
and a case of soft drink was also
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - An a fpvv months illness. He was the
grading and gravelling has been
an(i Mrs ids, paid fine and costs of 529.80 Ellen Wyngarden were Sunday paid by the sub-divisionproperty The work is scheduled to start
stolen. The cash loot included 69 elderly Grand Haven woman was , son of thfl ,a(e
in 1956 with constructiontime eson a reckless driving charge. The afternoon callerson Mrs. John H.
rolls of silver coins and five rolls critically injured at 3 p.m. Thurs- 1 Abraham Vander Wall. Born in
owners and the balance by Clyde
alleged
offense
occurred
in Holland Van Welt of Zeeland.
timated at 18 months. Cost of the
Pair
day when she was struck by a car Forest Grovei he was a member
of pennies.
township. When completed the
project including widening and
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt
almost in front of her home on of the Forest Grove Reformed township.
road will be annexed by the Allpossibly raising Memorial bridge
Others paying fines were Albert were Sunday afternoon callers at
US-31 in Ferrysburg.
egan county road commission for
Church and was a veteran of
just south of the swing bridge is
Mrs. William (Agnes) Prince, 78, World War I. Until becoming ill Serne, of 276 East 11th St., im- the Herbert Myaard home in For future maintenance.
In
estimated at more than 61 million
of 417 Pine St., Ferrysburg.re- he was employed by West Shore proper left turn off M-21 resulting est Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford and dollars.
in
property
damage
accident.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Heeren
ceived a compound fracture of the Construction Co.- of Zeeland.
ALLEGAN (Special) — One deThe artist’s sketch also includes
514.30;Nancy Bussis, Grand Rap- of Valley Springs, S. D., were Sat- son Norman were in Flint last Frileft kg, a concussion and cerebral
Surviving are the wife, Bertha;
day where Norman was graduated a new bridge on M-104 leading
fendent has filed an answer and
ids. red light, M-21 and US-31, 57; urday and Sunday overnight guests
injuries.She underwent surgery
one son, Merlin of Forest Grove;
from the General Motors Institute. to Spring Lake village,but that
two others have been dismissed by
Thursday night in St. Mary’s Hos- two grandchildren;one brother, Coral Robbert, of 660 Washington of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boss of
He had completed a two-year is for a future project.
.the plaintiff in the 5200,000 damage
ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan pital in Grand Rapids for a badly Ross of Zeeland; three sisters, Ave., speeding 55 in 45-mile zone. Forest Grove
suit started recently against the county Circuit Court has appointed
M-21 in Hudsonville. 58.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Garence Feenstra dealers’ co - operative training Meanwhile,bids will be opened
torn left ear. Her left leg may have
Mrs. Benjamin (Mildred) De Vries
proprietorsof the Big Pavilion and attorneys for two men charged
Jack Otting, of 165 East Fifth of Decatur were Thursday guests course. The baccalaureateand Aug. 24 for paving US-31 from
to be amputated.
of India. Mrs. Steven (Mable) Roecommencement was held at the Stone school through the city. The
the Dock, Saugatuck.
with assault with a dangerous
Mrs. Prince was returning home lofs of Forest Grove and Mrs. Wil- St., speeding 45 in 35-mile zone. at the Simon Broersma home.
H. E. Pfaffenberger,of Detroit, weapon in two separate stabbing with two ice cream cones when
Beach Rd. in Park township. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Boss attend- Atwood stadium at 11 a.m. follow- project is to be completed by Aug.
lard (Rosamond) Berghorst of Zeeed by a reception for family and 31, 1956.
is plaintiff in the suit which seeks cases, accordingto County Gerk
59.30; Jayne Rose Haverkamp, ed a Boss cousins'party at Ottawa
she walked into the right front land.
5200,000 damages for injuries to his Esther Hettinger.
friends in the afternoon.
Grand Rapids, speeding 50 in 35- Beach on Friday evening.
fender of a ’ar driven by Calvin
son, Harold. The declarationchargGyde Dixon, 35, of Chicago Comstock, 70, of 403 Peach St.,
mile zone, Beach Rd., 514.30; MarMr. and Mrs. Paul Unger and Arthur Coxford, Jr., son of Dr. King George VI of England gave
es that his son, then a minor, be- charged with the stabbing of L.C.
tin E. Barth, of 359 River Ave., family of Pine Creek were Sun- and Mrs. Arthur F. Coxford,is up the title of Emperor of India
Fruitport.Comstock’scar skidded
came intoxicatedat the Dock and Garrett, 28, also of Chicago, dur- 10 feet before the impact and stopspeeding 45 in 35-mile zone, Beach day morning guests in Vriesland. one of 50 students throughout the in 1948.
suffered permanent injuries when ing an argument over a card game
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis
ped in another 56 feet. State police
Admitted
to
Holland Hospital Rd., Park township, 59.30; Winston
he struck his head on an obstruc- in their rooms over a Douglas
investigated.
Thursday were Mrs. John Dreyer, Gleane, Chicago, red light, Holland and family of Kalamazoo,Mr. and
tion after diving into the Kalama- restaurant,will be represented in
Mrs. Donald M. Wyngarden of HudMrs. Prince was first taken to 463 Gordon; Mrs. Emmett Brown, township, 57.
zoo River. The suit contends that court by Fred MacDonald.No plea
sonville were Sudnay callers at the
MunicipalHospital and later to 5233 North 136th Ave.; Mrs. Wilthe boy, now 21, lost his reason has been entered in the case. Next
Martin D. Wypgarden home.
St. Mary’* Hospital.
liam Brink, 27 EEast 32nd St.;
as a result of drinking too much. hearing in the matter will be held
Customs Officer
Mrs. Gertie Boonstra of Zeeland
Carol Van Veldhuizen, route 4,
The Pavilion RestaurantCom- Sept. 6.
was a Sunday supper guest of Mrs.
Waukazoo.
Addresses
Rotary
pany, one of five remaining deGarrett, the victim, was released Royal Neighbors
Gara Freriks.
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
fendentr has filed an answer to from Holland Hospital Aug. 12 and
Mr. and Ms. Stanley Boss and
J. C. Williams, deputy o f cusMan-in Witt, route 6; Mrs. Warren
Entertain
Guests
the original declaration denying has since returned to his job.
Van
Til and baby, 823 Central toms at Muskegon, spoke to mem- family spent several day* at a cotthat it sold intoxicantsto young
Gonzalo Aquilar, 29, a Mexican Royal Neighbors entertained Ave.; Mrs. Harry Nies and baby, bers of Holland
Club tage at Big Star Lake.
Pfaffenberger and that the injuries nationalemployed on a farm -near
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma,
guests from Flint and Grand Rap- 324 West 20th St.; Paul Hoyt, route Thursday noon at the Castle.
he suffered were the result of any Fennville,entered a plea of guilty
ids at their regular meeting Thurs- 3, Fennville.
Discussing "The
of Mrs. Simon Broersma were Saturillegal action by this company.
after the court had appointed Harry day evening. Brief talks were given
Hospital births include a Customs at Work,” he told of the day callerson Sherwin Broersma
By acUon of the plaintiffs,George Pell as his attorney.Aquilar’s
I
by Ruby Huff of Flint, state super- daughter torn Thursday to Mr. various duties of the bureau and at Camp
A. Norton, now deceased, and Mrs. original plea of guilty,made bevisor, and Mrs. Kenney of Grand and Mrs. Robert Jacobs, 666 Pine- the importanceof custom in the
The Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Heeren
Mildred Morgan©, no longer an fonp an attorney was appointed,
Rapids, district deputy.
Star Pecked Celiseeei Skew* In penee,
FrankieUlna, Mill*
crest Dr.; a daughter, Bonita Sue, import-export trade. His talk was of Spring Valley S. D., were Sunemployee of the firm, have been was refused by the court.
Irettar*.Fontana SWon, Be FHi^araU, Roy Hamilton,Kirby Ston* Quartet,
It was announcedthat the R and bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Law- illustrated with several interesting day dinner and supper guests at
dismissed as defendants.
He has admittedstabbing a co- A convention will be held in Grand rence Blackmore, 246 West 29th and amusing experiencesas a the Martin D. Wyngarden home.
Honey Brother*, Pot* Rubin* Combo, Roy Tracey, and Hanchel Laib orehertre.
This action leaves the Pavilion worker, Creceniano Mendez, 25,
Thrill Pocked treaditaed Show: In penon, the Ciico Kid (Duncan Renaldo)
Rapids Sept. 22.
St.; a daughter bom today to Mr. customs officer.
Restaurant company, the West also of Mexico, Aug. 7. He will
and Annie OeUey (GaS Dari*). Border legion Rodeo. Canadian Darodarik.250Cards were played and prizes and Mrs. Bob Martin, route 4.
New
members
accepted
into
In
Germany,
during
the
19th
Michigan Amusement company, be sentenced Sept. 6. The victim
M«le Auto Race.
won by Mesdames Nellie Kleis,
Rotary were Paul Winchester and century, all prince* of the blood
Amusement Enterprises company, is still in Borgess Hospital, Kala- Minnie Serier and Elsie Knipe.
Spec loader Mldwcyjcaturinf jhe World Femou* Rotor and the FabulousSky
The
smallest screws used in fine Ab Martin. Rotarian Dick Miles had anotltpr boy reared with them
Herbert Shutter and John R. Con- mazoo. He iost an eye in the course
Lunch was served by Mrs. Me.va American watches arc like a speck welcomed
and
presenjed
who received all the spankings
stantine as the defendanu.
of the knife fight
Crowle and her committee.
of dust to the naked eye.
each a Rotary pin.
due the prince for misbehavior. *
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12 Teachers Help
Coordinate Plans

In

Man Named

Judgment

Niwt Thursday, ausujt is, wi

•

Polio Incidence

Suit

Frank and Helen Van Hees of
Yuma, Ariz., have filed a suit in

Low

Ottawa Circuit Court seeking a
judgment of $1,081.50 against John

in

Allegan

ALLEGAN ff&ecialt—With only
four polio cases reoorted in Allegan county thus far, area residents
are thankful for two men - Dr.
ALLEGAN (Special) — If plans
Jonas Salk, discoverer of the vacfor Allegan's new $990,000 high
cine which bears his name, and
school aren't as near perfect as
Dr. A. B. Mitchell, county health
the budget will allow, it will not
department
director who Insisted
be the fault of a committee of
that it be used.
12 teachers who have been devotBack n May, county doctors were
ing considerable time this summer
preparing to give the second into conferences with the architects.
oculation of the vaccine to some
The committee, chosen to repre2,600 school children on the day
sent all school departments,has
th news broke about the ill-fate
held five formal sessions with the
Cutler vaccine.
architects,Binda and Associates,
The telephone In Dr. Mitchell's
of Battle Creek, plus numerous in- Circuit
office - and in the offices of school
formal meetings.
officialsthroughoutthe county—
Accordingto L. E. White, superrang almost constantly that day
intentfentof schools, the group's
Trailer
as. anxious parents called to sec
primary purpose is to help designi! he intended to carry out aners keep the various areas of the
Fire completely gutted an 18 • nounced plans for the second series
school <n their proper relationfoot house trailer Friday afternoon of innoculations.
ship For example, classrooms for parked in the back of the Hamilton Dr. Mitchelltold the callers three
academic subjects will center on Manufacturingand Supply Co., oa things: (D That he had received
the library.
no advice to the contrary from
M-21, east of Holland.
state
or federal health officals;
Back of all their work and planFire Marshal Andrew Westenning. however, lies the hope that broek of Holland Township said i2i that the vaccine they intended
they will be able to come up with the blaze probably started from a to sue lor the second series was
a school plan that will not be ho[>e- short circuit in the refrigerator from the same batch used for the
lirsl inoculationswith no ill effects
lessly outmoded in 10 or 15 years.

For New School

L. Peek, of Holland.
The Van Heeses claim Peck failed to comply with terms laid down
by courts of Arizona. On March
31, 1954, a bail bond of $1,300 was
executed to release Peck from jail
and guarantee his appearance in
court. When Peck failed to appear,
his bond was forfeited and because of his default a judgment
of $649.05 was entered in the Peima
County Superior Court in Arizona.

Blamed

For

^

^\T

^

Mrs. Courtney Alan Lecklider

Sandra

In this rospect. they are attempting to keep the plan'- a< flexible
as«possible to allow for expansion
of various departmentsas the need
arises. An example of this is the
new school's science department
which, in lino with present trends,
(Bernie photo) will be nearly double the size of
the existing-cienee lab in the present high school.

Smney Wed

wedding Friday afternoon. Miss Sandra Lou
Swaney became ’he bride of Courtney Alan Ixvklide'r in (Irace Kpiseopal Church, (fraud Rapids. Dr.
Donald V. Carey performed the
single rmf ceremony before the
altar which was decoratedwith
white gladioliand asters.
Mr and Mrs Russel Alger
Swaney of 1704 South Shore Dr.
and Birmingham are the parents
of the bride The groom s parents
ire Dr. and Mrs. Arlington F.
Lecklider of Crosse Pointe. The
bride is a granddaughter of Mrs.
William C. Chmnick. longtime summer residentof Virginia Park.
Traditional wedding music was

to

were an arrangement of

motor

economies; Elmer Rewalk voca-

varie-

gated pink glamelias and florettes tional training; Mahlon Herrick,
David Trump of Cleveland. Phi commercial classes; Kenneth Otis,
Della Theta fraternity brother and physical education: Mrs. Miriam
roommate of the groom, assisted Cronenwett,librarian, and Mrs.
him as best man. Russel P. Swaney Ervin Andrews who. although not
and William Swaney, brothers of a member of the faculty, specializthe bride and Allan Neef, brother- es in child guidance work and was
in-law of the groom, served as asked to serve on the committee.

m

*<

mmm

••'V*

i

and

,

ship firemen from No. 2 station
prevented a larger fire. The blaze
was only 10 feet away from a
10.000-gallonsteel oil tank which
contained at least 1.000 gallons of

.

and counter charges flying around
Washington,Allegan county parents
evidently put their faith in Dr.
Mitchell'sdecision. County doctors
reported that less than five percent o the youngsters failed to show
up for their second shot. That this
was the result of normal absenteeism rather than fear oft he vaccine
was proven when most of the missing five percent later appeared at
the health departmentfor the sec-

ond

shot.

BOWLERS’ FENCE— There will

be no question as to who lives In
the house behind this attractiveand unique fence completed In Allegan this week. It's the home of Charles Ephoven, co-owner of a
local howling alley. Ephoven is shown with his son, Jack, as they
put the finishing touches on the fence which is made from discarded how ling pins. Ephoven said he’d been trying for some time
to find a use tor the old pins which, when new, cost (3 each. The
alleys discard from 2(H) to 300 a year.

1

3 Persons

Permits

Building

/

Seek

Berlin Fair
In

Opens

Marne Aug. 29

Dairpan

Succumbs Friday

mii&m
Bass River
Several Bass River

residents

attended the Ionia Free Fair
week.

las'

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett ano
daughter Marcia spent Sunday witfc
their friends,Mr. and Mrs. Gler
Finer of South Haven.

Parents' faith appeared justified
this week as the normal peak
Thirteenapplications for build- The 100th anniversary of the B«p
polio period was passed with only ing permits totaling$11,900 were
lin Fair will be celebrated with
four cases reported. All of those filed last week with Building Inthe event this year Aug. 29 through
stricken were adults and the only spector Laverne Seine in the city
Sept. 3 at Marne.
fatality — that of an 18-year-old engineer'soffice in City Hall. They
A centennialpageant will be precamp counselor near Pulman— w as follow
a non-resident.Alegan county had
H. Labotz. 420 West 17th St., sented in narrative form Tuesday
and Wednesday, Aug. 30 and 31. It
Albert Speei, 64. of 620 Mich- 18 polio cases last year and 27 addition to Holland Honey Cake
will depict many activitieithat
igan Ave., died Friday evening at during the previous year.
Co., 60 by 40 feet, industrialconhave occurred during the first 100
struction,$5,000; self, contractor.
11
:30 at Holland Hospitalof a heart
years of the fair. There wiU be
Hollis Norlhuis.39 West 18th St.,
condition.He had been taken to
remodel bedroom into kitchen,$600 music, singing, dancing and humthe hospital Friday afternoon.
orous scenes.
self, contractor.
Mr. Speet was bom Sept. 7. 1890
Another fair highlight will be harLambert Lubbers. 260 East 11th
ir. Graafschap. The son of the
fl ft/)
St., basement for house moved in, ness racing. Races will be held
Mr. and Mrs. George Speet.
both Thursday and Friday, Sept.
$100; self, contractor
had owned and operated Hillcrest

Pioneer

.*•&%*•

I

A stove, bed and all the furnish,hc inoculation.,would
ritn'imio ac nor chr./l
ings in the trailer were a total continue as per schedule.
And, in spite of all the unfavorloss. The trailer body also was
ably publicity regardingthe Caldestroyed.
Prompt action by Holland Town- ifornia vaccine and the charges

The group includes .Joseph Mul- oil.
ready. principal; Hartger Winters , The fire was first noticed by
and Robert Peekham of the science Wcstenbroek as he drove by on
department:Stanley Moffett and M-21. Deputies Len Ver Schure and
Mrs. Carl Hoffman, representing Bud Grysen also were passing at
academic Gave': Donald Scheid. the same time and radioed in the
Music; Mrs. A. D Morley. home alarm.

Courtney A. Lecklider
In a lovely summer

Fire

:

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Laning and
daughter Sandra Lynne, of Tallmadge spent Monday evening with
his brother Floyd Laning and wife
of Bass River.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Heimstra
of Sturgis spent Sunday with his
sister, Mrs. Frank Snyder and
family.
Mrs. Ruby Beckley and son Clayton of Royal Oak, are spending a
few day* with her cousins, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie McMillan and
other relativeshere.

Delays
obtaining municipal
Completing the wedding party as finance commission approval for
master and mistress of ceremonies the Irond issue approved by voters
Mr. and Mr*. Floyd Laning spenl
were Mr. and Mrs. Garvin H. in the spring set back the timeFriday afternoon with their chiltable
for
school
construction
someMeadowcroft of Birmingham, sisdren in East Coopersville.
ter and brother-in-lawof the bride. what, but White said bids on the
Mr. and Mr*. Forrest Snyder,
sale
of
the
bonds
arc
scheduled
Mrs. Swaney wore a pure silk
Jr. and two daughter*of Grand
chiffon Grecian beige gown with to be opened Wednesday Next step
Haven spent Frid y evening with
Gerrit Schutten. 485 Washington 1 and 2at 2 P-m. Three
semi-scoopedneckline and finely will be submission of a semi- Creamery since 1932. He had been
In a ceremony performedby the
their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
tucked skirt falling into a full soft complete plan to the faculty com- in the creamery business all his fathers of the bride and groom, Ave., remodel kitchen. $750; self. maior ra('e* and several heat
played by Verne R. Sttlwell, church
events wili be staged with more Frank Snyder.
hem.
Her
corsage
was
of
pink mittee prior to presenting it to the life. He w-as a member of the Miss Lucille Mae Van Heest be- contractor.
organist.
Mr*. Minnie Van Huizen and
board of education for approval.
Cornelius De Riuter. 107 College than $42,000 distributedin prizes.
Milk Dealers Association and had came the bride of Carl Justin
The bride s gown, first worn by bountiful roses. Mrs. Lecklider's
been
secretary and treasurer of Schrocder, Jr., Friday evening in Ave , remodel porch. 8 by 8 feet,
A
100-day beard growing contest .amily of Grand Haven spent Friensemble
was
a waltz-length blue
her sister.Mrs. Garvin Meadowthe organization.Mrs Speet was a Western Seminary Chapel. The $100; Harold Langejans.contrac- will be concludedas pert of the lay evening with relatives here.
crystalette gown with jeweled
croft. was ice blue satin accented
fair program Aug. 29.
neckline, jeweled hat and matchmember
of Fourth Reformed bride is the daughterof the Rev. tor.
Mr. and Mr*. Robert Lanning,
by a dainty channlly lace pattern
Church.
Harold Dalman. 262 East 12th St.,
ing accessories Garnet roses made
A Berlin Fair beauty queen wiU baby of Grand Rapid* spent Sunand Mrs. John J. Van Heest of
edging the sheer yoke. Features of
up her corsage.
Survivors include the wife, Dora; Cleveland. Ohio. She was grad- enlarge porch. $800; Henry Beelen, 1m* selected from eight women al- day evening with his parents, Mr.
the gown were the princess bodice
three sons. George, Richard and uated from Hope College last June. contractor.
ready picked. The queen will be and Mr*. Floyd Laning, Bobby LanA reception for 100 guests was
and long sleeves tapering to points
Allan Taylor. 94 East 14th St., crowned Aug. 29.
Elmer, all of Holland; four daugh- The groom, now a senior at Westing, who ha* been spending his
over the wrists. Two wide lace held at the Peninsular Club. Grand In
tear off porch and rebuild, $500;
ters. Mrs. Ralph (Joan) Cumer• acation here, returned home with
ern Seminary, is the the son of
panels down the back of the skirt Rapids. Guests were present from
Entries for farm products,equipford. Mrs. John (Frieda) Mrok, the Rev. and Mrs. Carl J. Schroe- self, contractor.
them.
extended into the chapel-length Washington,D.C., Chicago. Chevy
ment,
livestock,
educational,
needGRAND HAVEN Special)Al- Jr.. Mrs. Howard (Lois) Elferdink,
Hope College. 66 East 12ih St
Chase,
Md..
Los
Angeles.
East
tram. A eaptilct of matching Chanberta Tuxford of Port Sheldon and Mrs. William (Beatrice) Wes- der of Exeter. Ontario. Canada. change partitions. $750; A J Cook lework and flowers will be made
Aug. 29.
tilly lace and cords held in place Lansing, Port Huron. Detroit. township has filial a suit in Ottawa
He also is a Hope graduate.
Junior Yacht Club
contractor.
trate. Jr., all of Holland; 20 grandher double tiered ice blue finger- Grosse Pointe and Ann Arbor.
Music for the double ring rites
CircuitCourt seeking release from
Lightweight
and heavyweight
iiuiMiiiu
i.vi-iiwiK
oi'inmri
”
Holland
Evening
Sentinel
54
children;
two
brothers,
Ben
Speet
For
their
wedding
trip
to
Florida,
tip 'ed oi illusion. Her cascade
was providedby Larry De Witt West Eighth St . imtall
Names New Officers
an agreement with her son and
f,ull'nK contests also will be
_ .
hn 1/4 11 f k ....... .. « ~ - __
•J/v/V
bouquet was an arangement of the new Mrs. Lecklider wore a daughter-in-law.William and Kar- and Adrian Speet, of Holland: one- of Muskegon, organist, and the Rev.
held
with
awards
totaling
$400.
doors.
$1,800;
.self,
contractor
sister-in-law, Mrs. Sadie Speet. of
brown sheath wool dress costume
wh.le orchids and '•tephanotis.
Member* of the Macatawa Bay
Arthur Van Eyck of Wyandotte,
in Atherton, claiming they have
Alvin Van Dyke, i.i
15 West
hi/m _:mii
29th Contests will start at 10 a.m.‘ Aug.
Mis. RusmI Perkins Swaney of with English tweed trim and not lived up to terms of the agree- Washington.D.C.. and a brother- soloist. Bouquetsof white gladioli,
Junior Yacht Club held an annual
St., erect garage. 16 b\ 32 leel, 1 anfl S(‘P|- L
in-law, William D. Mokma, of HolGrand Rapids, sister-in-law of the matchingtweed jacket.Her brown ment made M tieh 12r 1954.
election of officers Thursday evenwith palms and candelabrawere $500; self,
ii, ironlractoi
i/l
1
L w
land.
velvet
hat
and
matching
accessoring at MBYC
bride as matron of honor and Mrs.
used as a setting. Ivy and ribbon
Mrs. Tuxford claims the AtherVande Water. MX East 13th Schuitema Baby Diet
Allan
Neef of Grosse Pointe. ies. and whte orchid corsage
Jim Boyd present junior commarked the pews.
St., enlarge garage. $200 sell contons agreed to support her for her
sister ol the griMm. wore similai; completed the ensemble.
modore, preaided at the election in
In the wedding party were Mrs. tractor.
Holland
Area
........
..... At Holland Ho, pit.1
After Sept. 8 the couple will be lifetime upon transfer of Port Shelgowns of [Mwder blue antique silk
which Peter Sears was elected junDon De Young, who attended her
Henry Wolberf.Jr. 112 West
don townshippro[>erty valued at Heads FHA Board
crystaletrewith portraitnecklines.! at home at Fort Benjamin Harrisior commodore for the coming
sister as matron of honor; Misses
Graveside
sendees
were
held
at
23rd
St.,
construct
front
[Kirch
X
by
Below the filled liodiec top a band on. Indianapolis.Ind., where the $40,000 wh.ch consists in part ol
Harriet Van Heest and Joan Schroe- 14 feet, enclosed, $300, self, con- 1 30 pm. Saturday for Nancy year. Other officers elected includand streameredIvnv marked the groom is a second lieutenant in tourist cabins.Mrs. Tuxford claims Election of Harold Kragt, of der. sisters of the couple,as brides- tractor.
Joy Schuitema, infant daughter of ed Paul Harms, vice commodore,
princess style waist. Matching the adjutant general branch of the the Athertons have not complied route 1. Holland, as chairman of maids; the Rev. Don Buteyn,
Mrs. John Wierda. 195 East Sixth Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schuitema and Kathy Cavanaugh, secretarywith the terms and that she has the Ottawa County Farmers Home
banded blue velvet capulets com- Army.
brother-in-law
of the groom, as best St., tear off old porch and rebuild of route 5. The baby was bom Fri- treasurer.
received
$60
since
the
contract
was
Administration
Board
of
Directors
pleted the costumes The matron
Dr and Mrs. Lecklider entertainman. and the Rev. Wayne Trip $400; self, contractor.
day morning at Holland Hospital It's been a busy summer for
signed. The bill complaintpomis was announced this week by Jay
of honor carried a crescent-shaped ed the bridal party at the Penin•
Junior Yacht Club members, with
and the Rev. Cornelius Van Heest,
and died in the evening.
out
she
lived
with
(be
Athertons
C.
Hansen,
administration
execubouquet of pink glamelias and flor sular Club Thursday night at the
the LMYA regatta held on Lake
brother
of
the
bride,
as
ushers.
The
Rev.
James
McCollum
ofsix months until she was ordered tive secretary of Grand Rapids.
ottes. The bridesmaid** flowers rehearsal dinner.
The
bride
wore
a
gown
styled Local Women's Group
ficiatedat the rites at Pilgrim Macatawa Aug. 2, 3, and 4, in
Kragt has long been associated
ou of (he house Aug. 12. 1955.
addition to several participatedin
with chantilylace-over-sat m bodice
Home
Cemetery.
with
public
service
agencies
and
Entertains Veterans
Mrs. Tuxford is asking the court
at other lakes, including the Gull
with
long lace sleeves. The gown
Zeeland Driver Kills
to grant sufficient amounts from organizations dealing with farm
..
Surviving beside* the parents are
Lake Regetta, Spring Lake, Lake
Mothers
of world \$ar II Unit the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
affairs.He has also had several was of empire style in princess
the
income
of
her
property
to
enGrand Rapids Resident
Geneva,
Wis., and New Jersey
lines
with
wide
deep
V
neckline
36, Holland, entertained IX disabled Justin Korteringof Holland and
able her to live and pay necessary years of experience with farm
trimmed in white satin. The ex- veterans from the Grand Rapids | Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Schuitemaof meets. The three yearly dances
GRAND RAPIDS I Special ' — A medical attention,and to decree credit problems.
also attracted large crowds of
Farmers Home Administration is tremely flared skirt flowed into Veterans FacilitiesWednesday at Grand Rapids.
19 - year - old Zeeland youth may to her sufficient property to reim
the younger sailingset.
a
long
train. Her fingertip veil Kollen Park. Miss Margaret Hartface criminal charges as the re- burse her for ha'f interestin theian ak’cncy of the US Department
Arrangements were by I^angewas held by a crown headpiece nick. special service director,acOut-going officersinclude Boyd,
sult of an accident late Friday property, or a judgment equal to of Agriculture,which extends credland Funeral Home.
adorned
with
orange
blossoms.
She
companied
the
group
on
the
outing.
Sears, present vice commodore,
it for farming needs to eligible
HAVEN -Special) - night in which a Grand Rapids the value of (km interests
carried a cascade bouquet of white
and True ElizabethMcDonald,secThe Vets arrived here by busi.. ..
The court h is granted an in- farmers along with farm manageWilliam Fant. 7L’. died at his home. man was killed. Kent County depgladioli with pink rose center.
retary-treasurer.Betsy Barkwell
ment'
services.
at 10 a m. Ernest Wingard volun- Holland I Company
junction prohibiting defendants
•i.M Lake Ave . Fndav evening af- uties said today.
handled all sailing publicity for the
D
1A
The Board of Directors approve The matron of honor wore an Jeered to treat the ^roup to a twoter a lingeringillness.He was bom
Glenn Jamison, 54. Grand Rap- from further encumbering or sellDCIOre 1U
season. Publicityand social chairall
loans made by the agency. None ice blue taffeta ballerina-length hour ride on the ferry Wolverine,
in Grand Haven Sept. 7, 1X82. ami ids. was instantlykilled when he ing the property.
men for next year will be appointare approved which can be satis- dress of empire style, sleeveless After the boat ride, a picnic dinner.
was educated in local schools. In was struck by a car driven by
factorily arranged with local banks and with bateau neckline. She car- featuring potato salad and home- V1 ?IIand * ComPa"y ^ of the ed at that time by the commodore.
1901 and 1902 he sailed as steward Robert Aalderink, 19, Mounted
ried a cascade bouquet of pink made pie, was served at the park | ^‘ higan National Guard arrived
Marriage Licenses
or other local lending sources.
on the steamshipAmerica. From Route. Zeeland.
gladioli and carnations. BridesLocal women in charge ol a,.; hack at ihc Armory ahortlybefore
Ottawa
County
Members
of
the
Ottawa
County
1909-1 90S he operated the Fant and
Kent County deputies said Jami-j
Marriage Licenses
*Sa,urday.
Herbert Clare Wybenga. 19. Hol- Board in addition to Kragt are maids wore identical gowns in rangements were Mrs Jacob
Stone Ret reation Center with Stew- son was standing in the middle of
land. and Juanita Mae Van Dyck. Everett Collar of Conklin, Harold evening blue and carried red ficus, Mrs. James Crowle. Mis. ' Approximately 20 members drove
Ottawa County
art Stone in Grand Haven, during PlainfieldAve., a four-lane highgladioli and carnations.
John Huizenga and Mrs George ,,n<k in cars late Friday night, Martin Wesley Goldberg. 20. and
which time the Fant and Stone w'ay, near Four Mile Rd„ when he 18, Holland;Allen Voorhorst, 23, Busman of Cooparsville and Jay
j "bile the rest of them left Camp
A navy lacy dress and white
route 5. Holland, and Joan De C. Hansen, executive secretary,of
Mary Emma Melcher, 18. both of
baseball team was active in local was hit.
Grayling about 3:30 a.m. in trucks.
accessories were chosen by the
Vree. 21), route .'5. Holland.
Grand Rapids.
sports.
route 1, Grand Haven; Clyde KinAalderink,who was returning
bride'smother. The groom's mothCapt. Russell Kempker said the kema, 24 and Phyllis Pool, 22, both
Mrs. Schrotenboer Dies
From 1908-191) he worked as from National Guard training at
er wore a navy print dacron dress
group did not participatein fight- of Grand Haven; Indulis Liepens,
bookkeeper for the Wiley Water Camp Grayling, was released after
with white accessories.They had At Home of Daughter
ing forest fire in the Au Sable 23, Grand Haven, and Myme Olsen,
questioning.
pink glamelia corsages.
Works in Grand Hav. n. In 1911. he
State Forest area near Grayling. 21, route 1, West Olive.
Mrs. Hattie Schrotenboer. 81.
Pink and blue flower arrangepurchased the monument works
ments decorated the Seminary Re- died Thursday aftormxin at the
New
40
and
8 Officers
which he operated as the William
ception Room for the reception for home of her son - in - law and
Fant Monuments Works for 42 Installed for Chapter
135 guests. Assisting were Mrs. daughter,Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Cornelius Van Heest -as mistress Prins of East Snugatuck, after a
years. The business was sold to
Officers of the local 40 and 8
of ceremonies;Mrs. John Arnold long illness.
the present owner, Harold Swartz,
chapter of the American Legion
Mrs. Schrotenboer was the wiand Miss Wilma Van Heest, in
in 195:5. because of Fant's ill health.
were installed at ceremonies Wedcharge of the gifts; Misses Ethel dow of Gerrit 11. Schrotenboer,
For a period, he had a branch nesday at Legion clubhouse.
office in Holland.
Groeneveld and Mary Jane Riet- who died 20 years ago. She was
New officers are E. J. Schuitveld, who served punch; Miss Mar- a member of Prospect Park ChristHe was for many years a mem- ema. chef de gare; Ben Bowthe
ilyn Bshop, in charge of the guest ian Reformed Church
ber of the Memorial Arts Crafts- master, chef de train; Vern Kraai,
book, and Mrs. Glen Groustra and Ladies Aid Society.
men of America. NationalMon- commissair intendant; John RozeSurviving are t w o daughters,
Mrs. Stuart Noordyke,who served
ument Dealers Associationand was boom, commissairvoyageur; CharMrs.
Prins and Mrs. Henry Bouwthe
wedding
cake.
also secretary of the Western Mich- les Knooihuizen, conducteur; Alden
After an eastern wedding trip, man of East Martin; four sons,
igan districtorganization of the J. Stoner, commanier; Carl Walthe newlyweds will be at home at Henry G. and Milo of East Saugaassociation.
ters, lampiste; Dr. William Wes151 East 14th St., Holland.For tuck, Ben of Zeeland and George
trate,
medicien.
He was active in civic affairs
19
going away, the bride wore a pow- of Moline; 19 grandchildren;
Louis B. Dalman, a past chef
furing his lifetime. He was a memder blue serrano suit, navy access- great grandchildren; two brothers,
ber of First Presbyterian Church, de gare, served as installing officer.
John M. De Vries of Grand Rapids
ories and pink rose corsage.
Masonic order No. 139, Corinthian
The bride will teach first grade and Elsienus De Vries of Miami,
Chapter 184 and a charter mem- Waives Examination
Albert
in Zeeland this fall, while her hus- Fla., and a brother-in-law,
ber of the Fraternal Order of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)—Alband completes his studies at West- Schrotenboer of East Saugatuck.
Eagles No. 925 of Grand Haven.
ern Seminary.
He also was a member of the bert Simpson,35, of 5289 136th St.
waived examination late Friday
Aged Zeeland Resident
Chamber of Commerce and chairman of the cemetery board of the when arraignedbefore Municipal
Youth
Injured
in Crash
Succumbs at His
Court Judge Jacob Ponstein on a
city of Grand Haven. His health
William Bos, 16, of 780 Columbia
charge of feloniousassault with a
failed in the spring of 1949 and he
Ave., was taken to Holland HospiZEELAND (Special) - Hilbert
deadly weapon. He was released
was ill and confined to his home
tal at 1:45 p.m. Friday for treat- Mast, 81, of 20 Sanford St., Zeeon $500 bond for later appearance DON OOSTEKBAAN,driver education instructorat Holland High
and in the hospital from July 4
ment of undeterminedinjuriesre- land, died at his home Thursday
in Circuit Court on Sept. 12. The
School, teaches a student how to drive as one phase of the threethat year.
ceived when his motor bike ran evening following a two months
charge resulted from a shooting
On Feb. 5, 1908, he married Wednesday night when Simpson is week Driver Education Workshop he attended at Michigan into the rear end of a car driven illness. He was born in Drenthe,
State University.The course, in which Oosterbaanparticipatedas
by Henry Bonzelaar, 199 East son of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Theresa Norcross, who survives alleged to have fired several shots
a scholarship winner, ended Friday. Oosterbaanwill be teaching
38th St at 38 St and Columbia Mast. He was a member of First
him. along with two sons. Howard at his wife and a friend, Manuel
Holland High students how to drive for the second year. He is a
Ave. Allegan Deputy Andrew Van- Christian Reformed Church of Zee- 1)00 DAYfU. A three-month-old springer spaniel owned by Mary
W. Fant, Grand Haven city attor- Davis, 2$.
member of the Holland Police Department and is school safety ofder Vliet investigated.
land.
ney, and William J. Fant; a sisCobb, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Elton Cobb reallyrfeel* the heat
ficer for the city. The MSU course, taught by Leslie R. Silvernale,
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
ter. Mrs. Hans (Lida) Dykhuis of
these past few weeks. Cindy is nursing a broken leg. She received
The Plata river system is secwas organized so the teachers can in turn conduct similarr courses
More than 80 per cent of the James De Zwaan of Jamestown
the injury w hen a bicyle fell on her. Cindy hobble* around with her
Grand Haven, and five grandchild- ond only to the Amazon, the longfor their own pupils. Along with classtfork, the teacheri instructed
telephones in the United State* and Mrs: Ren Hamer of Zeeland
ren.
walking cast and when a, full pail of water is drawn
est in the world.
beginner drivers for an hpur each day.
are operated by one system.
and several nie^s and nephews.
it on the
if
ushers.
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HOtUND

ed ty the trials of motoriststrying
to cope with the dual light syitem
prevailingon Wait End • Eleventh
Avenues.
The avenue handles two • way
trafficon a pattern that favors
August 38, 19.S5
south-bound flow In the morning
Deliveranco and Return
and north-bound travelers In the
Isaiah 45:1-4, U; Ezra 1:1-7
evening. At other hours a modified
By Henry Geerltags
staggered light system is used. It
One
of the importent lessons
seems mostly to "madden’* drivers, and in the words of Traffic here is that it is never too late
CommissionerWiley demonstrates to mend. Out of advene situations
the shortcomings of compromise. God can cause people to live anew.
Bui the Commissioneris powerless
Life can be reconstructed.A home,
to fully correct ths situation until
bus franchise routes are renegoti- a nation, an individual may be

THURSDAY, AUGUST

CITY NEWS,

15, 1951

Israels-Tubergen Vows Spokep

Sunday School

KiwaniansFete

Lesson

Th* Hu*"* jH*
Holland City
Putiluhcd «very Thur»Jday by Th« S « n t in el
'PrlnUnj Co Office M-M
Weil ElfUth S\rfl Holland Mfchlian .....
Knierefl a* »econd clan mailer ai
th, pS? office at Holland Mjclv.
under the Ad of Oon*r«». March S

Wives

_____

_

Dinner

i

*

Holland Kiwanii Gub member*
entertained their wives at a regular dinner meeting In the Warm
Friend Tavern Motjday evening,
Aug. 22. Regular

member* pre*ent

numbered 31.
Out of town guests included Mr.
and Mrs. R. G. MacDermott of
Palatine, 111., and David L. Moninger of Lansing, Also present a*
a guest of Kiwanlan Wilbur Cobb
was C. S. Speicker, a newcomer
to the city of Holland.
Klwanl* president, Jack Grasmeyer. presided at a short meeting following the dinner in which
three delegates were elected to
attend the MichiganKiwanis State
Convention. Ervin De Weerd, An.

ated and one-way travel can be reestablished.The Lord is never
instituted on all main Manhattan deaf to the penitent cry. One of
north-southarteries.
the glorious things of our gospel
Every new pair of one-way ave- is that it is the gospel of the new
nues has come only after a long- chance. It sets forth the doctrine
fought battle.It is time to end of the new birth.
temporizing and get on with the
Int his period of servitude the
over-allimprovement.
synagoguewas born. It met a need
—New York Times for fellowship, mutual comfort and
W A. BUTLER. Editor and Publliher
strengtheningof faith. Our church
Telephone—New* Item* SIM
Guest Editorial
Advertiiingand 3ubicrtpUun>3191
fashioned to meet the same need
A LONG WAY TO GO
make the greatest possibleconThe publisher ihall not be liable
Millions of persons were horri- tribution to civiliaation. In them
for any error m errora In pnnjlni
any advertliln*unlen a proof of fied to read recently that 12-year- the story of Christ is told and reaurh advertliementihall have been old Peter Gorham, the Evanston
told and men strive to understand
obtained by advertiier returned
by him in time for corrKtioni with Boy Scout who disappeared from the mystery of life and their re,uch erron or correction!noted a Muskegon camp several weeks
sponsibility to God.
plainly thereon; and in inch caie if
All through the Old Testament
anv error »o noted u not corrected ago, had been slain.
pubuahera liabilityihall ««eed
Although authorities at this writ- and down into the New, Israel is
»uch a proportion of the entire ipace ing have not apprehendedthe killspoken of as an elect nation.With
occupied by the error bean to the
whole space occupied by *uch adver- er. nor determined the circum- these people the Lord does not let
tiaement
stances leading up to nis slaying, history take its usual course. We
the ghastly deed was patently the are called on in this lesson to
work of someone with a warped study that new start. Israel had
mind. For who would have cause failed because it had failed its
Subscription* payableIn advance and
will be promptly dlacontlnued if not to take the life of a 12-year-old God. Scattered among the nations
,
boy who was enjoying an outing it was paying dearly for its failure
Subscriber*will confei a favor oy
reportingpromptly anv irregularity al a youth camp?
to heed the words of prophets like
in delivery.Write or Phone 31tll.
Unfortunatelyfor the nation's Isaiah and Jeremiah.
well being, there have been an inThen a new word of promise was
creasing number of cases w-hich given. A new hope dawned. The
Guest Editorin’
involve persons whose pattern of nation had not lived out its purFLY BY NIGHT

_

at

Celebrate Golden Anniversary

___

drew Dalman and Jack Grasmeyer were selected to attend the
convention at Lansing Sept. 25-28.
Following the dinner all were invited as guests of Wilbur Cobb to

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Plontingo
Mr. and Mr*. Andrew Plantlnga, to the United States in 1913. Betuor (he H.J. Heinz Company plant of 278 West 18th St„ will celebrate fore moving to Holland in 1923,
in Holland where, the “green seas- their golden wedding inniversiry they lived in New Jersey and Iowa.
on" pickle process is at its peak. Thursday evening with a gathering Mr. Plantlnga was with the Five
t Sixteenth Street Christian Re- Star Lumber Co. in Holland before
his retirement.
formed Church.
The couple has three children.
Eighty-fivefriendsand relatives,
including the Hosanna Chorus of A son, Dr. Cornelius Plantinga is
Holland, will attend the celebration a professor at Calvin College in
beginning at 6:30 p.m. In the base- Grand Rapids and two daughters,
Mrs. Nick Dykema and Mrs. Arment rooms of the church.
State Aid
Mr. and Mrs. Planting* were nold Jacobs live in Holland. There
bom In the Netherlands and came are 12 grandchildren.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
check for 3290,350 has been received by the county treasurer's
Will Sell
office which represents State Aid
for schools. This will be distributed The Rev. and Mrs. Francis DykMrs Corneal J. Israels
among the school districts and the stra entertainedMr. and Mrs. Jellbehavior deviate from those of nor- pose. Isaiah designated it the SufSTOCK SALESMEN
(Joel's photo) followingare among those who will
Because Wisconsin has a "de- mal mentality.Within the past few fering Servant, and this title was
Miss Leah Kayo Tuhngrn qur: of pink and while carnations benefit from the money received: etr.a of Holland and Mr. and Mrs.
months
there
have
been
at
least to be personalized in the greatest
Holland city. 354.330; Zeeland Norman Bossekuil and family on
partment of securities," people
daughterof Mrs. William Van with a white Bible.
four slayingsin Michigan that have life ever lived. Israel’s lifelinemust
Members of Holland chapter No
Mrs
Van
Til wore a street- city. 317,500; Grand Haven city. Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Jellema are
sometimes become querulous: been perpetrated by deviates.
Tubergen i»( CottonwoodDr , JenMrs. Dykstra's parents,Mrs. Bosse- 14, Disabled American Veteran",
-Why can't I buy what I please7 During the past two decades we be preserved until the coming of ison, and Corneal J Israels,son length navy and white silk taffeta 342,830.
die" and carried a bouquet of
Georgetown township,District No kuil is a sister of Mrs. Dykstra. will be selling forget-me-notson
What business is it of the state have learned that individualsmay the Messiah. It was this mission
the streets Friday night and all
that stood at the forefrontof his- of Mr. and Miv Cornelius Urael.v pink cal nations
1. W50; No. 3. 32.460; No. 4 frl,
how I invest my money?
suffer from mental sicknessas tory.
333 Lakewood Blvd were married
Following a reception for fiO 3550; No. 5. $1,350; No. 7 frl, The Bossekuils recently moved to day Saturday. Aug. 26 and 27.
There is a misconception here
well as bodily sickness. But we
The DAV. is dedicated to helping
The revelationof Israel's divine on Saturday. Aug. H, at Beechwood guests at the Hub Restaurantin $11,800; No. 10 frl. $440: No. 11, Holland from Milwaukee and will
in a little publicizedbut important
are still a long, long way from dis- vocation is a unique thing in his- Reformed Church lounge The rites Zeeland the newlyweds left on a $3,230.
disabled veterans, who through
soon be residing in Grand Rapids.
area of state regulation,and the
covering any solutionto the over- tory. The exile would not break up were read at 4 p.m with the Rev. northern wedding trip. They now
sickness or wounds, helps those in
Holland township. DistrictNo. 1,
department director, Edward J.
Mr. and Mrs. James Assink and need Free and voluntary service
all problem except to attempt
$510; No. 2. $2,730;No. 3. $2,460;
the divine plan. In his letter to John Bones, former pastor of are living at 336 Arthur Ave.
Samp, has sought to clear it up
treatmentto those who have be- the exiles he had tried to explain Beechwood Church, performing the
The groom, a graduateof Hoi- No. 4. $2,460; No. 5 frl. $2,160; Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bloemm of ihis kind needs be finances.
in a recent article.
come
involved in trouble.
it.
They
were
urged
to
plant
gardouble
ring
ceremony,
assisted
by
land
High .School, is employed at No. 6 frl, $5,410: No. 7. $4,250; attended the Tiger. White Sox bile- Each city and community has its
If you take the initiative, go to
own campaign and the money colThis latest crime near Muskegon dens, build houses, marry and raise the Rev. Elton Van
j Chris-Craft Cotp. Mrs Israels is
No. 9 frl. $10,330; No. 10 frl. $850; ball game last Saturday.
a dealer and ask him to buy you
again forciblypoints up the need families and keep strong.The days The bridal couple was attendedemployed ;n the office of General No. 11 frl, $760; No. 13, $1,910.
Miss Barbara Van Slootenattend- lected is used in that city or coma piece of a particular gold or
munity to relieve the distress of
for a widespread program of diagare comming savs the I.ord whet by Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van Til. Motors Co. in Grand Rapids.
Jamestown township, Dist No. 1 ed church services at Harlem Reuranium mine, for example, or
nosis of individuals who demon- He will restore the fortunes of the brother-in-lawand sister of the
formed
last Sunday. Miss Van the disabled
Pre-nuptial
showers
were
given
frl,
$550;
No.
2.
$1,790;
No.
3,
$430;
some other speculative security
There are more than four milstrate tendencies of mind which people.
groom. Wedding music was played by Miss Beverly Israels and Mrs. No. 4, $300; No. 5, $800; No. 6, Slooten ia a graduate nurse from
not registeredwith the state, okay.
are detrimental to society. WhethFrom the time the first captives by Mrs. Gary Boeve. Decorations Van Til on April fi. Mrs. J. Israels $510; No. 7 frl. $380; No. 8. $380. RoselandHospital In Chicago. She lion disabled veterans in the naHe may try to get it for you and
tion, including more than 800 in
er it should include a regular sur- were settled in Babylon their num- included bouquets of gladioli.
and Mrs. G. Israels on May 6.
Olive township, Dist. No. 1 frl, is spending a two-week vacation
you may buy it. It may not be
Ottawa County.
veillance of only the known de- ber had greatly increased by other
with
her
parent*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The
bride’s
street-length
ice
blue
Mrs .) Riemersmaand Mrs. 11. $400. No. 2. $330; No. 3 frl, $680;
k wise investment, but you are on
James M. Cook chairman of the
viates, or whether it should be on
deportations and natuial growth brocade dress was fashioned pun- Riemer.-ma.May 27. and Mrs. No. 4, $360; No. 5 frl, $930; No. 9, Chris Van Slooten. Barbara will
your own.
an
even
more
comprehensive The more intelligent people had cess style and she carried « bou- Cornelius Israels on June 18.
return
to
Chicago
next
week
to local campaign, urges that all per$850.
Where tha state steps in is when
sons help in this worthy causs.
Park township. Dist. No. 1 frl, start her nursing at Roseland.
a stock salesman oomes into Wis- basis, is open to debate. But there been brought from Judah. It was
"It's a decoration, not only lot
can be no debating the point that a trying thing for them to surrendRay
Diepenhorst
is on the road
SI.
160;
No.
2.
$2,580;
No.
3,
$1,960;
consin (even by mail or telephone)
the lapel- but also for the heart.'
a grave problem exists for which,
to
recover.,
after
a
two
month's
Birthday
Party
' Miss Lorene Schofield
No. 4 frl, 34,660; No. 8 frl. $4,280.
er the social status to which they
to solicit your business.There are
he
said.
at the moment, no solution is even
had been accustomed.Some gave
Port Sheldon township. District illness.He attended church seralways fly by night companies
Mayor Robert Vissi her has pub
For David Arthur Plahhe Engaged to E. L Stichels
in sight.
vices
at
Harlem
Reformed
last
No. 1. $830; No. 2 frl. $430; No. 3
up faith in Jehovah, while the exlooking for suckers to fall for a
licly urged support lor the forget—Niles Daily Stir
Sunday.
perience quickened the faith of
“get rich quick” line, peddling
David Arthur Plakkr was honMl and Mrs Geoige Schofieldof. frl. $910.
me-not sale The sales commence
Mrs.
Albert
Bakkcr
is
at
home
others.
Those
who
were
loyal
lo
stocks that may be falsely repreRobinson township, DistrictNo.
at 5 pm. Friday and run until 5
ored at a party Friday in celchra- Woodbine,Iowa, announce the enGoing to church does not make the old faith gathered on the Sab1. SI. 010: No. 2. $500; No. 3 frl. after three w_ceks of hospitalization p.m. Saluiday.
sented. worthless or actually
a Christian any more than going bath in groups by the riverside tion of his fourth birthday anniver- gagement and approachingmarr- SI. 450: No. 4. $705; No. 5. $480; at Holland Hospitel, where she unfraudulent.
derwent surgery.
The state tries to protect you by to a garage makes a mechanic. to comfort one another in their sary. The event was held on 'he iage of their daughter. Lorene. to; No, 6 frl. $1,000; No. 7. $400.
Mr. sod Mrs. Watson Maloti and
—Billy Graham sorrow. They also gathered in lawn at his home Hoste>srs weie Edward L. 'Ted' Shekels, son of
Zeeland township, District No. 2,
policing this type of operation.
homes to read their historical and
Mr
and
Mrs
Melville
Shekels,'$1,780; No. 3. $710; No. 4 frl. $710; son. Robert, spent a week visiting
Before a stock can be pushed for
his mother. Mrs. George Plakke
relatives and friendsin Cleveland.
A man should be like tea which prophetic writings for the comfort
No. 5 frl. $.330; No. 8 frl. $360.
legal sale in Wisconsin, it must be
1310 West. End- Dr.
j his aunt*. Miss Lena Plakke and
Ohio. One day was spent visiting
registered with the state. It is shows us real strength when get- and inspirationthis afforded.
Miss Schofield is a nurse at the
Mr. Malotts elderly aunt Mr*. Mary
The overrulingprovidence of God Mr*. Robert Wiley, and his grand- Veterans Adinini.sh ahon Hospital
accepted for registration only if it ting in hot water.
Kaull in Kingsville. Ohio. Mr*
in dealing with Israel is illustrated mother. Mrs Peter Van De Lime in Denver. Colo.
is found to be a bona fide issue,
Each child received a favor and
A
man
who
trims
himself
to
suit
Kaull is 87 years old
by the use he made of the foreign
if certain minimum information is
Mr Shekels wa' graduated from;
Admitted to Holland Hospital The Rev. Francis Dykstra min- Pasture contest winner for the
given prospects, and if that in- everybody will soon whittle him- policies of three differentnations gifts were presented to the gue't Holland High School, attended Hope
self away.
which held the Hebrew people in of honor Prizes were won by Mark College and served in the Air Force. Monday were Carl Tasker. 110 ister at Harlem Reformed church, northern part of Ottawa County is
formation is accurate.
So the law's restraintis not on
subjection.Die ffrst conquerors of Kamff. Jimmy Rubmgh. David
The wedding is planned for Sept. East Eighth St.; Albert Teerman, administered baptism to Marie I^ee Rasch. Wright Township fruit
A little more determination, a the Hebrews were the Assyrians, Geerts and Tommy flouting.
the buyer but on the seller looking
10 at All Saints’ Episcop.il Church. 00 East 31st St.; Harold Cherry, Townsend and to David I^e Seme and dairy farmer
Invited were Chuekie Dokter Saugatn.k with die Rev. James route 2, West Olive; Mrs. Lucille young son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
for a buyer. If you are offered little more pluck, a little more who completed conquest of the
A balanced program providing
Dohben. 492 College Ave.; Gerrlt Serne
pasture from April 21 until late
something tempting, you are at work - that ia luck.'
Northern kingdom. Their policy Mark Kamff. Tommy and Patty Curtis officiating
Lubbers, route 6; Donald J. BritLast Thursday evening, the Gold} fall made the winning impression
least entitledto know whether it
was to deport a captive people Homing. Gary (Tecelnis Paul Vryten. 3.31 Lincoln; Mrs. Wilhelmina en Chain had a union meeting at
is a registeredsecurity. If it isn’t,
on judges. The balance has been
and scatter them. In the end the hof. Jimmy Rubmgh David Geerts
Tei voort, 132 West 11 th St.; Marie
Harlem Reformed Church. Mrs. attained hy Rasch through suppleyou know that the attempt to sell
dispersed Hebrews were assimilat and Jayne De Z.vaan
Beechwood Groups
MrManana, 18 West Ninth St.
it is illegal and the probable reaJoseph Esther, missionary from the menting long term pastures of aled by the empire and dissolved.
DischargedMonday were Mrs Philippinea was speaker. Girls of falfa-bromeand Reed Canary grass
son is that it is a highly dubious
Joi/i for Potluck
These
deported peoples of Israel
Special music at the Second ReWilliam Monhollenand baby, 311 Harlem Chrisitan Endeavor served with annual pasture crops of Balbo
offering or worse.
Goodwin Low Bidder
formed Church on Sunday waa have sometimesbeen referredto as
Memheis of the Double Ring River Ave.; George Orris, route 6; a one-courselunch.
State registry of a stock, on the
rye and sudan grass.
the ten lost tribes. They were lost
GRAND
HAVEN
'SpecaD
finished by Miss Shirley Walters
Mrs. Riekes Malder, 249 West 17th
other hand, does not constitute
in the sense of losing their tribal Word was received W'-dnesdav Club and young couples Sunday
The 80-acre Rasch farm ha* a
of the First Reformed Church. She
•St.; Mrs. Robert Jacobs and baby,
advice to buy it. That’s still up to
identity, fon the most part, and from City Manager R V Terrill Si hool Cla" of Beechwood Church
crop
rotation of corn. oats, and
sang "Trust in Him". Hamblen
met at Kamp Kiwanis Monday eve- 666 Pinecrest Dr.; Mrs. Douglas
you. It may not pay off, but a’
hay. Each autumn. Balbo rye is
and "When God is Near". Ackley. also in the sense that thev never who is in Lansing thr Garl Good- ning for a potluck supper
Bowen
and
baby,
463
West
24th
St.
least, assuming t he department
win and Son of A. leg an was low
seeded thr field where corn is
Harry Vande Pel* and daughter returned to rebuild the nation.
Hospital births include a son,
Henry Wiersma opened the gathdoes a proper job, it won't be a
The Babylonians, who took away bidder for paving the new I'Sto be planted. This rye is ti'-ed
Helen
of Orlando.Fla., formerly
John
Daved,
born
Monday
to
Mr
*yp.
the captives from Judah, follow- 31 relocationin Grand Haven city. ering with prayer and the Rev.
for the early spring pasture and
o. Zeeland, are visiting friends and
and Mrs. John De Haan, Jr.. 168
This is not unusual legislation;
ed the deportation policy but per- Bids also were received for recap- Elton Van Perms led group singthen is plowed for corn. This enrelatives in Zeeland and vicinity
West 20th St.; a son. Roy Allen
in fact, it is typicalof 40 states.
Mr*. Simon D. Den Uyl enter- ables Rasch to gel three week* of
milled
the
Jews
to
remain
in ping the present LS- ’d on B ‘ach ing
this month.
born
Monday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C
Seven others have laws like the
Games were played by the group
tained 100 Macalawa area guest* pasture ahead of the regular seaThe annual picnic of the Mead colonies. Therefore,in Babylon, the Free and Kidton Ss md null-arts
De Bolt, 172 Reed Ave.
federal one, merely requiring cerat a tea Tuesday afternoon in the son.
captives were able to retain their were awarded to low hid entered after .supper.
Johnson
Si Co. including the famAdmitted
to
Holland
Hospital
tain disclosuresabout a company's
Den Uyl summer home, the Owl's
Hebrew way of life including their jointly by West Slime 'on.sinirtion
The oats are seeded to alfalfaoperations and finances.Only one ilies of the employe* and officials religion and culture.
Hedges soon will need a final Tuesday were Mrs. Henry Vanden Neat at Macatawa Park.
Co
of Zeeland and '.real Lakes
hrome and sometimes ladino.Part
was
held
at
Jamestown
Spring
Berg,
491
Lincoln
Ave.;
Mrs.
Robstate, according to Samp, leaves
Guest of honor was Mrs. Richard of the meadow is pasturedfrom
The Persians under Cyrus, who Dock and Materials Corp of Mus- pruning and shaping up Careful- ert Rosendahl.293 Arthur Ave.;
Grove last Thursday. The program
the sucker wholly victim to his own
S. Den Uyl. the former Mary Kay late May on for the rest of the
succeeded
the
Babylonians,
pur- kegon. No figures w.c available. ly he climbing roses lo supports.
included picture's, games, sports,
Mrs. George Palmer, 55 North Difolly. One guess - Nevada
Homan, of Tiffin. Ohio, whose mar- season. The' remainderof meadow
sued the policy of permitting and
vision; Mrs. Herbert Aalderink,
—Milwaukee Journal movies, and pony rides in the even encouragingcaptive peoples
riage to Mr. Den Uyl took place in yields one cutting of hay and then
evening
route 4.
Tiffin on June 11. The tea was is pastured.
in exile to return to their native
The Rev. Benjamin Hoffman
DischargedTuesday were Mari- to introduce the young Mrs. Den
Guest Editorial
lands. The object was to build an
The Reed Canary grass is an old
lyn Hop, 1008 Bluebell Ct.; Mrs.
underwent surgery at Holland HosNO SPRINKLINGUyl to Macatawa residents.
empire of friendly states, especially
stand on low ground and is not
pital last week. Rev. Hoffman was
Boh Martin and baby, route 4;
STILL NO WATER
After the resort season is over
on the border. Gearly, the hand
pastor of the Second Reformed
Mrs. Cornelius Ludema and baby, the Richard Den Uyl* will take a worked into the rotation. The sudan
It still doesn’t figure.
of God was guiding the remnant
route 5; Mrs. Earl Newell and delayed honeymoon trip to Hawaii. is planted at corn planting time
"There will be parts of the city Church of Zeeland for 11 years, of Israel through the policiesand
coming
here
from
Grand
Rapids
baby, 134 West Ninth St.; Mrs. He is manager of the Macatawa and is pastured early in July.
where water pressure* are low as
actions of the nations which conRasch moves his dairy herd from
Nicholas Moll. 181 East Sixth St.;
long as the dry spell continues, in 1912. In 1923 he accepted a call quered the Hebrew peoples.
Hotel.
field to field according to the conl
the
Reformed
Church
at
MorBetty
Mulling,
252
East
Ninth
St.
hut I don t think there will be any
The tea table wa* attractively dition of the pasture. This season
It must have seemed to the
Hospital births include a daugh- decorated "with a centerpiece ol
places where there will be no pres- rison. LI., and later Rev. and Jewish captives that God was hav
he pastured additionalcattle from
Mrs Hoffman served in the Indian
ter, Pamela Sue, born Tuesday to purple and white astern and clussure."
ing very little to do with their
a herd that had been burned out
field
at
Colony,
Okla.
They
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Heck,
route
Even as the water superintenters of grapes, and tapers. Rhu- of a place to stay. This made an
world. When the captors,the Baby1, Hamilton;a daughter, Barbara brum lilies were used throughout
dent was uttering this dreamy compelled to discontinue because lonians were superseded by the
average number of 38 cattle on the
Ann. born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. the rooms.
statement, there were places in of ill health. In recent years he Persian*and the great Cyrus apRasch farm.
Paul Klomparens, 367 West 31st St.;
has made his home with relatives
the city with no pressure.
Mrs. William Bradford, Jr., and
peared like an ancient Napoleon,
a daughter born Tuesday to Mr. Mrs. Fred Campbell assisted the Rasch, by winning the North OtFurthermore with no lawn in Ovense.. He graduated from they must have felt deeply that
and Mrs. Stephen Rutgers, route hostess. Mrs. Charles Homan of tawa area award will compete for
sprinkling at all through 10 day- Western Theological Seminary at the life of faith in Jehavah as
the county award to be presented
2, Hamilton; a daughter,Vickie Tiffin, mother of the young Mrs.
light hours, why should pressures Holland in 1898 and has been af- they had known it in Judah was
at the Ottawa Hay and Grain
filiated
with
the
Reformed
denomLynn,
born
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
even be low? Some other water
Den Uyl, was also an honored Show in October.
henceforth impossiblt. Then, they
Orlan Uitermark,146 'A West 18th guest. The Homans are spending
uses do go up in the heat, of ination all the time. He is now read the message of Isaiah purSt.
course, but the sprinklingban cer- 84 years of age.
a few days at Macatawa.
suading them that even Cyrus was
Mis* Phyllis Batense of Zeeland
tainly leaves the departmentwith
Pouring were Mrs. Martin Dyke- Miss Bertha Billings
the servant of Jehovah and that
ma, Mrs. Roger Strick, Mrs. Ara demand for more vital uses no was united in marriage to John God w*s working out a marvelous
ftoiann Naeseth Ehland
Dies at Age of 84
greater than It should expect to H. Steward last Saturday in the program through the Persian king.
thur Tazelaar, Mrs. Leonard Van
have to meet In any hot weather Kirk - In - The • Hills. Bloomfield.
Regenmorter, Mrs. Phillips FENNVILLE (Special) — \tisx
Wed to W. W. Hanson
Bertha Billings, 84. died WednesMich. She is the daughter of Mr.
in any year.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. Duffin Brooks, Mrs. Kenneth Peirce, Mrs.
day at St. Mary’s Hospital.Grand
The superintendent also lulled and Mrs. Marinus Barenie and is Family Party Honors
ot Castle Park Rd., Holland, an- Ray Herrick, Mrs. Henry WalRapids, following an extendedillhimself to sleep by announcing a graduate of Zeeland High School William Stnar, 83
nounce the marriage of their niece, kotten, Mrs. Bradford and Mrs.
neas. She was born near Fennville
that his department had gone and attended the University of
Rosann Naeseth Eklund, to Wal- Campbell.
July 18, 1871 to the lale Mr. and
through a whole day Wednesday Michigan.
lace Hugh Hanson of Minnesota.
William Streur, who will be 83
Mrs. Hewitt Billings.
without hearing a single comMr. Hanson is the son of Mrs. Dick L. De Vriei
years old on Friday. Aug. 26, was
She had been employed as a
plaint! Amazing, not to say inVictor Hanson of Minneapolis and
guest of honor at a birthday party
Spring Lake Man Diet
newspaper woman all her life as
credible.Did he read, just for one
the
late
Mr.
Hanson.
Succumbs at A|e 79
Monday at the home of his son,
ypesetter and proofreader in Fenexample, about the south side At Municipal Hospital
The couple were married MonMr. and Mrs. Harold Streur and
nville and later worked on several
housewifewho said Wednesday: GRAND HAVEN (Special)- family, Marcia, Wayne. Karen and
day in a double ring ceremony Dick L De Vries, 79. of 151 Cen- publicationsincludingthe Michigan
“It, will be five weeks on Friday Walter H. Meyer. 68, of 17467 Lake
performed on the lawn at the tral Ave., died Tuesday evening
Kristi, 642 West 27th St.
Tradesman in Grand Rapids.
that wa haven’t got a drop all Beach Dr., Strawberry Point, route
home of Dr. and Mrs. Duffin. at Pine Rest after an extended She is survived by four brothers
A picnic supper was served on
day.’*
illnesa.
Officiating
was
the
groom's
broth2, Spring Lake, died Tuesday after- the lawn to Mr. Streur’s children
and one sister. Charles and WilBut some other cities are having noon in Municipal Hospital after a and grandchildren.
er • in •' law, the Rev. Ensworth .Mr. De Vries was born in FriesHam of Fennvile, Roy of Holland,
pressure troubles, too, says the two-year illness. He became serRelsner, Methodist minister of Mil- land, the Netherlands, and came to
Highlight of the evening was the
James of Hart, and Mrs. Charles
this country at the age of 17. He
superintendent, grasping at a iously last Thursday, when he en- presentationof a calf to the guest
waukee.
Wadsworth of Fennville.
straw. Since when is a deficiency tered the hospital.
Attending the bride as matron of lived in this community for 54
EASY NOW — Al Ttmmer of Holland guides a five-ton, 16-foqt |
of honor as a birthday gift. He
in municipal service somewhere
honor was her sister, Mrs. Jack years and was employed for many
length of pipe into place last week as a lower water table and
He was born in Grand Rapids, operates a farm.
else an excuse for failureIn MU- March 3, 1887, and had been a
better ground conditions enabled work to go forward at the best Schubert of Villa Park, 111. Stan- years at the local rusk plant of Policemen Have Outing
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Richwaukee. too, the reputed paragon summer resident of Spring Lake ard Streur, Lindy, Mary and Billy;
ley Langlandof Minneapolis assist- National Biscuit Co. He was a
Four chartered buses brought tha
pace so far on Holland’s new pipeline. Inside the pipe is Gus
of municipal achievement?
First Reformed 'ntemational Association of Idened the groom as best man. The member
Schultz of the Charles F. Smith and Son Co. Schultz checks the
for 30 years and for the last eight Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, Mr.
No, it doesn't figure.
bride was given in marriage by Church, the Men’s Bible Gass and tification Men to. Holland Tuesday
joint after the pipe is In place. Joints are sealed by a rubber gasket
years had lived there permanently. and Mrs. Kenneth Mannes, Mr.
her uncle, Daniel Duffin.Mrs. W. Men’s Society.
—The Milwaukee Journal He retired three years ago from and Mrs. Henry Sandy, Dala Streur,
afternoon for boat rides, a water
In a grooved joint* similar to that on a pressure cooker. Band of
Curtis Snow, Hope Church organMrs. De Vries died last July 22. ski show, sailing,dinner and a
white material around the pipe is a 'diaper' which is put around the
the BissellCarpet Sweeper Co. in Miss Marilyn Luurtsema,Mr. and
Guest Editorial
ist, played traditional w e d d j n g
Surviving are two daughters, dance at Macatawa Hotel. The
joint and filled with concrete.More than 11 miles of the steel-lined
Grand Rapids, where he had been Mrs. Dale Vlsscher, Mr. and Mrs.
O.VR WAY ONLY
Mrs. Harry Grond of' Pella, Iowa, group is currentlyattendinga fivamusic.
employed for 50 years as paymas- Roger Koning. Mr. and Mrs. George
pipe has been laid at a rale ranging from one section a day to 37.
One more glaring example of the ter and cost accountant. He was a Farwell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
A lawn reception followed the and Mri. Frank R. Workman of day convention in Grand Rapids.
The pipe is laid six to 16 feet under the surface,dependingupon
Bay Gty; four grandchildren,and Harold Stoddard of the Grand Rapneed for advancing the city’s mas- member of the Dorcas Lodge and Streur, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Streur,
wedding rites.
the land conlour. A two-yard scoop is used to, dig the trenches for
ter plan for a complete network of the De Witt consistory, both of
The newlyweds will make their saveral nieces and nephews here ids Police Deprtmentarranged the
the eight-milestrip. Foreman on the job is Chester Jeske of Bay
Mr. and Mrs. Willli Streur and
local outing.
oneway avanues haa been furaish- Grand Jlapidi.
and in tha Netherlanda.
burnt ip St Paul, Mum.
City, a protcssional
(Sentinel Photo)
Mr. tfld Mrs. Eujent Van Dyka.
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35th Anniversary
Mr. and Mra. Henry Lee Banselaar entertained relative* Friday
evening in honor of Mr*. Bonselaar's parents.Mr. and Mrs.
George Klingenberg. on the occasion of theli 35th wedding anniver-

The

18th annual poultry show

staged by the Holland Poultry

now

noon Saturday all

in full swing

River

had

placed.

The employes of the

sary.

During the evening games were
played and old-time picturesshown
of the couple and of the guests.
Prizes were won by Bernard Ten

Insurance Co. of Lansing.
The plan affects people in the
following six groups- (1) Men or
women who use their car for business purposes;(2) farmers; (3)
married men under 25; (4t fam-

Ave., according to a story appearing in the Monday. Dec. 24. issue
of the Holland Daily Sentinel published in 1917. Judge Stanfield of
Hillsdale scored the birds and by

ilies who

have a daughter under

Union Members

in the form of a beautifulquarter.

ed oak rocker.1
The Holland Shoe Company presented 250 of their employes with
a government war savings certifiMembers and familiesof Chriscate, as a Christmas present, accompanying the gift with a patri-j^ra^ Carpenters and Joiners 2391,
otic
j AFL, and Painters 1418 AFL had a
There was plenty of interestin plcni(. Saturday at Tunnel Park,
the address given Saturday
in* bv Charles M. Baylis in the The evon, was a,",nde<i ^ 319
City Hall in the interest of the! Camrs and sports for both chilRed Cross
dren and adults were featured

Stage Picnic

letter

drive.

children of

the

,

Mrj. Edward John Helbing,

i

HIED

sulated floor

DeWitt at

plant.

SCIIOI.Z, general sales manager, and Dick
right, presidentof the Zeeland Poultry
Processing Co. at Zeeland, examine the new in-

to the

Good
Freezing Building Old Days
'
h an
Zeeland Firm

Adds in the
'Following

Plans to

,

company’s

Wed

I*

article taken

>

9

j

I

*L-

Ti

guests of honor.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ten Cate, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ten
Cate, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Alofs.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Kreuie and
Donna, Mr and Mrs. Bernard Ten
Cate, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Alofs,
Mr. and Mrs. Norm Van Langen,
Joy, Garth and Benny Bonselaar
and the guests of honor.
Also invited were Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Ten Cate, Mr. and Mrs.
Welling, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kruze
and Mr. and Mrs. Fernley Alofs.

C

j

,

I

I.akeview,

School at Lugers rrossing have
been in the habit in past years
of giving one another presents at
Christmas time. This year, mindful of the needs of the people in

.

Giving nearly four times a„ from news which appeared in the
much storage space, a new insulat- Jan 2 issue of the Ottawa County
Times published in 1903.1
ed blast freezing building is being
Tim Slagh and K. Zuidewind
added by the Zeeland Poultrv were in Benton Harbor Monday
Processing Go m Us plant ai Zee- and in Grand Rapids Tuesday to
get information in regard to the
land.
cost and other matters connected
throughout the day. Winners of first
The 40 bv 55 addition is conw(re
j,
with the building of an opera
nected to the present building's house. They say that if the citizens
berghorst.Carla Rakker, Sonny storagesection. With the new blast will in some way raise JIO.OOO they
Staai, Phyllis Caauwe. Glenn Gates, freezing equipment, a steady tem- will put up a house costing 540.000.
Mary Van Iwaarden and Glenn perature ol 35 degrees below zero I: would be on the ground floor
Boerigter.Winners of second prizes can he held continuously.This with three stores in the front, seat
were Diane N'ivison, Ruth Van degree of cold is made possible 1,200 people have a stage about
Huis. Charles Machida, Angie chiefly bv the insulation and de- 40 by 80 feet and be first class
in every way. It this scheme fails
Rietveld,Lewellyn De Vries, Jerry sign ol the addition
Timmer. Karen Van Huis.v Floyd
The floor is 20 inches thick, con- they will build stores with living
Machiela, Hazel Van Iwaardenand sists of lour layers. A lour inch rooms over them> J. B. Fik has

even-'

The

Cate, Nelson Kreuze. Mrs. Gaylord Alofs and Mrs. N. Van Langen. A two-course lunch was served and gifts were presented to the

25 using the car; (5) young men
under 25 who have successfully
completed an approved driverawards training course; (6) young men
under 25 who use the family car
Holland only occasionally.

Canning Co. M) in number, presented William Vander Ven, the
manager with a Christmaspresent

il

Couple Feted on

For AutomobileRisks

at the Wilms building.

ll

IHH

••• \

A novel rating plan for automobile risks which by means of
improved classificationmethods
(Following i* another in a series
will mean lower auto insurance
of articles taken from news of the premiums was announced today
Holland Daily Sentinelpublished by The Lievense Agency, local
representativeof the Auto-Owners
more than 35 years ago».

Association is

i

.

Novel Rating Plan Set

Holland
In 1917

1
*

,

25, 1955

Low Foursome Tourney
Played

at

Saugatuck

Uno

Dyke. Murph Van Voorst,
Grace Gcuder and Hazel Eriksen
won the Saugatuck Ladles Golf Associationlow foursometournament
Thursday at the Saugatuck golf
course. The women drew partners
for the event.
Low putt honors went to Beverly

Nleuama.

Next Thursday's feature will he
other parts of the world, the pupils
(Berm* photo) dispensed with this custom and
a tin whistle tournament, with \
handicap and low putts.
collectedthe money for a fund to
be given to the Armenians and
Syrian Relief. The amount collectLadies Bible Class Has
ed in this way was 515
Some 20 Sentinel newsboys will Norman Fisher.
already
lakent
he
contract
for
exconcrete subfloor is poured directPicnic and Boat Ride
1 be made happy this evening when
Y ;:igestchildrenpresent receiv- ly on the leveledgrade. Next is a cabaung on the former Wakker
The Ladies Bible Gass of First
Miss Arloo Rook
they will be guests of Manager ed awards. They were Lynn A layer of four inch hollow clay tile property. This news story appearMiss Lucille Van D o m e 1 e n, I torso bodice, with scoop neckline Ogden of the Knickerbockerthea- Sfouenjans, two months and one On lop of the tile are two layers ed in the Jan 2 issue of the Ottawa The engagement of Miss Arloa Methodist Church met at Kollen
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Peter and short sleeves, was appliqued ter The youngsters will be given day old, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of styraloamblocks, eight inches County Times published in Holland Raak to Robert Wirbel is announc- Park Friday afternoon for a potVan Domelen. Jr., of 1409 South with reembroideredchantilly lace. free passes to tonight s perform- Don Strowenjans. and Camilla Ann thick. This white material is one ol in 1903 by the late M.G. Manting. ed by her parents, Mr and Mrs. luck dinner. Fourteen members
Miss Rena Sprietsmaand W.G. Clarence Rank of route 2, Holland. and two guests attended the events.
Shore Dr., became the bride of At the hipline, a narrow silk fold ance.
Wallenga,two months and three the newly developed silicone insuKdward John Helbing, Jr., of St. widened in back to 'form a small Barry county hunters are turn- days, daughter of Mr. and Mrs lations c6nsistol millions of tiny Van Dyke wwe married Wednes- Mr. Wirbel is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nina Daugherty, class teacher, gave the prayer.
liOuis, Mo., Saturday afternoon in bustle effect. Panels of the lace ing their attentionto hawks owls Frank Wallenga
trapped air cells.Covering the siy- day evening at the home of the Mrs. Stanley Wirbel of Grand RapHighlightsof the afternoon was a
Hope Reformed Church. Mr. Hel- applique were repeated on the and weasels, as a result of the
Special prizes throughout the day rafoam blocks are (our inches of bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. S ids. The couple will be married
boat ride on the ferry Wolverine.
bing is the son of Dr. and Mrs. front of the full skirt. Her three- bounty of 50 cents the head now- went to Mrs. Andrew Boerigter, reinforced concretewhich form* Sprietsma, 35 W. t 11th St.
Oct. 22.
The class will next meet Sept. 16
The members of the First ReKdward J. Helbing of St. Louis. tiered fingertipveil of French il- offered. These birds and animals Herman Arnoldink. Henry Tien, Die actual floor.
at the home of Mrs. Harman DamT
. m;
The single ring rites, read by lusion was held in place by a small have practicallyeliminated small Gordon Durham, Hans Schwitky. Outside walls are 24 inches formed Church met Monday even I fx
son.
Dr. Marion de Velder at 4:30 p in., pillboxof reembroideredchantilly game from that county.
Mrs Fern Jppma, Steve Deters and thick. The outer wall consists ol ing and re-elected G. T Huizenga.unver 1 TICS 10 IHISI
Only half pound of sugar per Chester Krystiniak.
in the presence of 300 guests, were lace
with tiny seed
8 inches of red building brick. R. Van Zwaluwenbei'g and H. Dog; Car Rolls Over
followed by a reception at Maca- pearls. She carried a cascade ar- person — that is the word that
Children five years old and un- The inner is four inches of a tan. Tripp as elders and G. Ter Vree.
Costing and H. Geerlingsas
tawa Bay Yacht Club.
rangement of white rose* and went out from the local grocers der enjoyed a fish pond.
hollow interior brick. The 12
GRAND HAVEN (Special,- A
Wednesday, accordingto a story
Bouquets of white mums and stephanotis.
Pete Van Iwaarden acted as an- inches between them is filled with deacons.
19-year-old Grand Rapids youth
Thursday. Jan 1. Rev. Feddr
white gladioli, accented with pink
Attending the bride as matron appearing in the Wednesday. Dec. nouncer for the various events.
ground styiafoam.
tried to miss a dog on the highdaisies were used for church decor- of honor was Mrs. John F. Fulen- 26. issue The grocerymcnhave
After the games, the group had
A partition of the interior brick Wiersma and Miss Hattie Holkeations, with four seven - branch wider of Dayton, Ohio, the former found it necessary to rut down the a basket supper. Herman De Vries dividesthe addition into two equal boer both of this city were mar- way Sunday afternoon and there
candelabra. Pink daisies with Cynthia Peirce of Holland. Brides- one pound a person allowance for was charge of devotions.
rooms. The roof is caned on steel ried at the home of the bride's were dire results.
greens and large white bows mark- maids were Miss Nancy Hogue of the time being.
Concossion tickets were given to trusseswhich support ribbed steel mother, at 14 West 10th St. The
First off. he hit the dog anyway
ed the pews. M r s. W. Curtis Akron. Ohio, Miss Marguerite Holland and the southernpart everyone present and free coffee sections Fight inches of styraloam Rev. A Keizer, pastor of the Ninth
and the dog was killed. His 1950
Street
Christian
Reformed
Church
Snow, organist, played traditional Jamieson of Toledo, Ohio, Miss of Ottawa county have come across and lemonade were served. On the blocks are laid on this steel deck
wedding music
Nancy Tyrrell of Milwaukee. Wig., splendidly in the manor of the refreshment committee were Orvil a^d the built-up asphalt roof will performed the ceremony. T h e car rolled over, hit a ditch and
For her wedding the bride wore Miss Elise Deister of Fort Wayne, Red Cross memberships. The com- Harper and Henry Riemersma. be placed direct Iv on the blocks groom has accepted a call to the was badly damaged. Joseph Janick,
Reformed Church at Lucas.
a lovely full-length gown of Ital- Ind., rnd Miss Katherine Helbing mittee is certain that thw district Garett Lan.xon was chairman of
Jr., was the driver. The accident
John A. Brink and Miss Jennie occurred at 3 p.m. Sunday on old
ian silk with chapel tiain. The long of St. Louis, sister of the groom. has gone over the mark, subscrib- the sports committee,assisted by
Whathsr before op after the
Zuverink Is Victim
De Boer were married Wednes- State Rd. in Crockery township.
They wore ballerina - length ing more than the 5.200 which was Gary Bolte, Vic Van Oosterhout,
day evening at Central Avenue
theatre, or for a aandwloh at
gowns of white organdy with over- the number fixed as a goal at the A' Kuipers and Herman De Vries. Of Strategy Tactic
Christian Reformed Church with
all pink silk embroidery. Style de- beginning of the campaign.
neon, enjoy our convenient
The Signal Corps of the United
George Zuverink of Holland now the Rev. Van Hoogen officiating.
tails of the sleevelessgowns were
1
1
General Superintendent
W.
pitchingfor the Baltimore Orioles,
the scoop necklines and long torso States Army is in urgent need o
ly located Bier Ketder fer
was the victim of one of manager Machen of the rural free delivery
i
bodices. They wore half wreaths some twenty thousand telegraphers
your
fevorttebeer or wine.
Paul Richards' strategy moves directing the carrying of country
of pink roses in their hair and car- and in as much as the available
mails,
sav
that
these
mails
must
supply
has
already
been
practical.Saturday
ried cascades of pink roses.
Open noon until midnight
The big righthander was called gi out no matter how severe the
Beyer V. Parker of St. Louis ly exhausted, it has become necesfourth inning to (aie ! weather or bad the roads He warns
Mill
assisted the groom as best man. sary to institute an intensivecamAll Makes
Elston Howard. New York Yankee the patrons of this service that it
Ushers were Lt. (jgi Peter Van paign to supply the need as new
and
A 27-year-oldGrand Rapids driv- right handed catcher. Howard is a part of th«ir duty to keep
Domelen of Holland, brother of the armies are being formed
Theodore Zwemer of the Class- er blamed a loose wheel for a promptly smacked a Zuverink the roads dear and that if the
Authomed
bride. II. Gerard Rowe and Duane
Building Materials
Sunday morning pitch for a double to drive in two regularityof the service is needChrydcr-Plymoutk DeoUr
Patterson of St. Louis, Carlisle ical Academy at Cedar Grove. Wis crash 3
lessly destroyedas the result of
Parker of South Bend, Ind., and is home for the holidays,the guest which resultedin minor injuries to runs.
140 River Ave. Phone 34%
two persons and demolish^! a 1937
Salas
The two runs were enough to inattentionand lack of rare beCharles Owen of Warwick, N. Y. of his mother in this city.
A telegram was received from model auto
give ihe Yankees a 3-2 win o\rr stowed on the highways,the per23
9th Street Phone 7242
Completingthe wedding party as
Lewis McKellar said the wheel the Orioles. When Zuverink re- manent withdrawal of the delivery
masters and mistresses of cere- Colombo. India, stating the safe
monies were Mr. and Mrs. Cass arrivalat Colombo. India, of Rev. came off causing him to lose con- pk.ced lefty Bill Wight on the will be the like result
Ane Schaap who recentlyreturnMitchell of Detroit, uncle and a\int and Mrs J. Van Wyk, Rev. and trol and roll the car over five mound the Orioles were leading
2 • 1. Wight returned in the fifth ed wnh his family from South
of the bride, and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs II Van V ran ken and Rev. miles south of Holland on US-31
McKellar and a brother received and pitched runless ball, but was Dakota, has just bought the 83and Mrs. H Bilkcrt.
Jay H. Petter of Holland
Scrappy says:
arre farm of John Schuurman on
Revenue stamps must be attach- cuts and bruises and minor head charged with the loss.
Mrs. Van Domelen chose for her
injuries.
the
Zeeland
road,
known
as
the
ed
tq
parcel
post
packages
upon
daughter's
a streetWhat looks like chaos in a scrap
Gapl. Smith place for 55,500. His
In an accident Saturday afterlength dress of navy blue silk which the postage is 25 cents or
brother, Otto Schaap will come here
more.
Postmaster
Van
Eyck
has
I no,,n a
1M8
model
car
driven
by
yard is really efficientorder
organdy,featuring a scoop neckwith his family from Dakota next
line with white beaded organdy been advised by the revenue de- Joseph Burchfield. 18. of route 1,
spring and will locate on the old
yoke. Navy and white accessories partment. If the postage on a pack- was completelydemolishedwhen
CorneliusSchaap homesteatj at
and a purse corsage of white roses age is 25 cents, the revenue tax the driver lost control while passEast Holland
completed her ensemble. Mrs. Hel- will be two cents. The sender must | ing on the big curve four miles At
always buying
materials
The new power plan: of the
use
revenue
stamps
and
not
post- 1 south of Holland on US-31,
bing wore a gray-blue street-length
Kalamazoo Valley Electric Co. at
dress with matching accessories age stamps. He must also place Burchfield was ticketedfor reekDOUGLAS (Special' - A total Ihe dam in Otsego township, near
and purse corsage of pink roses. the stamp on the package and] loss driving after the ear skidded
of 61 car* participatedin the Sat- Plamwell,
.
Allegan county, was
Assisting at the reception were cancel it by writing his initialst sidewayson the highway, coming
Hoilend, Mick
Mrs. E. David Boyd, Mrs. Stuart across the face of the stamp Par- ] 'o rest against a gas station on urday night stock car racing pro- 'started a few days ago. The new
gram
at Airpark Speedway
dam
is 700 feet long, built of cecel
post
packages
sent
to
soldiers
| the curve. The auto just missed
F. Boyd, Mrs. Herman Harms,
Three roll overs were reported ment and first class in every way.
Mrs. PhillipsBrooks, Mrs. O. W. in the expeditionaryforces are) a Chicago couple standing near the
and 15 ears were wrecked or put I' has 12 gates, six turbine water
.station.
Lowry, Mrs. Henry S. Maentz and exempt from the
wheels turn the big machines and
Dr. and Mrs. T. G. Huizengaand! After arraignmentin Justice L. out of commission.
Mrs. Kenneth Peirce
they have a capacity of 1,600 horseFor their honeymoon trip to son. George, of Zeeland left Tucs- L. Junkerman's court. Burchfield Duane Smith of Konnville received a hip injury in one of the power It was started last July
northern Michigan, the new Mr,. SU
,m,c cJnd
l'os,,! °' 33940
FREE ESTIMATES
will spend the f'la "h,'le
Atimid
cv,,r,r,n
r\~.
wrecks. He was treated by a Dou- and cost 5150.000.
August
Shippa,
Jr., and Douglas
Helbing changed to^a white linen
Bowen, of Holland,
also glas physician and released
Another Powder Pull race is besheath dress, empire style, trimbrought before Justice Junkerman
Mn. Bernard Maatman
Fire Destroys Barn
in Saugatuck Sunday on charges ing planned for I.almr Das night.
med with green satin and rhmeGRAND HAVEN (Special' - Ajof being drunk and disorderly in Sept. 5 along will) a trophy race Succumbs at Hospital
j stones and a matching green satin
barn belonging to James Ter Ilaar
Laketown township. The pair paid fer both modified and stock cars
coat lined with white taffeta. She 14241 Lincoln Road, route 2. Grand 5,3 fin(1 anfj cosls
Saturday'sresults m ordor ol
Mrs Allir Maatman. 56. of 231
wore white accessoriesand a white Haven. Robinson Township, was to______
finish:
West
21st St., died of a lingering
2t t 4H>
Phone 3124
glamelia corsage. The newlyweds tally destroyedby fire Saturday r- 1
Stock feature Leon Van Der illness Saturday afternoon at Holwill be at home after Sept. 1 at night. The' loss to the barn
LflrOf V eldheer
Yacht, Bob Van D> kc, Boh De land Hospital She had been hosequipment, to building, chicken
Jong,
pitalized for a week.
Honored at Lawn Party
coop and, number of chickens is esStock heat Don Moore. Ah in
Surviving aie the husband. Bertimated at 55.500 Cause of the tire
Sluis, Jaek Villjwock
nard
Maatman; five daughters,
Linda
Carol
Veldheer
was
guest
IN
is believed to have been due to
Modified feature Ralph Baker. I Mrs. Dan (Janet Fitzpatrick of Sanof honor at a birthday party Saturfaulty wiring.
ta Clara, Calif.. Mrs. Edward
day given by her parents,Mr. and Marv Eppink, Bill
Dash — Eppink. David Seymore. 1 (Anna Mae) Adler. Jr. of YpsiMrs. Harold Veldheer on the lawn
lanti, Mrs. Neil (Carma) Exo. Mrs.
at their home, 398 Lincoln Ave. J L. Van.
5040 North Kenmore Ave., Chicago.
First heat - Lyle Schippa, Jack Eugene (Joy Sprik and Mrs.
Linda observed her eighth birthday
Mrs. Helbing, a graduate of Hol- anniversary.
Dibble. Duane Smith.
Bradley (Virginia' Witteveen,, all
land High School, attended Denison
Games were played and winners Second heat — Dutch Walters, of Holland; nine grandchildren;her
University in Grandville.Ohio, for were David Tubergan and David Sandy Sanders. Ralph Prince. father, John Prims of Holland; two
two years and was graduatedlast Habers. Refreshmentswere served
Third heat — Baker, Nutt, Jim sister*. Mrs. Winnie Piers of HolJune from Northwestern Univer- and each guest received a favor. Willinglon.
land and Mrs. Douglas Korb of
sity. Mr. Helbing. who is a student
Pursuit — Baker, Nutt, Willing- Ashtabula. Ohio; five brothers,
Preserttwere Judy Rowan, Sanat NorthwesternMedical School, dra and Sherry Veldheer, Darlene ton.
Harry, Bert, Jay and John Prins.
J44 WEST 16TH
PHONE 6-6660
graduated from UniversityCity Dirkse, David Tubergan, Kathy
Jr., all of Holland and Gerard of
High School and Washington Uni- Norris. Tammy Meyer, Doris and
Thirty national organizationsof Grand Rapids.
versity in St Louis.
Ruth Garvelink, Linda and David the League of Red Cross Societies
Se»« iheeti FREt wM> Mdk
The very first atom bomb — the
Habers, Robin Walters, David, now conduct programs in water
•rd*. 9t Wadding Stationary.
Elizabeth and Susan Sybesma and safety, includingswimming instruc- one that proved the atom bomb
Roger Veldheer. Bobby Norris and tion. the prevention of bathing ac- would work — was set off at a
Amber Vanderploeg were unab>n *o cidents. and life' saving techniques. place railed White Sand*. N. M.
Jr.
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Farm auto insurance m now

a better buy

than ever! Low rataa have juat been lowered avail
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reflect the careful driving records of

meev-
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Printing

18 Attend Meeting
01 Eagles Auxiliary

Farm k famous.

See me

Special

attend.

11

Eighteen members were present
at the regular meeting of the
Indies Auxiliary of Eagles held
Fiiday evening at the club rooms.
The oneeting was opened by the
president,Mrs. Ruth Driy.

. . .
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better than
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Cards were played and prizes
awrded to Mesdames Millie Sale,
Delia Van Huis, Ann McCarthy,
Nellie Israels and Melvinia RifLunch was served by the birthday committee,Mesdames Marie
Huizenga, Lucille Rolfs, Reathea
Regnerus, Vina Nead and Hazel
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Dntdi Elm Disease

Zeeland

Community Ambassador Shoulders

!

1931

Library Adventures

— Arnold Mulder
Mrs. M. W. Anderson of Miami.
Fla., was a recent guest of Mrs.
The world's greatest novelist—
George Hulzenga and many friends
at least greatest in the opinion of
in
- By Nell Salm
in Zeeland and Holland. Mrs.
many responsiblecritics— is dead.
BALQUIDDER
HOSTEL,
Scot- Anderson is a former resident of
Although he had reached the age
must not fall easy prey to the
land (Aug. 15)— Greetings from Zeeland. She and her sister stayed
Admitted to Holland HospitalFristranger with a spray rig who has
of 80 when he died, Thomas Mann
at
the
home
of
their
uncle
and
the
bonny
banks
and
braes
of
the
in
a glib story on combatting Dutch
appeared to nave more to say day were Thomas Morris, 297 West
aunt,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
T.
G.
Huizenga
Scottish loch country. At the pre22nd St.; Cornelia Vander Myde,
elm diseas'e.
to his generation.
sent time I am touring with a in Zeeland and attended Zeeland
•The world’s greatest novelist" route 2; Charles Barnard, 344 Howgroup of 24 Americans and Eng- schools. They were Edryi and RaSanitation Chemical
takes
in a lot of territory. When ard Ave.; Lesley Korthals.286 Calmona
Huizenga
and
were
daughlish. We are hiking about the loch
Control Listed as Best
the
phrase
was used it ordinarily vin Ave.; Betty Mulling, 252 East
country carrying packs and stay- ters of the late Dr. Albert Holmes.
Ninth St.; Dale Boeve, 275 Maerose
Miss Helen Vander Wall of Los was meant to suggest that Thomas
ing
at
youth
hostels.
A
youth
hosWay to Combat Threat
Ave.; Donald Lam, route 2.
Mann
was
the
world’s
greatest
livtel is a place where for about 35 Angeles, Cal., who has served as
Discharged Frida, were Jessie
cents per night the hostler is pro- hostess on the American Air Lines, ing novelist. Now that he is dead B. Saylor, 1746 West 32nd St.; DonDutch elm disease, which may
the
time
has
come
to
place
him
is
recuperating
from
a
recent
illvided with a bed and cooking pri*
be threatening elm trees in Holald E. Van Huis. route 1; Mrs. L.
vileges. Already we have met peo- ness at the home of her parents. against the backgroundof the hisland was first described by plant
Freeman. Waukazoo; Mrs. Herbert
Hurried
conferences
between
tory
of
the
novel.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ross
Vander
Wall.
ple
from
all
over
Europe
in
a
pathologists in the Netherlands.
Baar and baby. West McKinley St.,
sheriff's
deputies.
BPW
officials
East Main Ave.
brief three days of hosteling.
Doubtless many will feel that he Zeeland; Mrs. Jack’ Stroop and
This disease came to Eastern UnitDr. and Mrs. Anthony Luidens ha- not gained the right to enter
ed States from Europe about 1930 and engineers on the job at Hoi
The community singing in the
baby. 531 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Arlie
and is now found in 18 north- land's $3 million water supply in- common room after supper things of Rochester, N. Y.t were recent the select company of the very Bradfield and baby, route 4; Mrs.
eastern and central states where take project at Tunnel Park Mon- have been cleared away has been visitors with relatives and friends greatest.It is too early to be at Elizabeth Stauffer, route 2. Fennday resulted in plans for more magnificent.Last evening a splen- in Zeeland. Mrs. Luidens was Mae al! positive a^out such a judgment.
native elms are grown.
ville; Mrs. Earl Nivison, 240 East
barricades and restrictions or didlv killed Scottish lad taught us De Pree, before her marriage, and But it, is hardly possible to deny
The first elms known to die of
15th St.; Mrs. William Chojnowski,
a Scottish folk song. Today after is a sister of John H. and James that he belongs in the front ranks route 3. Fennville; Mary Louise
Dutch elm disease in Michigan swimming.
The action came In the wake of toiling down a ben (mountain) C. De Pree. They stayed at the of greatness in world fiction.
were found in Detroit during the
Kieis, East Saugatuck; Mrs. Richa
string of near-drownings last another girl and myself were sing- cottage of Dr. and Mrs. Wynand The novel as we know it is only ard Arthur and baby. 600 Elmdale
summer of 1950. Since then, elm
Wichers, sister and brother-in-law. aboui two centuries old. During
Ct.; Mrs. William P. Brink. 27 East
trees within other areas near De- weekend as swimmers persistedin ing the little ditty for all we were
They recently returned from a sev- that time a few names have push32nd St.; Donald Lam. 3530 Beeline
troit have been found infected with wanderinginto the restricted area. worth, rolling our r’s in what we
Deputy Len Ver Schure said that thought was the real Scotsman’s eral months trip to the Holy Land ed then way to the top. For Rus- Rd.
the disease
six persons were pulled from the style. Rounding a bend in the path and to Amarah, Arabia, where sia no one would deny greatness
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
As yet, there is no evidence of
lake on Saturday and four Sunday. we found a blond young man grin- they visited their son and family. to Dostoevsky and Tolstoi. In William Hatfield.36 East 16th St.;
Dutch elm disease in Holland, but
Rev. and Mrs. Edwin Luidens and Scandinavia,Knut Hamsun and
"Each incident could have been ning at us.
Harry Moines, Douglas.
cases have been reported in Grand
American?” he inquired with a three children, who are mission- Sigrid Undset belong at least aa fatal accident, and each occurred
DischargedSaturdaywere Mrs
Rapids, and city leaders are anxaries of the Reformed Church mong the great. In England, there
because people were swimming in twinkle in his eye.
Ernest Blohm and baby. 18 Ea1
ious that local residents become
We had there. They have taken many pic- arr jienry Fielding. Dickens and 13th Si.; Mrs. Allan Ejenbaasand
the restricted site,” he pointed out.
were crestfallen.
alerted to the threat in view of the
The
weekend
accidents brought been Irving so hard to appear au- lures of their trip there and have Thackeray, and perhaps one or baby. 130 West Ninth St.; Mrs.
fact that about 20 percent of Holtwo others. Ln America, the names , ^rald ‘Eak’lri*Jr.Tand baby, 631
ti.e total number of persons res- thentic. Maybe it was our Bermuda interestingexperiences^to tell,
land's shade tree are elms.
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Hui- of Herman Melville and Hawcued from the area to at least 13. shorts and pedal-pushers that gave
Kendalwood.Grand Rapids; StanThe scientificname of the fungus
bregtse of Des Moines. Iowa, were thorne will occur to many readSPLIT STEEPLE— Mother nature /flexed her muscles for a few
in additionto the drowningof Har- us awa.V rather than our accent.
ley Van Otterloo. 163 East 25th St.;
that causes Dutch elm disease is
recent visitors at the home of ers. In Germany, Goethe has held
Maybe—
but I doubt it.
minutes early Monday, dropped almosf an inch of water in less
ley Buhr of route 4. on July 5.
Mrs.
William
Edgecomb
SaugaCeratostomella ulmi. The minute
This country is beautiful, beauti- their sister and brother - in - law. first rank for more than a cen- tuck; Mrs. Adrian Timmcr. 131
A* the meeting Monday deputies
than an hour, and shattered the main turret of Hope Memorial
spores of this fungus germinate in
offered to help contractors erect ful. The view from our ben last Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Veneklasen, tury. A name or two could be cited West 28th St.: Diane Schippa. VirChapel Ade Caauwe, custodianat the college, said he wos
the water-conductingtissues of the
Chicago
Dr.
for several other countries.
fencing, and BPW Superintendent evening was indescribable.From
ginia Park; Mrs. Nelson Lucas. 264
living elm tree. As the fungus
walking across the campus about 6:30 a.m. when "the whole
The following officersof Amer- Whether he is that imaginary beGeorge Rendlemansaid his de- nur height of 2,100 feet, we could
Rose Ave.; Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis.
grows, it causes the tree to form
ican
Legion
Auxiliary
of
the
Gilblock lit up like a fireball.1' Lightninghit the 25-foot turret,
ing.
"the
greatest,"
or
not.
Thomas
see the entire loch spread out be
route 2. Hamilton; Gcrrit W. Venogums which plug the water - con- partment would donate old teleshattering it right to tfie bottom. Pieces of crocket and stone
phone poles to be cut up for bouys. fore us. To the left a lovely broad bert D. Karsten Post were install- Mann has now taken his place in oorg, route 2; Dale E. Boeve. 275
ducUng tissues. This condition
ed at a meeting held last Monday this distinguished company. It
According
to Rendleman. safety valley stretched away to the disMaerose
Ave.
were scattered throughouta wide area — some hitting the roof
along with a poison that the funtant blue-gray peaks. All around evening: Mrs. Edna Schuitema. seems certain that he "belongsto
Admitted Sunday wore Mrs. Marbelow and cracking tiles. A large block was shifted in the turret,
gus produces, causes the tree to precautions are the responsibility
president; Mrs. Sue Elhart, first (he ages." and (hat no library will
garet De Vries. 422 Washington
of the job contractor.It had been were greenish, greyish, blackish
wilt and die.
and threated to fall all morning. Chief custodian Frank Lighthart
vice
president;
Mrs.
Florence
be
at
all
complete
that
does
not
hills. It was worth the pain I am
Ave.; Henry Wierda, 127 East loth
Many trees die in the same sea- thought that snow fencing and
Dickman. second vice president; include his books.
said damage would run more than $2,000. Scaffolding must be
large "No Swimming" signs would 1 suPering today trom aching feet
St.; Mrs. George Menken, route 4:
son that infection occurs.Some are
Mrs. Louise Faber, secretary; It was an accident that this Mrs. Irene Moll, 181 East Sixth St.;
erected around the tower, and many carved pieces replaced.
be
I and creaking legs. And when I
killed within a few weeks. Only a
read, 1 sit down thinking I will never Mrs. Kaihie Buter, treasue; Ann distinguishedwriter lived for some Mrs. Anna Bonge, 414 1/2 Maple
"Five years ago another turret was hit, and it took more than
"Apparently
people
can't
few live longer than the second
stand again. I only have to shut Marlink. historian;Mrs. Delia years as an American citizen. The Ave.
four months to rebuild,"recalls Lighthart. "Stone carvers are a
or third seasons. All elms are sus- and don't seem to interested in
my eyes and bring to mind the Plewes, chaplain; Mrs. Henrietta accident was tragic for him. it Discharged Sunday were Mrs
ceptible, according to a pamphlet their own safety." said Rendleman.
scarce item, nowadays." This is the third time lightning has
Beyer,
sergeant-at-arms.
was fortunate for us. Driven out E. Donley and baby. 2407 j42nd
Ralph Taylor, chief resident en- picture I saw from the mountainon Dutch elm disease prepared by
Mrs. Rachel Moore, Fifth Dis- by the Nazis, he found refuge in Ave.; Mrs. Marion Donalson and
struck the steeple in 10 years. There are no lightning arrestors
top
to
realize
that
it
was.
indeed,
gineer or the job. said Monday no
Michigan State University.
trict presiden*accompaniedb y America and became officially an
worthwhile.
— but chances are good that there will be shortly.
baby.
SSe’a
West
17th
St.:
Mrs
special
currents
have
been
set
up
The most noticeable sign of
In two more days we will be in Mrs. Sarah Hatadis. Fifth District American. Some years after the Arthur Becker, route 3; Mrs. Em(Sentinel photo)
Dutch elm disease is the wilting by excavation at the site. "HowIxx-h Lomond. 1 don't know whe- secretary, were present. Mrs. war he went back to his beloved ma Vokal, 36 River Ave.; Mrs
ever.
there
are
bound
to
be
dropof one or more of the branches
ther we'll take the high road or Kathie Buter, who served as pres- Germany, and his native Munich
' of infectedtrees. The wilting offs and holes where the men were the low road. I only hope it is a ident the past two years was welcomed him back with open John Dreyer. 462 Gordon; Dolores1
John Woordhuis Feted
Bryan. New Richmond; Thomas
leaves become yellow and later digging.”
short road. A 15-pound pack on presented wifi a gift in appreoif
Morris. 297 Wes* 22nd St.; Mrs.
turn brown when dead. Branches
On 81st Birthday
one's back does not make for care- ation for her services.Mrs. Faber
Although officially an American. John Overweg. route 1. Zeeland;
with dead, brown leaves may hang
was recently elected member of Thomas Mann was of course never Mrs. Lawrence Blackmore and
free walking.
A birthday party was given by
among the green foliage of healthy
After I^)ch I,ommond we will be the board of Fifth District to repre- ar American writer.A true genius baby. 246 West 29th St.; Carol Van
Mr. and Mrs. A Kin Ringerwole at
branches, as a further indication
sent
Ottawa
Counts'.
Mrs.
G.
J.
Edinburg festival.Then a few
can usually express himself mly Veldhuizen. route 4.
at
their home in Hudsonville in honor
that the trees may
the
see some of the highlightsof the Van Hoven and Mrs. L. Hen- in terms of the culture in which
Hospital births include a daughof John William Woordhuison the
disease.
Edinburgh festival. Than a few dricks were hostesses.
he grew up. A few learn to use ter. Shelley Jean, born Saturday1 Spvera| (.ampers at Holland
A second way one may suspect
of his 81st birthday last
Friends
in
Zeeland
are
interestmore days days with our families
an adopted language. Thomas to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence How- ^la)e par|. werP rU(jely interrupted occasion
elm trees of having Dutch elm
Wednesday.
in Norfolk, a brief stay in London, ed to hear about Dr. Malcolm Mann never did. He was in his ard. 1681 Perry St.; a daughter.
at 6 am. Monday when the storm
disease is to examine the crotches
Pictures were shown to the group
CHICAGO (Special) — An offi- the ocean blue. Quebec. -- home. B. Rogers who resided in Zeeland sixties when his exile began: at Kathy Lynn, born Saturday to Mr. blew down their tents.
of one and two-year-oldtwigs for
from
1929
to
1941.
He
served
as
and refreshmentsserved by the
cial of the Chicago, Duluth and
It will be wonderfultc see all
that age the leopard of language and Mrs. Edgar Grisham,55 DougBut the campers will still flock
the oval, depressed feeding puncGeorgian Bay Transit Company my trends again but I must con- principal of Zeeland High School can no longer change his spots. las; a daughter. Jacquelyn Kay. to the park and a figure released host and hostess. A hymn was sung
tures of the beetles. Diseased twigs
for
four
years
when
he
was
apsaid Monday that the firm had "no i fess that I'm not over-anxious to
Some of Mann's books, however, born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. this morning brought the total and the guest of honor closed with
and branches must be examined
such intention of scrapping the SS leave these shores. I’ve never had pointed superintendent which posi- were published in English before Jack Barendse.19. West 16th S’ ;camping permits issued for the a prayer.
for the fungus by a plant patholtion he held until 1941 when he they appeared in German. His
Guests included Mrs Dan Klc'ml such a wonderfulsummer in my
Alabama.
A daughter. Susan Rae. born season
spason ()VPr
over |hP pntire number for heksel, Mrs Jerrold Klemheksel.
ogist using laboratory techniques.
left Zeeland to do special work in method of producing them was
A story in The Sentinelon Aug. life.
Saturday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
The pamphlet lists proper procedMr. and Mrs Fred Art/., Mrs KenEven events that seemed pain- aduU education at the University highly unusual.(I have this in- Bowen, 463 West 24th St.; a, 1954.
11 said that the former cruise ship
Park Manager Clare Broad said
ures for cutting and packing
was scheduled to go on the scrap ful at the time we experienced of Michigan. He was active in re- formationfrom a native of Ger- j daughter. Judith Lvnn. born that 290 had registeredduring the neth Artz. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
samples for tests by the botany
Boerman, Mr. and Mrs Homy
pile "this fall.” at the company them in retrospectseem quite fun- search work on the administrative many who seemed to be sure of J Sunday to Mr. and Mrs Dale
past week to bring the total to Brink. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bush.
department at East Lansing.
docks at the foot of West 16th St. ny. For instance, the first night organization and finances of the his
I Schaap, mute 5; a daughter. Rox3.465 Last year, only 3.440 regisTwo beetles are important carBut E. J. Goebel, executive vice at Balquidderhostel from which Port Huron school system. He also
Mann would sit down to write ann. born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. tered camps the entire season. Miss Joan Ringerwole,Mr and
riers of Dutch elm disease. The
Mrs. George J. Vander Bie. Mr.
presidentof the company, took ex- I am writing I was a member of worked on the Michigan Gover- in his American study at a given Rei^urd Laarman 409 Fourth Ave
A week's attendanceof 64,745 and Mrs. George Jacobs. Mi. and
smaller European elm bark beetle
ception to the article Monday and the cooking detail. I was also a nor's Public Education Study Com- time. In an adjoining room his a son. William John, bom Sunday
was introducedinto the United
member of a small group of four mission. For the past six years he translator,a man who had turned to Mr. and Mrs. William Monhol- brought the season's figure to Mrs. Louis Woordhuis and Joyce,
stated:*
1.092.925 as the park had another
States in 1909. It is about oneand Miss Gertrude Woordhuis.
‘There Is absolutelyno such in- who were so intent on the scenery has served as superintendentof many of his earlier books into len, 31 South Riyer Ave.
twelfth to one-eighth of an inch
good wekend.
schools
at
Meriden
Wallingford,
Unable to attend were Jerrold
tention in our minds at the pre- ; and our conversation that we misEnglish, would hold himself ready
long. Its color is brownish to
sent time, and no discussionamong sect the signs pointing to the youth Conn. He has resigned this posi- for action. A page of German
•^per^i7viji.,l£j
! KtetaS«r artK^ih' Arti
park 9.4(5 Friday. 12,047 Saturday
black. The female lays her eggs
hostel and went half way around tion to become associate professor manuscript would be passed to the
our own officers.
in nches in the side of simple,
and 13,202 Sunday. The water temIn a letter to The Sentinel. Goeb- the wrong side of the loch before at the University of Connecticut. translator, who would immediately
unforced galleries under the bark.
perature was above 70 all three
He
expects
to
take
up
this
new
realizing
our
mistake.
Unfortunel said that the company has been
turn i* into English. Soon after
These galleries run with the grain
days.
thinking over a possible Lake Su- ately we were carrying all the food work Sept. 15. He will be working Mann had completed his day s
of the wood. The larvae (worms)
perior run that has not yet materi- for supper for our gang of 24. We with graduate students seeking de- vork, his copy would be dupbore small tunnels around t h e
[tnn'lyreached the hostel around grees in education administration. licatedin English form.
alized.
trunk or branch and away from
"There are many possible uses 9 p.m. to face the glare of our comThen the two men would gel
In
Sets
the centrallylocated egg gallery.
An old-fashioned ph nfc for Refor her. and even though her super- pa^'ens who had been waiting long Gerrit D. Klomparens,63,
together lo finish (he day's job.
Adult beetles emerge in May or
publicans
of
the
5th
district.
Kent
structure is badly weather-beaten, hours for sup|>er. Meekly we eas\)'hile Thomas Mann could not
early June, fly to healthy trees
GRAND HAVEN (Special) and Ottawa counties, will be
ed our packs from our sore Die* of Heart Condition
write fiction in English, he under- 1
,
n„ D..
i, ,,
and feed in the crotches of the her hull, boilers and engine are in shoulders and headed for the
Several accidents o c c u r r c d in
,
,
..
.
staged
in
Kollon
Park
in
Holland
Suit
good condition- too good to think
stood and actually wrote that | Saturday.
Col7irr,o„ Cnnt in ctn,
twigs. It is during this time — if
Grand Haven area during the weekSept. 10, startingat 1 20
Gerrit D. Klomparens.63. of 358
of scrapping until all other possi- kitchen.
language
belter
than
many
natthey have emerged from the bark
end.
«
East
24th
St.,
died
unexpectedly
Much,
much
Ipter
we
crawled
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)- A At 1:05 a.m Sunday, a cai driven
ives. He and his translatorwould
of Dutch-elm-diseased
trees or bilitiesare exhausted.”
U.S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford. Ir..
By
phone, Goebel said that the upstairs to our bunks to sleep the early Monday at Holland Hospital fight it out to a finish on every
false arrest suit against Zeeland
wood— that they may introduce the
by Gerald Paxson, IS. Grand Rapand members of the state central
until 6:30 a.m. of a heart condition.He was born
ship had not been reactiviatedon sleep of d« nth.
Police Chief Elmer Boss was set
word in (he copy. In the end the
fungus spores from their bodies
ids, struck a bridge railing on
committee
will
be
among
the
pic
in
Holland
to
the
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the
Great
Lakes
because
of
its when we had to get up to make
aside
Monday
by
'Circuit
Court
translationwould be almost as
into healthy trees. This habit of
Roosevelt Rd. Sn Wright township
nickers, as well as State Senatoi
small capacity compared to her sis- breakfast. Life can be hard but Dirk Klomparens and had lived in much Mann's as that of the transJudge Fred M. Searl, who ruled no
feeding on healthy trees, after
when the driver apparentlyfell
Clyde I! Geerlings of Holland and
for
the
most
part
it remains beau- this community all his life.
ter ships, the North American and
cause for action.
lator. Perhaps no other novels in
emerging from the bark of diseasState Rep. George Van Peursem
asleep. Paxson told Deputy Charles
He had served in the U. S. Army
tiful.
South American.
The
$20,000
suit
was
filed
against
the 200 year history of that literary
ed elm trees, makes this insect
of Zeeland. Picnickers will bring
Bugielski he was returning from
in World War I and was a charter
Your
community
ambassador,
He pointed out that the passenby Marion
Goshenour of
form have ever been produced in their own basket suppers. Coffee, Boss...
very important as a carrierof the
, .
Camp Grayling where he had been
member of Henry Walters Post 2144
Nell Salm.
ger
capacity for the Alabama is
that
way.
A pass™B<T,
Dutch elm disease.
soft drinks and ice-creamwill be Grand Rapid, in June. 1953.
ot
Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars.
He
Boss was a doted, ve ,n Wyommg
rP.
The native elm bark beetle is 300 while running over 400 apiece
furnished.
was
employed
as
a
carpenter
for
for the ether two ships.
Township.
Bridal Shower Fetes
small being only one-sixteenthto
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Van
Wierceived
facial
lacerations
and
PaxFrank Dyke for 20 years following Unable to Stop Bicycle,
Goebel said it would not be profiThe charges grew out of an inone-twelfth inch long. Apparently
en will direct children's games
son received a fractured forearm.
which he became a contractor.He
table for the company to rebuild Miss Connie
cident
when Boss and three of- Both were taken to Butterworth
it has one generation a year in
Eunice Tw ining. Mrs J J Brower
had last worked at the new filter Youngster Hit by Auto
the superstructureso the Alabama
ficers
attempted
to
arrest
GosheMichigan. This beetle overwinters
and Ruth Keppel are on the loca!
Hospital.The 1950 car was a toial
Miss Connie Haakma was guest plant.
could again ply the Great Lakes.
Nine-year-old Johnny Huizenga telephone committee and M Dyk nour's son for breaking and enteras adults in the bark of elm trees.
wreck.
On July 22 Mr and Mrs. Klomof honor at a bridal shower last
couldn'tstop his bike Monday heads the transportation commit- ing in the night time.
Its color is brownish and its body
At the same time. Deputy Keith
Tuesday evening at the home of parens celebrated their 38th wedThe officersfound the son in
morning and suffered a cut ovet tee. Ken Scripsma will put uj
moderately stout. The wing covers Mr*. Alice Zwiers
Overill investigatedanother crash
Mrs. John Voorhorst of Overisel. ding anniversary
shorts outside the Goshenour
nis right eye when a car hit him signs leading to Koilen Park.
of these beetles are coarsely puncSurviving are the wife, Nell, one
AssistingMrs. Voorhorst were Mrs.
him to get in Wright township in which a
Dies at Age oi 81
at the corner of 10th and Maple. Mrs. A. C. Yost is arranging foi home, and' ordered .
tured with small depressions.
car driven by a 14-vear-oldGrand
Willis Brink and Mrs. Justin Brink. daughter,Mrs. Clarence (Leona)
Driver of the auto was Mrs. Mary a 20-pieee "German” band which dressed and return to the police
The female lays her eggs in
Games were played and prizes Van Langevelde;one son. Dale;
Co.
Inn with
vi'ith them:
.horn- The
THp
enn
wont
BaP»ds >,0Uth W(‘nl 0ff ,|U‘ r°' d'
ZEELAND
(Special i— Mrs Alice
station
son
went
galleries that run across (around)
four grandchildren;two 'sisters. Baker, 21, of route 4. who was go- will play familar folk songs. Mrs.
demolishing the 1951 model. 'I he
Zwiers a former residentof Zutph- awarded. The hostess also served
ing south on Maple. She said the Bruce M. Raymond is arranging inside the home and wouldn't driver said he was blinded by onthe grain of the wood.
Mrs. William Visser and Mrs. Joe
a two-course lunch.
boy pulled out in front of her.
for prizes.
The only presently known meth- en. died Monday evening at thr
CT(\
,
/i coming lights and the car traveled
Invited guests included the Mes- Rosendahl; four brothers, Albert.
home
of her son. Henry, in Holland
Both Mr and Mrs.
? *? ., ____ ....... . ________
Johnny
said
he
was
going
too
Rep. Van Peursem is serving as
od of Dutch elm disease control
99 feet off the roadway.A passendames Dennis Top. Merle Top, Ben Henry, and Harry of Holland and
Heights. She was 81.
refused
to let officers come in and
contact
man
in
Zeeland
and
Mrs.
fast
and
couldn't
stop
in
time.
Beis to prevent the bark beetlescarger, Jack Brandeberry,15, was
Survivors include four sons. Ed- Ter Haar, John Haakma. Willis Marinus of Jackson: one sister-in- cause he couldn't,he ran a stop Jane Lillcy. county vice-chairman, take the boy and the senior Goshrying the fungus from diseased to
taken to Butterworth Hospital for
ward
of Seattle. Wash.. Joe of Brink, Justin Brink. Jack Brink, law, Mrs. Mattie Klomparens.
enour
struck
Boss.
Offieers
arrestin the Grand Haven area. Mrs.
healthy trees. This may be acsign.
treatment of lacerations on the
Dale
Voorhorst.
and
Lloyd
VoorZutphen, Henry ol Holland and
Son of Mr. and Mrs. George Hui- Donald Josephsnnof Grand Rap- ed Goshenour for interferingwith forehead and arms. The young dricomplished by sanitation and
George of Grand Rapids; seven horst. and the Misses Connie Haak- The United Nations, its agencies
an
arrest.
zenga of 226 West 10th. Johnny was ids is general chairman.Additionchemical controlby use of insectiver may be cited to probate court.
daughters. Mrs. Rena Pueler of ma. Gloria Top. Barbara and Flor- and programs cost , the United
taken to the Holland Hospital for al information may be obtained The young Goshenour was later He had no operator's license.
cides.
States
about
55
cents
a
year
for
ence
Voorhorst
and
Donna
Ter
Hudsonville, Mrs. Gertrude Rile>
convicted
on
the
charges
and
sent
from
any
committee
member.
Sanitationmeans keeping all old
two stitchesand released.
At 10 p.m. Saturday, a car driven
each American.
of Charlotte,Mrs. C.J. I-emson of Haar.
to Jackson Prison.
and dying branches pruned out of
by
William. O’Neal Starnes. 23.
Zeeland. Mrs. Georage Myaard of
Dismissa of the $20,000 suit for
elm trees. Elm trees that have Forest Grove, Mrs. Albert Mekkes,
died and those in low vigor from
of Byron Center, Mrs. Maurice
,alr aiTps,,zns
insect attack, flooding, soil fills,
^r.„b„y i Coopers ville, ^on M-1M in Crockery
Donnellan of Martinsville. Ind..
Mrs. Goshenourfor a nervous conlightning,ice injury or other
township. Both cars were headed
Mrs. Wesley Haveman of Grandcare
of
for
the
Zeeland
Public1
dition allegedlybrought on by the
teachers to fill Ottawa's 117 rural
causes should be removed. Beetle
west. Starnes who was treated in
ville; one daughter-in-law.Mrs. Holland High in transferringfrom ious schools from :30 to 3.
Schools last spring.
incident,and a $5,000 one by Mr.
breeding places should be destroy- Jeanette Zwiers of Dulton. III., 41
Except for newcomers to; the institutions, but she reported today
Not that we want to dampen your
Municipal Hospital for lacerations
School
will open at 8:30 on Wed- Goshenour for humiliationsuffered
ed either;1. by peeling tight bark
A week ago she was 13 teachers that the situationis easing,
grandchildren; eight great grand- hot-weather enthusiasm, kids, but
nesday,
Sept.
7,
for
all
grades
and
by the arrest, will probably be on the head and knee was charged
from elm wood and stumps; 2. by children,eight great great grand- school will open for most of you shy. but eight have answered an other junior high or high schools
by state police with recklessdrivstudents
will
be
excused
at
noon.
dropped.
burying logs at least six inches children, and one sister. Mrs. in two weeks.
appeal during the past week and should register at the high school All teachersare scheduled to meet
The judge's ruling said the arrest in8- His 1951 car was “ toU1
deep; 3. by using mechanical Paul Vcldhuis of Byron Center.
School officials in the area she needs only five more. Most office any day before school opens. Tuesday at 9.
was legal and that no warrant was "rec
Those transferring into junior
branch clippers, or; 4. by spraying
were busily preparing for the 1955- of the eight who signed were
high should registerat the junior SuperintendentJulius Schippcr needed.
bark with 1 percent DDT in oil
56 year today, many of them won- teachers who came out of "retiresaid that two new school buses
Outing I* Expensive
BirthdayFarewell
Party
Diseased elm trunks and branchdering where they were going to ment” because they now have high office after Aug. 29.
were purchased this summer to
Pre-school
conferences
will
be
es should be sprayed before haul
time
to
teach.
put
everyone.
For Four Young Men
Honors Howard M Hews hi
bring Zeeland’s total to 8. seven
ing to places of disposal.
Rural schools in the county will held for all teachers Tuesday and ol them for regular routes and the
For the Rev. J. M. Westdorp. of
Is
Wednesday,
'
Sept.
6
and
7.
Chemical control
the
each were Roger L. Vander Ploeg,
Howard Milewski, son of Mr. St. Francis de Sales, it meant open Tuesday..Sept. 6, the day
Holland’s Christian schools will other one for a spare. This is the
spraying of or misting of trees and Mrs. Walter Milewskiof 570 cutting out the first grade.
after Labor Day. at 9 a.m. Rural
18, Warren W. Taylor, 19. Jerry
highest
number
of
school
buses
with an insecticidethat will kill Sunset Dr., was guest of honor at a
"We just don’t have the room,” teachers will pick up supplies at open Thursday.Sept. 8, the junior ever operated by the Zeeland
D. Hoag, 19. and Ronald A. Spaeth,
high
and
high
school
at
8:25
and
the beetles before they can infect combination birthday-farewellpar- he said. "But we hope this situa- Allendale Township Hall Saturday.
Polio
18, all of Grand Rapids.
schools.
healthy trees. This is an aid to ty Satirday at his home. Howard, tion doesn’t last too long. We’re
Holland’s public schools, from the elementaryschools at 8:45.
Hoag paid an additional$15.10
Estimated total attendance for
Superintendent Bert P. Bos and
beetle control and not the only whose family wiU be moving to planning four nnw classrooms and kindergarten through high school,
fine In a charge of disposing of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
ail
12
grades
and
kindergarten
is
answer. Thorough spraying or Toronto, Canada, Sept. 1, will be the blueprints are being drawn." will open Thursday. Sept. 8, includ- high school Principal Raymond
Daniel Burnaby,5-year-oldson of empty beer cans on a city street,
Holwerda will hold conferences only a few shy of 1.000, an allmisting of trees is absolutelynec- 10 years old on Aug. 29.
. Father Westdorp said that stu- ing the new Thomas Jefferson eleMr. and Mrs. Melbume Barnaby, and Spaeth also pleaded guilty to
time record.
with
parents
Labor
Day
morning
essary for satisfactorybeetle conAfter an outdoor Hamburg fry at dents who would normally enroll mentary school at Van Raalte and
J. Elmer Mulder, superintendent 295 West 20th St., Holland, is Ot- a second charge of possession of
from 9 to 12.
trol. Partialor haphazardtreating the Milewski home, the guests were in the first grade at St. Francis 30th.
beer and gip it/ a motor vehicle,
ol the Zeeland Christian Schools tawa County’s 16th polio victim.
will only lead to disappointment taken to Airpark Speedway near will have to attend public schools
Elementary students are expect- All ttachers and principalswill which i n c I u a e s kindergarten The child was taken ill Aug. 17, paying an additional $30.10 fine
and discouragement
Douglas to see the stock car races. in Holland. The school is running ed at 8:45 a.m. while high school meet in the new high school Tues#
through ninth grade, said enroll entered Holland Hospital Aug. 19 and
The park department is launch- They were accompanied by Mr. seven grades, 2 through 8.
and junior high will start at 8:15. day morning at 9 fpr a general
ment will be held on Wednesday, and transferredto St. Mary's Hos- GRAND HAVEN (Special) meeting.
Following
this,
teachers
ing its own program of sanitation Milewski and Arnold E. Teusink.
Registration of an expected 270 Elementary students will go until
pital. in Grand Rapids the same Four young Grand Rapids men
and possibly later in the chemical Mrs. Teusink assisted the hostess students is being held today and 2:30 p.m. the first day, however, will report to their particular Aug. 31. and Thursday and Fri- day.
found that drinking in a car can
schools to prepare for opening day. day. Sept. 1 and 2. from 7 to 9 p.m.
control for elm trees in city parks at supper.
will continue through Tuesday. while the others will be excused at
• No report has been received on be expensive when they were arat
the
West
'’entral
Ave.
school.
Registration of all high school
and along curbs.
Guests included Jimmy Kline, School will open on Monday, Sept. noon after attending short class
School will start on Wednesday, his condition. The -father is employ- raigned in MunicipalGjurt Monpupils will be held Wednesday afAs yet, there is no cause for Jimmy Moomey, Jack Teusink, 12, a few days later than most in periods.
Sept. 7, for a half day only and ed at the light plant. There are day afternoon.They were arrested
ternoon
starting
at
1:30
in
the
high
panic in Holland, but the public Rusty Kempker, Mike Tabler. the area.
All students will be expected for
two other boys in the family, one I by city police Sunday at the foot
school gym. New grade school enrollmentwill be completed.A
should be alert to the threat. In Bruce De Pree. Max Wierxma
Miss Jennie Kaufman, county the full day Friday. Sept. 9.
teachers’ meeting will be held L 14 years old and the other 10 of Lake Ave.
pupils
may
register
at
the
vardealing with the threat, the person
------ Mike Doan, Danny Doolittleand superintendent of schools, is still
Superintendent Walter W. Scott
• Paying finer and costs of $30.10
'
who has an elm tree in his yard 'Chuck Boersma.
having troutyftfinding enough said that all studenta entering area, til registration was taken
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Ottawa County

Bareman. Fords

4-H News
Score

One-Run

WUlla 8. Bon, 4-H Club Agent
The 4-H State Show will be held
•t the same time as the Berlin
Fair. State Show is the time when
all winners of district eliminations
contests held in the state go to
Michigan State and take part in
the conteststo determine the state
winners.
Ottawa County has two 4-H membars returning to the contest in
Dairy Judging— David Kober from
Conklin and Jim Henning from
Coopersvllle.Iva McClure has been
a winner in Clothing. Steve Bosworth will compete in Public
Speaking and the group from Van
Raalte School in Holland will perform in the "Share the Fun" Fes-

SoftbaB Wins
Bareman Service pushed the
Moose out of fourth place Tuesday
night with a 3-2 City softball league

win and Fords, third place team,
took a narrow 2-1 contest over
Raphael.

The servicemenmeet the Vets
tonight and a Bareman win will
mean fourth place. If the second
place Vets win, Moose and Bareman will hold a single game elimination for a playoff spot Thursday night at 7:30 p.m.
The winners made six hits in the
Moose - Bareman contestwhile the
losers got four.
Lou Altena singled and later scored Bareman’s opening run in the
last of the first.He came home on
Ted Schreur’s single.
Schreur doubled in the fourth and
scored on Bob Borgman’s

tival.

Ottawa County will also have
some exhibitorsat the State Show.
Winning exhibits chosen at the
Spring Achievementwhich will be
going are: Clothing— Adriana Alderink,Allendale Christian;Bonnie

Van Klompenberg,Jamestown;
Ruth Ellen De

single.

hit safely in the
fifth and scored what proved to be
the winning run on a wild pitch.
The Moose scored one run in the
first inning. Stu Baker walked,
went to second on a wild pitch,
was sacrificedto third and scored
on Don Hulst’s long fly.- Walt Hudzik's homer was the other Moose

TOO MUCH WIND —

Here's the big hunk of
canvas ballon that lofts jumper Steve Malsam up
to 2,000 feet before he takes a parachute plunge.
Last week in Zeeland, the wind was slightly

run.

ornery and it was impossibleto fill the huge thing
for a Farmer's Picnic throng. But Malsam did
jump that evening, as he does every Sunday at
Mona Lake.
(Sentinelphoto)

Joe Berens worked for the win-

ners and Matt Numikoski

f

o r

Moose.
Jason De Vries got two hits, including a triple, for the Moose.
Hudzik's hit and Numikoski’ssingle were the other safeties.
Scheur led the winners with two
hits. Lou Altena, Lou Borgman,

Jumping From Clouds

Bob Borgman and Berens had

Balloon ascensions,which the
public will always leave to “some
crazy daredevil",make only a

other

Witt, Forest Grove,
Chrislyn, Wagenveld, Van
Raalte. Home Improvement-Normn Keppel, Huyser, Knitting— Nancy Lesslen, Trinity Lutheran. 4-H
Club Girl— Judith Prins, Waverly.
Electric—Delwyn Van Dyke, Holland Christian,lamp (bottle) Richard Reed, Marshall. Lamp; Marc
Venneman,Marshall, Swing Arm
Lamp; Bruce Vissers, Parish, Cord
and Reel; Wayne Boss, Toothacre
Portable Lamp; Dennis Beuschel,
Lisbon, Drill Press Handicraft
John Venneman, Holland Christian,
Vise; Terry Relmlnk, Holland
Christian, Bird House; Nancy Paul,
Rosy Mound, Foot Cleaner; Dennis
Keift, Rosy Mound, Saw Horse;
Brian Bosworth, Georgetown, Vise;
Ronald Bouwman, Borculo,Tool

and

Lou Borgman

Jown Jalk

Dr. and Mrs. Ray A. Eusden, of
Newton, Mass., left Holland early
today for their summer home near
Glford, N H. after a week's visit
with Dr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinheksel and family of 1606 Waukazoo
Charles B. Eldridge
Dr. They were accompanied by
Succumbs at Pine Rest
Miss Sara-Jo Kleinheksel who will
visit them in New Hampshire for
Charles B. Eldridge, 76, of route a week. She also plans to do some
4, Holland died at Pine Rest sani- mountain climhing in Maine during
tarium Wednesday evening follow- her stay in the East, and will return to Holland on Sept. 5.
ing a long illness.
Bill Swaney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Eldridge had retired from
Russel
Swaney, South Shore Dr.,
his positionas secretary-treasurer
of the Armour Leather Co. in Chi- left Wednesday for Birmingham
cago in 1942. He and his wife mov- where he will start footballpraced to their summer home on Lake- tice Monday. Swaney is quarter-

Only Part-Time Position

the

hits.

Fords took eight innings to do part-time job
with Raphael's. Stan Dissel- Malsam.
koen was safe on pitcher Jerry
Waiting for

for 26-year-oldSteve

away

the

wind

to die

down

Ebels wild throw in the last of the last week at the Zeeland Farmers'
eighth and went to second before picnic, Steve pointed out that he
the ball was retrieved.
holds down a full-time job at WeldA wild pitch pushed him over to ed Products in Grand Haven bethird and he came home on War- sides going up almost 2,000 feet
ren Plaggemars single.
at least once a week and making a
Jay Hop homered in the fourth parachute jump.
for the first Fords run.
Steve does his balloon jumping
A double by Leroy Tooker and a for George Emerick, who holds a
triple by Howie Glupker gave Raphseason’s contract for a weekly Sunael's a run in the second inning.
day evening ascension show at the
Tooker scored.
Mona ~ake Amusement Park in
Jason Ebels started on the mound
Muskegon Heights.
for Raphael but was relieved by
Malsam hasn't missed a Sunday
Prince in the seventh.Howie Bosch
night jump since he started at
worked for Fords.
Mona Lake a week before MemJay Hop, Junior H6p, Plaggemars
orial Day. It's his second year

—

Box; Tony DeWind, Ovens, Car
Creeper; Roger Shumaker, Waverly, Tool Bpx; Edward Hamstra,
Ovens, Bar-B-Q Stand; Gerald
Koop, Borculo, Chest; Don Bronkema, Waverly, House Exhibit.
A selection of dairy animals will
be chosen at the fairs and will
make the trip leaving Marne on
Tuesday, Aug. 30th for the State
Show and represent Ottawa County. Vegetable exhibits and flowers will also be selected at the
fairs to be sent to State Show.
Food preservation and any other
projects which could compete at
the State Show will also be selected at the fairs. This event is the
climax of the 4-H year as it brings
together the best in the State.
Friends are invited to attend and
encourage4-H members to be on

BELATED BIRTHDAY GIFT—

George Zuverink,
right, of Holland, righthandedpitcher for the
Baltimore Orioles turned in his first win of the
season Tuesday night against the Chicago White
Sov. Here manager Paul Richards, left, congratulates Zuverink. who observed his birthday last
Saturday. This was his first starting assignment

Ottawa
Farm News
R. Machlele,

County AgriculturalAgent
Four new bulletins are available
for Ottawa County farmers. They
are Producing Pork in Michigan
335; Lamb Feeding in Michigan
3.34: Tomato Diseases in Michigan
139 and Farm and Field Rental
Agreements 156. You can receive
a copy by writing our office in
Grand Haven.

Word has come from Ray Hutson head of the entomology department at Michigan State Universitythat DDT residue has been
found on Michigan celery. He

since then and his second while wearing an Oriole

uniform. Zuverinknow has a 1-6 record. . He
pitched the first six Innings and gave up seven
hits before being replaced by Harry Dorish in the
seventh.While Zuverink was pitching, the Orioles
ouilt up a 7-2 lead. The final score favored Balti-

more

10-3.

from the farm crops department
at MichiganState University,East
Lansing.

75 Teams Entered

New carcass grades now greet
hog producers when they take
their finished animals to market.

In Softball

Recent changes in grades eliminat-

ed the grade of

choice.

ZEELAND

Meet

(Special)— Seventy-

Miller,extension swine spec- flve teams were entered In the 10th
ialist at Michigan State University, annual Zeeland Softball Tournalists the new grades along with a ment today and Ray Schaap, tour-

Ed

brief description.

ney secretary,said that a few late
U. S. No. 1 hogs are those with
finish near the nimumum needed entries could break the all-time parto produce high quality pork cuts. ticipation record.
U. S. No. 2 grade denotes slight"But I'm sure not out to break
ly fatter slaughter hogs.
records," he confided."We’ve got
U, S. No. 3 grade is applied to
enough teams as it is."
slaughter hogs that are overfat.
The big tournament starts ThursMedium hogs are those which
day night at what Zeeland softball
are slightly underfinished.
Cull grade includeshogs decided- officialscall "Michigan'sFinest
ly underfinished and producing Softball Park." Legion Field. Present record for number of teams Is
cuts inferior in quality.

cautions in hi:, article that celery
shore Dr. in 1943 to take up per- back on the Birmingham High
growers should not use DDT on
manent residence.He was a mem- School football team.
celery because this residue is
ber of the First Presbyterian Elaine Ruth is the name given
to their daughter, bom Tuesday at
dangerousto human health.
Church of Chicago.
In addition to the change in 82.
Surviving are two daughters, Holland Hospital,by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Rutgers, of route 2, HamilWe have had only one response grades, the maximum b a c k f a t Competition is being held In four
Mrs. Alvin W. (Katherine) Klompregarding the short course scholar- thicknesses were also revised.On classes — A, B and C for men
arens, of Holland and Mrs. Gerald ton.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Desire
Heydens,
ship offered by the Ottawa County an Ideal U. S. No. 1. the thick- and B for girls.
(Jane) Breen, of Columbus, Ohio,
Most popular class is the men's
of 300 West 12th St., have arrived the winners list next year. The Bankers Association.We certainly ness is now 1.3 to 1.6 inches for
and Doc Overbeek got the four
and
four
grandchildren.
there.
C
division were more than 40
dates
are ,Au8ust 30-31-September would like to hear from some a 180-220 pound hog.
home
after
spending
three
months
Fords hits. Tooker added a triple in
Funeral services will be held
Balloon ascensions,first tried by
Buyers in local auctions are be- teams are entered.
visiting friendsand relatives in the 1 and 2.
young lady or young man who
the seventh for his second hit.
Saturday
at
2
p.m.
at
Nibbelinkthe Montgolfier brothers in France
But a great deal of Interest will
Netherlandsan:' Belgium. They
would be interested in attendingan ginning to pay a substantialprice
Glupker and Ebels got the other
in 1783 by burning straw to make Notier Funeral Chapel with the
The
Hudsonville Fair opened to- eight week session at Michigan differential for U. S. No. 1 hogs. center in class A where some of
crossed
the
Atlantic
both
ways
on
safties.
heated air (or the balloon, don’t Rev. Marion de Velder officiating the Holland - American Lines' day. About 60 dairy animals were
State University during the fall or He expects the differential to In- the giants of Western Michigan
strike the public's fancy in this and burial in Pilgrim Home Cemeregisteredin 4-H competition.The winter session to take either agri- crease during the next few months softball will battle.
“Ryndafn.”
jet age as much as they used to, tery. Friends may meet the family
The Full Gospel Church, located Beef project is of much interest culture
home economics as the supply of hogs increases. Entered in this division are such
but that doesn't mean that there at the chapel Friday evening from five miles north of Holland, will thi- year as there are about 30
teams as the powerhouseHudsoncourses.
7 to 9 p.m.
isn't danger.
ville Merchants who have ridden
have a fellowshipsupper at 6 p.m. members in, the event. TwentyEmerick's crew still uses the oldundefeated in the Zeeland A League
three of this number are enrolled Wo have had n number of calls
Saturday. The public is invited.
fashioned “hot air" method, alon Lum Veldman’s pitching.
Speaker
at the Men's Breakfast in 4-H projects.
these past few weeks regarding ant
Site
though now it's a solutionof gasoAlso competingare Hulst BrothJudging of beef animals w-ill be infestationin houses. The best
Saturday at 6:30 a m. at the Clubline and fuel oil that produces the
ers, Holland city League champions
house will be Evangelist Wes Au- held Thursday startingat 10 a.m. method of preventing these insects
ALLEGAN (Special) — Allegan heat.
and the terrific tandem from Grand
ger. He will illustrate with an ob- The sale of these beef animals from entering the house is to find
county voters will not be given an Why not avoid all, the heat and
Rapids, Teamstersand Vredevoord.
ject lesson entitled“Magic with a will be on Friday morning at 10 the point of entry and spread a
in
opportunity to express their ouin- use helium? Very simple, when
A good bet to sweep the honors
niessage." Auger is currently con- a.m.
small band of. chlordanedust at
of
ion on the controversialquestionof you consider it from a practical
in the girls division is Zeeland Bon
Winners of the classesand events this point. Usually if you look
ducting a gospel tent crusade in
Harv
Berens
pitched
and
then
a site for the proposed million dol- standpoint. To fill Emerick's balTon who have not been beaten this
Hamilton. All men are invited to will be held Thursday night.
closely you can find the spot where
lar county hospital.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - the breakfest.
loon with helium would cost more
The dairy calvacade will start at the ants are entering the building. joined Duane Rosendahl in a bat- season.
By a vote of 17-16, the Board than 53,000, Malsam estimated. Didymus Williams. 24, Grand Hav- Dr. and Mrs. Robert D. Burton 7:30 with the talent program start- If a 5 percent chlordane dust is 1 ^"2 *pr*« to lead the National Two games will be run Thursof Supervisors Monday vetoed a
Steve's been jumping for eight
en, pleaded guilty to a drunk driv- announce the birth of a daughter, ing at 8 p.m. R. Machiele, county used, the ants will leave in short i Guards to a 4-1 opening game play- day, Friday and Saturday nights
proposal by Edward Lyman, of years, ever since he enlisted in
of this week to get the tournament
Mary Sue, on Aug. 23. Dr. Burton AgriculturalAgent, will act as mas- order.
off victory over Holland Furnace
Casco, to put the site question on the Army paratroopers in 1948. He in charge in Municipal Court here is with the U. S. Air Force at ter of ceremonies.
rolling. Once a team is beaten, it
in Recreation B softball Tuesday
an advisory ballot.
counted five years of experience Monday and chose to serve 30 days Scott Air Force Base. 111. Mrs.
is eliminated.
Members
and
leaders wo were
The special, one-day session of for Uncle Sam. For three years in county jail rather than pay 5100 Burton is the former Nella Pyle of not at Allendale on Aug. 18th miss- Hudson is probably the best var- night at 22nd St. and Pine Ave.
iety of winter barley to use in
fine
and
55.10
costs.
For
having
no
The
second
game
of
the
best
the board wound up in a flurry of, now, he's been jumping to make a
Zeeland.
ed a good demonstration on arrang- Ottawa county when you consider
operator'slicense, he will serve an
two-out-ti.reeseries will be held
charges and counter charges be- little extra change.
Word has been received here ing vegetablebaskets and flow- all factors.
additional
10
days
rather
than
pay
Thursday night at 6 p.m. at the
tween the two camps which have
Malsam, a native Kansan, says
ers.
that Mrs. Ted Evans and daughHudson is the only variety cer- same site.
been battling over the city vs. rural the whole process takes only five 525 fine and 55.10 costs.
Eugene Dice, assistant agricul- tified in Michigan. It has a higher
ter Debra have been discharged
Williamswas arrested after an
Berens gave up only three hits
site for nearly six months.
minutes or so-allowingthree to
from Mt. Carmel Hospital and are tural agent, conducted the vege- test weight than Kcnbar and will
accident
at
12:47
a.m.
Sunday
when
and one run. All three hits came
Proponents of the city site claim four minutes for the balloon to get
convalescing at their home in Oak table demonstration and Don Vos, outyicld Wong by several bushels
Clinic
in the fourth inning. Jack Benoit
that the hospital would cost 585,000 up and another minute for him to his car struck one owned by Orrie Park, Mich. Mrs. Henrietta Top of floristfrom Zeeland, explained conper
acre. It also appears that singled and scored on Tom GodVander
Meiden,
616
Grand
Ave.,
at
more to build and 55,570 a year drift to the ground.
Holland is still hospitalizedbut her tainers and arrangementsof flowHudson is slightly more winter- hurn’s double. John Tjalma got
A total of n area high school
more to maintain if it is built near
He’s had a lot of close calls, the dead end of Grand Ave. Wil- condition is improved. All three ers.
hardy, according to S. C. Hilde- the other hit.
liams
was
taken
to
Municipal
Hosfootball coaches attended the fifth
the present county hospital six bit he claims the closest one was
were seriouslyinjured in an autobrande, farm cropsman at MichiThe Guard pitcher stepped into annual football clinic at Camp
miles northwest of Allegan. An en- last summer in Illinois when he pital where it was determinedhe mobile accident which claimed the
gan State University.
a first inning pitch for a triple and Geneva Tuesday, sponsored by
Former
Holland
gineering firm retained by the came down for a bad landing, had received no injuries.
lives of Mr. Evans and son Michael.
Hudson !s a bearded barley, as scored on Duane Rosendahl’s sac- Hope College.
board to prepare a cost compar- spraining his ankle. A bad landing Claude Henseley, 41, Battle Creek
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Brandt and Succumbs in California
is Kcnbar, while Wong is a more rifice. In the sixth, Berens tripled
chose to serve five days on a drunk
Explanation of the option play
ison provided these figures.
is the greatest danger, he says,
two children,Merrllee and Mark,
or less bald barley. Some farmers again and scored on Rosendahl's for quarterbacks in the T-formaand disorderly charge rather than have returnedto their home in
Those favoring the rural site not a faulty chute.
Mrs. Wynand (Minnie) Van Den
have objectedto the beards on single. Rosendahl drove in the tion was given by Gord Brewer of
accused the oppositionof “spreadIn Zeeland he had a smooth pay 510 fine and 55.10 costs. He Lancaster, Calif.,60 miles north Berg, 68, formerlyof 10675 Paw H'idrcn and Kcnbar but their
other two runs in the third with Kellogsvillewhile Gene Rothi of
was
arrested by city police early
ing false propaganda"and of “Mak
and east of Hollywood. They have Paw Dr., died unexpectedly Tues- yield advantage far outweighs the
landing after driftinga couple of
a long double to center.
ing us look bad in front of our
Sunday
morning
when
he was
Grand Haven went over the Bucday
at
La
Crescenta,
Calif.
She
been guests of their parents, Mr.
blocks southeast to alight on the
objectionto beards. There is little
Eight hits were made by the caneer single wing offense, illusneighbors."
found
lying in the road at the
and Mrs. Bert Brandt, 260 East had been living in California for difference as far as disease is
marshy ground back of the City
winners. Following Berens and trating with movies of the HollandHowever, the board did take two Park canteen.
swing bridge.
14th St., and Mr. and Mrs. Sam about 10 years.
concerned All of the varietiesare Rosendahl who each had two, Gene Grand Haven game.
steps toward putting the required
Robert Kettner, 41, Grand Rapids Ellison of Stuyvesant, N.Y., since
Surviving are two daughters,
His Zeeland performance was
susceptiblelo loose Immink, Frank Wierda, Roy
Clair De Mull of Allegan spoke
bond issue up to a vote. Kenower,
charged with being drunk and disor- June 20. Mrs. Brandt will again Mrs. John (Lucille) Tatum and
postponed once and the crew had
smut.
Strengholtand Bob Kerens all had on defensive end play and Russ
MacArthur and Company, Grand
derly, paid $10 fine and 55.10 costs.
Mrs.
William
(Vivian)
Herriott,
return to teach elementarygrades
a pretty rough time getting the
Michigan is fortunate in having one hit. Terry Mokma was the De Vctte, new Hope football coach,
Rapids, were retained as financial
The alleged offense occurred Sun- at Palmdale.Mr. Brandt has ac- both of California;eight sons, Milshow on the road.
three excellent white wheat vari- losing pitcher.
explained the defenses used at the
advisors and Miller, Canfield,Padday.
ton,
Wynand,
Jr.,
and
Leon
of
cepted
the
position.
as
principal
in
It was scheduled for 1:45 in the
University of Maine last year.
dock and Stone as legal advisors
George
Whipple. 18, Grand Hav- the Palmdale Junior High School. Holland and Willard,Kenneth, La- eties. They are Genesee, Cornell
afternoon, but the wind was too
for preparing the bond issue.
A1 Vanderbush, Hope athletic
en, paid $50 fine and $3.55 costs in Both are graduatesof Hope Col- veme, Dale and Eugene of Calif- 595 and Yorkwin. AH have pertricky to fill the balloon so the
director, presided at the session
The board agreed informally to
Justice F. J. Workman’s court Sat- lege. Mr. Brandt received his M.A. ornia; 19 grandchildren; four sis- formed exceptionallywell in trials | []U(|80nvi||eYouth WaiVCS
crowd had to come back shortly
wait until the October sessionto set
and also explained the Hope ofr\
i
urday on a charge of unlawful pos- degree and his administrationcer- ters and three brothers,Mrs. Ben around the
before seven. The wind dies down
Each of these varietieshas its On Grand Larceny Count
a date for the bond election.'Dec.
fense used in 1954, pointing out
sesion of beer in an automobile. tificate from the University of De Zwaan, Mrs. Melvin Browers.
when the sun is low in the West,
good points and weak points. Both
some of the strongestpoints. Mov6 would be the first date on which
He
was
arrested Aug. 17 in Spring Southern California.
James Postma and John Postma
Emerick explained.
GRAND HAVEN. (Special)
Cornell 595 and Genesee will
it would be possible to hold the
ies of the Hope-Albion game were
Lake
by village officers.
of
Zeeland
and
Simon
Postma,
Mrs.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Van
Emerick started his performance
screen heavier than Yorkwin be- Raymond W. Wolbers, 18. route 3. shown.
election.
Nell
Otting
and
Mrs.
John
Vander
Dyke left today for their home
four years ago after he decided
cause their kernels are not quite Hudsonville,was arrainged in
Bill Hinga, Holland High assistin Buffalo Center, Iowa, after a Beld of HoUand.
to leave the King Bros, circus.
Grand Haven Municipal Court late ant coach, and Gordon Hunsbcras
plump as those of Yorkwin.
Martin. Assistingthe hostess were visit with friends and relatives
Mrs.
Van
Den
Berg's
husband
Probably the most colorful charCornell 595 probably has the stiff- Tuesday afternoon on a charge of ger, new Ottawa Hills Coach, re150 Members Attend
Mrs. Lloyd Brinkhuis, Mrs. Jay here. Rev. Van Dyke is former died in 1940.
acter of the four-man troupe is
est
straw with Genesee and York- Grand Larceny. He waived exam- ported on other grid clinics each
Vander Wieda and Sharon Vander pastor of fourth Reformed Church.
The body will arrive in Holland
ination, and, unable to furnish $500,
40-year-oldJason Goachee who has
Van Wieren Reunion
win
following in that order.
had attended and points of which
Wieda, all of Martin.
Saturday afternoon and will be
the thankless and rather warm job
Genesee
has
a
slight advantage was committedto jail to await ap- were discussed.
Supper was served at 8 p.m., foltaken to Ver Lee Funeral Home,
pearance
in Circut Court Sept. 12.
The annual Van Wieren family of staying inside the balloon while
Luncheon was served the group
lowed by games.
where funeral services will be held in yield per acre over the other
Wolbers and a 16-year old com- by the Camp Geneva staff.
reunion was held at Tupnel Park the hot gas pours in.
two
varieties.
Invited
were
the
Mesdames
at 2 p.m. Monday, the Rev. Herpanion were taken into custody
Satuday afternoonand evening. "I could break any thermometer
Charles aNederlof, Harry Helder,
bert Vander Lught officiating.
by city police early Tuesday mornAbout 150 members were present. made in there,’’ he testifies.
Cornell
595
and
Genesee
ore
suFriends may call at the chapel
ing after allegedly taking a 20 Van Wynens Notified of
Louis Van Wieren of Grand Rapids
put his lot is necessaryas he Robert Berghage, Clifford Giles of
Grand
Rapids, Russel Boeve, WalSunday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. perior to Yorkwin in resistance to horsepower outboard motor boat
was chairman of the event. must keep the flames away from
Hits
loose
smut.
Although
loose
smut
Granddaughter’s Death
Donna Buursma of Ottawa Beach the balloon and make sure it is lace Nies, Paul Boeve, Ron Nycan cut yields, Yorkwin did pro- belonging to Joseph Kozicki,which
kamp, Clarence Boeve, Roger
was
at
the
Voshel
Boat
Livery
on
Rd. was in charge of games and filling up correctly.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Van Wynen
duce some high yields in 1955 in
David Lee Dykema, eight-year- Two Cars Damaged
Boeve, Henry Boeve, S. Ver Hoven,
US-31 near the large swing bridge.
contests.Prizes were awarded to
Born in Grand Rapids and still
spite of smut infection.
have received word from Bolivia
old son of Mr. antj Mrs. Bernard
Ken
Ver
Hoven,
Earl
Boeve,
In Zeeland Crash
Nordel Voshel saw the boys take
Mrs. Hans Van Wieren, Patty living there, Goachee has been in
Only one varietyof soft red winof the death of their granddaughDykema of 523 Douglas Ave., was
the motor and kept them on the
Buursma, Beverly Grissen and the balloon ascension game sinfce George Steggerda, Raymond Bron- treated for cuts and bruises by a
ter, Ruthie Van Wynen, daughter
ter
wheat
was
certified
in
MichZEELAND
(Special)
John
dyke,
Glenn
Mannes,
Ken
Van
premises
until
officers
arrived
Alan Van Wieren. A basket supper he was nine years old, either
or Mr. and Mrs. Don Van Wynen.
local physician after being struck Prince of route 2, Zeeland,was igan in 1955. Seneca is the most
and found the motor in the trunk
was served at 6
IZ jumping or getting "all smoked Tatenhove, Nelson Boeve and the on his bicycle by a car about 2:40
The child, who would have been
highly recommended red wheat
ticketed for failure to yield the
Misses Doris Boeve and Alma
of Wolbers’ car.
A prize for the family traveling up" inside.
three years old Sept. 27, died Tuesvariety.
Thorne
wheat
would
be
a
p.m. Monday.
right
of way followingan accident
Bosch,
all
of
Holland;
Mrs.
John
The 16-year-oldwas turned over
farthest to attend the event was
Closest call he can remember
day night of intussusception.
close
second
but
it is not eligible
The
youngster
suffered
forehead
to Juvenile Agent Avery D. Baker
awarded to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey was a 1931 mishap in Lake Odessa De Roo and Barbara of Zeeland; lacerationsand a bruised shoulder. at 6:45 a.m. Tuesday.
The Don Van Wynens arrived in
for certification.
pending further action. Police will
D. Van Wieren of Philadelphia.when a balloon caught fire while Mrs. Dale Newhouse of Muskegon, He was hit by a car driven by Prince turned in front of a car
Bolivia only recentlyand were
Knox
is a red wheat variety
driven
by
Winifred
Kotst,
19,
of
confer with prosecutor James
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Wieren re- he was inside. "Sure ran then," and Mrs. Alvin Van Rhee of Marilyn Dirkse, 19, of Mounted
6730 Adam* St., causing damage which is receiving some attention Bussard on possibilities of waiving stationedin the jungle area to conDrenthe.
ceived a prize for being the oldest he says,.
duct their work under the Wycllffe
Route, Zeeland. The car was not totaling about 6250 to both can, in certain areas of Michigan. This
the youth to Circut Court.
couple present and also for havNone of the crew seems to worry
Bible Translators.They had been
damaged. Sheriff’s officer* are In- police said. Prince was traveling wheat from Indiana is earlierand
ing the largest family.
about working in extreme heat,
in Peru for more than a year.
vestigating.
shorter s (rawed than Seneca and
east
on
Main
St. while Koest was
Johnny, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cal with a possible explosion or from Zeeland Stores Close
Surviving besides the parents are
Thorne. However, in tests in MichJerry Telgenhof, 26, of 56 West going east on Main.
vin Van Wieren of 136th Ave., won high altitudes.
a brother,Tommy, one year old;
igan it has been inferiorto these Club Gets Compliments
19th St.; was unable to stop his
For
Baseball
Excursion
a prize as the youngest baby preLike other things, they say, it
the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
car in time 4:15 p.m. Monday on
varieties in yield and straw For Buying Resuscitator
sent. Ricky, son of Mr. and Mrs. gets in your blood.
GilbertVan Wynen of Holland and
strength. This variety is not recomZEELAND (Special) — A base- M-21 near the US-31 intersection Car Engine
Erwin De Vree of Ottawa Beach
Traffic was tied up tor a few mended for Michigan.
GRAND HAVEN - The Rotary Mrs. Gerard of California.
ball excursion closed the stores and crashed into the rear of an
Rd. won the grand f>rize.
auto driven by Benjamin Bosma, minutes about 4 p.m. Monday when
Michigan
grown
certified seed of Club has received a letter or aphere
all day Wednesday.
Plans were made for another Pre-Nuptial Party
fire broke out around the engine Hudson winter barley and Genesee, preciation from Gerald E. Eddy,
More than 80 baseball fans, most 40, of 473 West 21st St
reunion next year and new comTelgenhof was ticketed tor fail- of a 1942 model car at the inter- Cornell, Yorkwin and Seneca director of the state conservation
of them merchants,left on the
Honors Hazel De Roo
mittees were appointed. They are
train from Grand Rapids in the ure to have assured clear distance section of 17th St. and Van Raalte wheat is available for 1955 plant- department,for the resuscitator
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Wieren of
Miss Hazel De Roo, who will be morning on a Chamber of Com- ahead.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Ave. Damage was minor to the ing. Your local elevator probably the club bought recently for Grand
Ottawa Beach Rd., Mr. and Mrs. married Sept. 21 to Wayne Boeve, merce excursion to the Tiger- Damage to the 1955 model Bos- car owned by James McFarland, has a supply or can procure the Haven State Park.
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
E. Jay Van Wieren, Myrtle Ave., was honored at a miscellaneous Yankee contest in Briggs Stadium. ma auto was estimated at 6100 and route 3, Fennville, but an alarm desired seed. A seed producer list
Pbon. 3MS
During the off-season,the appar- M Eoal
‘md Mr. and Mrs Gary Smth, West shower last Friday evening at the
They left Detroit on the return at*$150 to the 1949 model Telgenhof was pulled and three fire trucks may be obtained from the county atus will be kept at the Grand
GUbtrt Vand. Waist, Mg,.
28th
,
home of Mrs. John Brinkhui*of trip about 5:30 in the aftenvxxi. ' auto.
rushed to the scene.
agriculturalextensfy office or Haven High School swimming yaL
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Cotton Candy:

Mmmmmm!

Earl Westenbroek: A Prize Every

Time

Kids Have Themselves a Ball
Whenever a

carnival

come* to town the kids have

a

big time.
That's the way

it was in Zeeland last Tuesday and Wednesday as the Chamber of Commerce presentedthe annual Farmer's Picnic.
More than 10,000 persons crowded Zeeland's City Park
during the two-day affair and most of them found their
way to the "midway" at one time or another.
Parents watched their little ones climb on the ponies
and into the miniature trains and cars. Some children
were dead serious, some winced, but most of them

Billy

and Carol Lynn Sybesma: Choo-Choo

smiled.

The raucous music of the merry-go-round sounded like
a 78 rpm record on a 45 rpm turntable, but it attracted
hundreds.

As popular as ever was the Ferris wheel. And there
were popguns to shoot, cotton candy to eot and basketballs to throw. All for a price , of course.

Les and Debbie Van Wieren, Patty Barr: Round and Round
Sally

THE UNDISPUTED BIGWHEEL

Timmer and Sue Meengs: Operation Octopus

Sandro Kay Nyenhuis: All the Kids Like the Ponies

Slack Period: Seldom Seen

ON ANY MIDWAY

-,vv'

Main

activity during the second

week

,

TIME FOR AWARDS —

for most of

the troops was the Command Post and Field
Exercise which began Monday noon and lasted
for three days. The mission: Carry out the defense problem "Iron Fist 11" against a mythical
enemy attacking Camp Grayling from the north-

^

THE TOP DOG—

Here's one of the guys they say run the Army.
First Sergeant of Holland’s Company D, Donald Gilcrest, and he
looks like he rules the roost, too. He’s the man who gives the
orders. Gilcrestdishes out the work detailsand KP duty and he
handles all passes. The diamond pattern in the middle of his stripes
distinguishesa first sergeant from master sergeant*.

Holland Guardsmen receiving medals from Lt. Col. Cecil Simmons of
Grand Rapids, commandingofficer of the 126
Regiment’sFirst Battalion,are Lt.' Con Boeve,
M/Sgt Clair Zwiep, Sgt. Roy Strengholt, Cpl.
Roge. Knoll. Sgf. Richard Hansen and Sgt.
Charle* Banks. Boeve, Zwiep, Strengholt and
.

.

V

Knoll formed Holland’s four-man rifle team that
collected21 medals for a virtual sweep of the
MichiganState championshiprifle matches held
at Camp Grayling in June. The quartet won all
four team trophies, especially remarkablein rifle
competition since Company D is a heavy weapons
unit

